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★FROM BAEN IN JULY★ A NEW BLOCKBUSTER FROM THE AUTHORS OF 
THE MOTE IN GOD’S EYE AND FOOTFALL

FALLEN ANGELS LARRY NIVEN JERRY POURNELLE MICHAEL FLYNN
MAJOR ADVERTISING AND 

PROMOTIONS BUDGET:
• Full page national advertising 

Publishers Weekly, Locus, SF 
Chronicle and more

• Foiled and embossed cover
• Chap book with four-color cover
• Four-color posters
• Discount floor display with riser
• T-shirts
• 3-tiered postcard campaign
• Promotions and giveaways at SF 

conventions across the country
• Teaser booklets
• Advance review galleys 

72O52-X • 384 pages • $5.95

Distributed by Simon & Schuster 
1230 Avenue of the Americas 

New York, NY 10020

IT ALL HAPPENED SO FAST...
One minute the two Space Hab 
astronauts were scoop-diving the 
atmosphere, the next day they'd 
been shot down over the North 
Dakota glacier and were the 
object of a massive manhunt by 
the United States government.
That government, dedicated to 
saving the environment from the 
evils of technology, had been 
voted into power because every
body knew the Green House 

Effect had to be controlled, what
ever the cost. But who would 
have thought that the cost of 
ending pollution would include 
not only total government control 
of day-to-day life, but the onset of 
a new ice age?
Stranded in the anti-technologi- 
cal heartland of America, para
lyzed by Earth's gravity, the 
"Angels” had no way back to the 
Space Habs, the last bastions of 

high technology and intellectual 
freedom on, or over, the Earth. 
But help was on its way, help from 
the most unlikely sources....
Join #1 national bestsellers 
Larry Niven and Jerry 
Pournelle, and Michael Flynn 
in a world where civilization 
is on the ropes, and the envi
ronmentalists have created 
their own worst nightmare. 
A world of Fallen Angels.
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NEWS & OTHER INFORMATION

Support Electrical Eggs -- Nineteen Ninety-One". All shirts 
shipped UPS unless otherwise requested, in The few regaining 
’88 (artwork by Mary Hanson Roberts) & '89 t-shirts are 
available for 112, (Bend BASE for specific availability I for 
size/color choices available.) in The t-shirt authorized by 
It featuring art by Frank Kelly Freas, Hugo-award winning 
artist, is still available (without listing a year.) The 
design, adapted fro* a poster entitled "The Egg", shows a 
rocketship "hatching" froa an egg-shaped Earth, Printed in 2 
colors on black or navy & in sizes Snail thru 2X Large, m 
Natch for thee at cons, or write to: Electrical Eggs, P.O. Box 
308, Lebanon GA 30146.

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Correction: Part III
World Horror Convention

The line should have read: "Naurine Dorris was 
approached by MEMBERS of the Horror Writers of Aaerica." 
(eaphasis ours).

"This is a very large group of very talented people, 
quite a few of whoa attend Southern conventions. In the years 
since World Fantasy 87, aany of the writers I know have asked 
why ay staff It I have not run another con. And if we ever did, 
why not aake it a horror con? The horror field has grown so 
auch in the last few years that it was an idea who's tiae had 
cone, With the blessings of ay wonderful staff, we started to 
put together the World Horror Convention. i This convention 
will cover all aspects of the field of Horror. I hope that 
anyone who has a serious interest in horror will attend. 1 
think they will really enjoy the 3 track of prograaaing, & the 
art show. It the dealers rooa, plus auch aore."

Anyone interested in attending nay send their 
aeabership to: World Horror Convention, P0 Box 22B17, 
Nashville, TN 37202. The cost is now 165.00. Convention date: 
February 28th-March 3rd, 1991."

ELECTRICAL EGGS LIMITED is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to providing better access at conventions for the 
handicapable It the temporarily disabled. A 415 (or aore) 
donation to this worthy cause will bring you not only gratitude 
but a lovely T-shirt, in The shirt carries the aessage: "I

"The DSC '93 Bid Coaaittee regrets to announce that, 
due to personal considerations, we have decided to end our bid 
to bring the Deep South Con to Louisville in 1993. m Ne 
appreciate the help, It support, of everyone who was involved in 
the bid. To those who helped, It to those who once again proved 
that nobody parties like Southern Fandoa, Thanks! Ne'11 be 
looking forward to seeing you at other Cons."

—Jennifer Nilson It Jack Heazlitt, Coaaittee Co-Chairs, DSC '93 
P0 Box 5231, Louisville KY 40205.

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

MYTHOPOEIC SOCIETY AWARD WINNERS

Tia Powers’ novel The Stress of Her Regard has won the 
1990 Mythopoeic Fantasy Award. This is a historical fantasy 
set in early 19th-century Europe. The early Roaantic poets 
Lord Byron, Percy Shelley, It John Keats are aajor characters, It 
the author sixes thea up thoroughly with the supernatural, 
finding fantastical origins for that feverish Roaantic poetry. 
Powers has done extensive research into his historical period, 
It coabines English literary history, continental politics, 
Lovecraftian eldritch horrors, It soae sly huaor into a striking 
aixture in the distinctive "steaapunk" fantasy style.

The Mythopoeic Scholarship Award went to The Annotated 
Hobbit, text by J.R.R. Tolkien, annotations by Douglas A. 
Anderson. This voluae coabines an authoritative text of The 
Hobbit with soae useful annotations, an international selection 
of illustrations, li a coaprehensive textual history.

<aore>
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Both awards are presented for achievement in fantasy by 
the Mythopoeic Society, an international organization devoted 
to the study, discussion It enjoyeent of eyth It fantasy 
literature, espec, the works of J.R.R. Tolkien, C.B. Lewis & 
Charles Millians. In addition, the Nythopoeic Society 
publishes a aonthly bulletin, Nvthorint, a quarterly journal, 
Nythlore, It a quarterly fiction sagazine, Mythic Circle.

The winners were announced at NYTHCON XXI in Long 
Beach, CA on August 5, 1990. The awards have been given since 
1971. Past winners include Peter 8. Beagle, Nary Stewart, 
Orson Scott Card It Poul Anderson.

wen For more information, contact the 
Mythopoeic Society, P.O. Box 6707, Altadena, 
CA 91001.

Mythopoeic Fantasy Awards:
1971 The Crystal Cave by Nary Stewart
1972 Red Noon It Black Nountaln by Joy Chant
1973 The Sono of Rhiannon by Evangeline Walton
1974 The Hollow Hills by Nary Stewart
1975 A Nidsuaaer leanest by Poul Anderson jKrk
1981 Unfinished Tales by J.R.R. Tolkien
1982 Little, Bio by John Crowley
1983 The Firelinas by Carol Kendall
1984 When Vol ha Wakes by Joy Chant
1985 Cards of Grief by Jane Yolen
1986 Bridge of Birds by Barry Hughart
1987 The Folk of the Air by Peter 8. Beagle
1988 Seventh Son by Orson Scott Card
1989 Unicorn Nountain by Michael Bishop

1990 nominees:
The City, Not Long After by Pat Nurphy 
The Stress of Her Regard by Tia Powers 

The Chang 11ng Sea by Patricia by Patricia NcKillip 
Prentice Alvin by Orson Scott Card 

Fool on the Hill by Natt Ruff

Mythopoeic Scholarship Awards:
1971 C.8. Kilby, Nary NcDernott Bhideler
1972 Halter Hooper
1973 Naster of Middle-earth by Paul H. Kocher
1974 C.8. Lewis, Here Christian by Kathryn Lindskoog
1976 Tolkien Criticisa by Richard C. West; C.B, Lewis an 

Annotated CHecklist by Joe R. Christopher It Joan K. 
Ostling; Charles W.S, Williams, A Checklist by Lois Glenn 

1981 Christopher R. Tolkien
1982 The Inklings by Huaphery Carpenter
1983 Conpanion to Narnia by Paul F. Ford
1984 The Road to Niddle-earth by T.A. Shipley
1985 Reason It laaoination in C.8. Lewie by Peter J. Schakel 
1986 Charles Wil Haas, Poet of Theology by Glen Cavaliero 
1987 J.R.R, Tolkien: Myth, Noralitv It Religion. Richard Purtill 
1988 C.B. Lewis by Joe R. Christopher
1989 The Return of the Shadow by Christopher Tolkien

1990 nominees:
C.8. Lewis It the Truth of Nvth by Nark Edwards Freshwater 

C.8. Lewis: His Literary Achieveaent by C.N. Nanlove 
Jack: C.8. Lewis It His Tines by George Sayer

The C.B, Lewis Hoax by Kathryn Lindskoog 
The Latin Letters of C.B, Lewis by N. Noynhan 

The Annotated Hobbit, Douglas A. Anderson, ed. 
The Taste of the Pinnaoole: Essays on C.B, Lewis as Reader, 

Critic It Inaqinative Writer, Bruce L. Edwards, ed.

ODDS & ENDS OF NEWS FOR ARTISTS:

Arts Festival of Atlanta 1991, 501 Peachtree St. NE, 
Atlanta GA 30308, i-(404) 885*1125. Festival Dates: Septeeber 
14-22, 1991. DEADLINES: Bite Works, Video Art, Group Exhibits 
s Narch 1, 1991; Current Minimalists, Folk It Visionary Art, 
Artist’s Cars, Big Art = February 1, 1991. in Bend BABE or 
phone non-collect for sore details.

The Nountain Valiev Fine Arts Exhibition at the Boaz 
Outlet Center in Boaz, Alabama will take place on Saturday & 
Sunday, Nay 4 It 5, 1991. Presented bv: Nountain Valley Arts 
Council, 325 Gunter Ave., Guntersville AL 35976, 1-1205) 582- 
1454 in Bend BABE for details.

A national inforeation hotline for visual arts has been 
established by the Narie Naish Sharpe Art Foundation. Launched 
in cooperation with The Aeerlcan Council for the Arts, the 
hotline began October 1, 1990, It serves as a referral service 
to give visual artists inforeation on where to go & whoa to 
contact regarding such areas as funding, housing, insurance, 
health It the law. m The Visual Arts Inforeation Hotline 
Nueber is 1-800-232-27B9.

The Southern Arts Federation, Inc, (8AF) is a regional, 
not-for-profit arts organization serving the Southeastern 
states (ALabama, FL, 6A, KY, LA, receives funding froo the 
eeober state arts agencies, the National Endowoent for the Arts 
(NEA), It private sources. Visual It Nedia Arts Prograe has 3 
distinct Initiatives: Visual/Nedia Arts Touring Prograe, 
SAF/NEA Fellowship Prograe, Southern Circuit (a file & video 
touring prograe). The Visual Arts Fellowships were established 
in 1967 as one of the NEA’s first areas of support It they 
regain the first priority of the NEA Visual Arts Prograe. The 
SAF/NEA Regional Fellowships for Visual Artists, established in 
1984, are a joint effort to stimulate the artistic development 
& inquiry of artists working in all oajor visual arts sodiums. 
• Artists working in all fores of painting, drawing, 
printmaking, It artists’ books: For applications It inforeation 
on 1991 grants, please send a SASE to: Southern Arts 
Federation, 1293 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 500, Atlanta 6A 
30309. Or telephone (404) B74-7244.

Thia Alabaea State Council on the Arts new phone nuaber 
is: 1-1205) 242-4076 It FAX: 1-1205) 240-3269.
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L and N Fandom Presents:
. a bid for the

52nd WOULD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION
Pre-Supporting Memberships: |g.*®
Associate Memberships: $a®.W®

INFORMATION ABOUT OUR BID

Two of the six directors of our bid live in Louisville and the 

other four live within 2-3 hours by car. Five have served on the 
executive committees of previous Worldcons and NASFiCs. We 

have chaired over 40 science fiction conventions and logged 

over 140 years in fandom. The bid committee is comprised of 
Co-Chairs Steve Francis, Sue Francis and Ken Moore, plus 

members Gary Robe, Roger Sims and Dick Spelman.

The Louisville Commonwealth Convention Center and our four 
main hotels are located along Fourth Avenue in downtown 
Louisville. There are over 2,400 hotel rooms within two blocks 
of the Convention Center and another 600 rooms within six 

blocks.

These facilities have guaranteed to hold the space until after the 

site selection voting at the 1991 World Science Fiction Conven
tion.

PRE-SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP - Your Pre-Supporting 

membership fee will be applied against the cost of an attending 

membership.

•ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP - If you wish to provide addition
al support to our bid and pay the lowest attending member
ship fee, you may become an Associate member by contrib
uting a total of $20.00 to our bid.

Ifyouvotelnthe 1991 Site Selection balloting and we win, your 
Associate membership will automatically make you a full at
tending member of our convention. In addition, we will have a 
drawing at our victory party for one Associate member to 
receive four free nights in one of our convention hotels.

T-SHIRTS - The official, full color Louisville in '94 T-Shirt is 
available by mall for $12.00 (including shipping and handling) 
in sizes small through triple-X. Please send your requests to 

the address shown below.

tor&W2W5SM P. 1 Box 58247. Louisville, KT4025S§|
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The DEEP SOUTH COSTUMERS GUILD contact is Sue Thorn. 
Sue also edits the two club publications: fill That Glitters t 
The Migratory Sequin, i For further information, write to: Sue 
Thorn, 226 Dexter Court, Hueytown AL 35023. Or non-collect 
calls to: (205) 491-8616.

ATTENTION, COSTUMERS! in Huntsville Area seeks to 
establish a Chapter of the Deep South Costumer's Guild. If 
you’re interested in costuming for conventions, theatre, or 
Historical Groups (SCA, 1860’s, 1700’s, etc.), please contact: 
Pamela Pickett, 110-A Village Ln., Madison AL 35758.

J.J. JOHNSON MEMORIAL

Please send your donation checks to:

"John J. Johnson III Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund" 
Knoxville College Development Office

901 College Street 
Knoxville TN 37921

J.J. Johnson’s parents would like to hear from his 
friends. It appears they didn’t know that much about his life 
as a fan & would like to know more about their son’s other 
life. Their address is: John It Dorothy Johnson, 805 College 
Street NW, Knoxville, TN 37921.

MAGICON: ORLANDO’s WORLDCON IN '92

MAGICON will take place in Orlando, Florida, September 
3-7, 1992 at the Orange County Civic It Convention Center, & two 
nearby hotels: the Peabody-Orlando I Clarion Plaza. ■ "Pro 
GoHs Jack Vance I Vincent DiFate, Fan GoH Walter A. Willis (of 
Slant It Hyphen), It Toastmaster Spider Robinson."

Operating Committee Structure: Co-chairaen-Joe Siclari 
t Becky Thomson; General Counsel !t Administrative Coordinator- 
Tom Veal, i Division Heads: Administration-Susan Cole, 
Publicity-Ray Herz, Events-Gary Feldbaum 4 Steven Whitmore, 
Finance-Judith Bemis, Programming-Edie Stern, Progress Report 
Editor-Mike Glyer, I Publications Production Manager-David 
Ratti. ■ All MAGICON pre-supporters will get $5 credit 
towards conversion to attending membership, aim The 
convention address is: MAGICON, P0 Box 621992, Orlando FL 
32862-1992. INFO HOTLINE: (407) 275-0027

CONTESTS For New Writers & Artists:

L. Ron Hubbard’s WRITERS oF the Future 
Contest, Box 1630, Los Angeles CA 90078.

"Every three months, a panel drawn from among top SF 
writers selects three winners. Judges in the WotF contest at 
present are Gregory Benford, Ben Bova, Algis Budrys, Ramsey 
Campbell, Anne McCaffrey, Andre Norton, Larry Niven, Frederik 
Pohl, Jerry Pournelle, Robert Silverberg, John Varley, Jack 
Williamson, Dave Wolverton, & Roger Zelazny. No entry fee is 
charged, It entrants retain all rights to their stories, m 
Those wishing to enter the Contest can obtain a set of rules by 
sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the address 
above."

--------------------------- & ---------------------------

L. Ron Hubbard’s ILLUSTRATOR’S oF the 
Future Contest, Box 3190, Los Angeles CA 
90078.

"The ILLUSTRATOR’S OF THE FUTURE Contest was begun in 
1988 by L. Ron Hubbard, one of the most widely read It highly 
acclaimed authors of all time, who determined to make a 
philanthropic gift to the field he loved. He began by 
launching the WRITER'S OF THE FUTURE Contest in 1984, with the 
Illustrator’s contest to be started after the Writer's contest 
was firmly established.

"Every three months, a panel drawn from among top SF 
illustrators selects three winners. Judges in the Illustrators 
of the Future Contest at present are Edd Cartier, Leo It Diane 
Dillon, Bob Eggleton, Will Eisner, Frank Frazetta, Shun Kijima, 
Jack Kirby, Paul Lehr, Ron It Vai Lindahn, Moebius, Alex 
Schomburg, H.R. Van Dongen, It William R. Warren, Jr. Frank 
Kelly-Freas serves as Coordinating Judge of the Contest, in 
Those wishing to enter the Contest can obtain a set of rules by 
sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the address 
above."

a letter first printed in SFCB 17...

Dear American fans, May 12, 1990

"We, science fiction fans from Ukraine, the members of 
ZORYANY SHLYAH SF Club, would like to establish contacts with 
your Confederation. Dur Club was founded last year on the 
ruins of two former clubs. Its title means 'Star Trek' in 
Ukrainian but it is not merely a club of STAR TREK devotees. 
STAR TREK was only the common ground to unite the 'debris’ of 
two former clubs, i There are lot of English-reading fans in 
our fandom, It we want to found Eng 1 ish-readers’ division. As 
far as we know, our Club is the first English-language SF fan 
club in the USSR, Most popular in our fandom are the books by
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Orson Scott Card, Kia Stanley Robinson, Joe Haldenan I Phillip 
K. Dick. But our tastes are sufficiently distorted by the book 
deficit. Ne can exchange 8F books in Ukrainian It Russian, 
posters, art albums, It any other printed natter fron the USSR 
for science fiction books. And those SF books nay not be nea. 
You see, we sinply want aore books to read, so let there be 
aore used paperbacks than less new ones. And ahat books do ae 
need? Ne’d like to have the books of your oan choice. It’s 
interesting to knoa your opinion on today’s BF thru those 
books. Please, write ahat you like to have for then, i Ne 
knoa that there are nany people of Ukrainian It Russian origin / 
in the UBA. A lot of thee knoa the language of their (ft 
ancestors. Maybe there are sone of thee in your Confederation. 
BF books in Ukrainian It Russian surely aill be of interest to 
then. ■ During the coning nonths ae’ll start to publish our 
clubzine (in English). It Ihas! no title yet. It aill consist 
of club neas, the revieas of the nost interesting books 
published here, It list of currently published nea books, 
international fan neas, Cons It so on. The first issue aill be 
available in Autuan. I think, your Society aould like to have 
a copy of the first issue, i In your reply, please, arite 
about your Confederation, It hoa does it aork. What are the 
wain directions of its activities? i Ne’ve learned your 
address froe the fanzine reviea in zine published by Harry 
Andruschak of Torrance, CA. Maybe you knoa other BF clubs or 
organizations ahose nenbers do aant to have contacts aith our 
Club. Please, arite thee about us.°

—Alexander V. Vasilkovsky, apt. 13, B Zankovetskaya 8t., 
252001, Kiev-1, Ukraine, Soviet Union

<Though the SFC doesn't have the exact details on hand, 
reliable rueor has it that several boxes of SF paperback books 
have already been shipped to the USSR out of Atlanta. Included 
in one of the shipsents aere a nuaber of BAEN selections ahich 
had been donated to the SFC by BAEN’s Toni Neisskopf ahile 
attending the C0NI8TELLAT10N 9 "relaxacon" in Huntsville. 
Similar supportive "hands-across-the-aaters" efforts are 
underaay even as you read these aords. —PLCM>

#33 ARRIVALS 3 3 3

"Michael & I are delighted to announce the birth of our 
first child, Alexander Dafydd Lee. He aas born at 10:27 pa on 
Election Day, 6 Noveaber 1990. He aas 8 lbs. 2 oz. It 20.5" 
long. Ne expect his first convention aill be Nidaestcon — 
after all, ae have to shoa hia off to everyone. Hope to see 
you there." — Christa Sinclair

P.O. Box 4696 no Louisville, KY 40204

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

<The SFC BULLETIN has nothing against publicizing any 
of the numerous It aorthy annual entities, including TAFF 
(TransAtlantic Fan Fund), DUFF (DoanUnder Fan Fund),or 
"popularity polls" such as the TUCKER Aaards, or annual

contests such as that sponsored by FANDATA COMPUTER Services 
for artaork. m Hoaever, it seems that the deadlines for the 
above-naaed It others are forever It always at odds aith the 
current January/July publishing schedule of the SFC BULLETIN. 
hi Me regret being unable to convey such neas at this tiwe.>

------------ 1 
^•^/mMATEUR PRESS ASSOCIATIONS

ALPHA OMEGA I AO J; An aaateur press association (APA), 
founded in 1985, AO is a creative coanunity for the Christian 
fan/creator of conic books, science fiction, fantasy, It related 
areas of interest. "A unique apa in its combined focus on 
Conics It Christian values, It has nany pages of excellent strips 
& cartoons in each issue." Published binonthly, the only cost 
is Xeroxing your oan zine plus the cost of nailing, m "Bone 
of the aore inportant neas fron Alpha Onega is that ae have 
added a nunber of nea It talented nenbers It various neobers have 
recently published their oan conics titles, i Aq aas lucky 
enough to get at least tao aorking conics professionals, one a 
talented artist It the other a writer. Both live in snail toans 
in south Mississippi. Tao other neaconers are students at 
David Lipsconb University in Nashville, It another lives in 
Baton Rouge, i Ralph Miley & Donald Ensign created Valiant 
Efforts 11, 6 Nark Poe of Alabaea It Freazie White, Jr. of 
Michigan (forner AOers) published Neu Man 11. Both comics aere 
released in November, i The final count of nea nenbers aon’t 
be clear until the next issue of Alpha Onega cones out, but the 
total should be a big junp fron ahat it aas only a fea months 
ago."

0 For further information arite: Harry H. Miller, 1106 
Jones Avenue, Boating Green KY 42104 —6 enclose a BABE for an 
ansaer. 0 Sample copies of back issues of AQ can be obtained 
for $1.50 by ariting to current CM ( Central Nailer t Aaron 
Reed, 23 Mystic Street, Brockton NA 02402-2825.

APA-CENTURY 21: an apa dedicated to the live-action It 
SuperMarionation aorks of Gerry Anderson. Quarterly; one-page 
ninac; roster United to 15. No dues, but nenbers must keep at 
least $3 on account for postage It apa expenses. 1st nailing 
goes out October 31st, 1989. All contributions need to be at 
the 0E by October 1st (October 15th if ready to collate). 0 
Send a SASE (or 2 IRCs) for further info, to 0E Debbie Delorae, 
1721 Ashley Hall Rd., Apt. 6-8, Charleston 8C 29407.

"1NAGINAPA. actually started in Bellinghan, Hashington, 
is noa based in Colunbia, 8. Carolina. The APA cones out 8 
tines a year, It has Just celebrated its 10th annish! It’s a 
8F/F oriented APA, a/ a nenbership that runs fron college age 
to beyond, narried a/ children It single, It ahatever else there 
night be out there. Current roster is 25, capacity: 30. Hinac 
is 4 pages every 3 sailings, It no fornal dues, just keep noney 
in your nailing account, please. 0 For info It spec copies, 
contact Central Nailers sally & Katherine Aaron, 109 Evergreen 
Lane, Cayce 8C 29033-2707."
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Kentucky Amateur Press Association (KAPA), currently 13 
members; no waiting list; copy requirement = 15; "open to any 
Kentucky fan & to other interested fans at the general 
discretion of the membership." 6 mailings per year, w/deadllne 
falling on the last day of each odd-numbered month. Minac is a 
zine of any sort, or a cover, in 4 out of the 6 annual 
sailings." Dues are $3/year + money to cover postage li 
envelopes. Q For possible sample copy write to current 
Official Editor (OE) Gary Robe, P.O Box 24, Franklin KY 42134.

MYRIAD roster limit = 25; waiting list - 7; copy 
requirement - 30; 6 mailings per year. Dues are 410/year * 
extra for First Class postage. 0 Sample copies may be 
available. Contact current OE Daniel Taylor, 550 Boulevard 8E, 
Atlanta GA 30312, or non-collect queries to: 1-1404) 622-6740

Pulp Era Amateur Press Alliance (PEAPs): "PEAP8 is 
cosing along very well. Of course PEAP8 is a PULP apa It minac 
has to be on or about the pulps. Membership is limited to 25. 
If any of you has a REAL interest in the pulps [all pulps, not 
just s-fl, there may still be a couple of spots open on the 
membership list. But, we want only those w/ a REAL interest It a 
love for the pulps." 0 For more info send a SASE to: Lynn 
Hickman, 413 Ottokee St., Wauseon OH 43567. ????????

Robert E. Howard United Press Assoc. (REHUPA): Send a 
SASE for information to: Rusty Burke, 2501 Tanglewilde IH-75, 
Houston TX 77063. ????????

SF^, Are you fed up w/ seeing guys who list "hunting" 
& "fishing" as their only hobbies? Are you sick of hearing 
your date say, "I had a book once...'? Would you like to meet 
someone who shares some of your interests, someone in fandom? 
o SF^ is a newsletter/APA/Club forming for Single Fans of
Science Fiction. For men It women who want to get to know 
someone who shares their interests, who likes books, & movies, 
the theatre, & intelligent conversation, who likes to get 
involved w/ life, not just watch, i If you’re interested in 
this type of club, send a SASE to: SF?, P0 Box 95723, Atlanta 
GA 30347.

The Southern Fandom Press Alliance (8FPA); 30 
membership slots; 24 folks are waiting their chance to get in 
(average residency on waitlist - 3-5 years); current copy 
requirement = 35. m 6 mailings per year; minac is a minimum 
of 6 pages of original-distribution material in any 2 
consecutive sailings. Dues = 412/yr. $3 fee to join the waiting 
list, & an annual charge of 13 --as well as a zine or postcard 
every couple of sailings— to remain on it. 0 For possible 
sample copy, send a SASE to 0E Guy H. Lillian 111, P0 Box 
53092, NOLA 70153-3092.

INFORMATION ABOUT APAS
APA BU 6NU8: APA INFORMATION SERVICE, a Bureau of the 

N3F.: Tho not an APA itself, this N3F service gathers info on 
apas. Also building a library of various apa mailings. If you 

page 

want to make your APA known to others, or want information on 
apas other than those listed here, write to current Bureau Head 
Tim Gatewood, P.O. Box 12921, Memphis TN 38182-0921.

■ NOTE: <Though APA BU 6NU8 is currently reported 
to be inactive, Tia say still be a good source of info on apas. 
—PLCM>

NEW MOON DIRECTORY is the annual APA information pub 
that has taken up where SOUTH OF THE MOON left off. Issue 42 
can be obtained by sending $3 to Eric L. Watts, 346 Carpenter 
Dr. 151, Atlanta 6A 30328-5030.

V4V4V4V4V4V4V4V0V4949

Information believed to be current as of December 1st, 
1990. However, as information is nothing if not changeable, 
always send a BASE for information before sending any money.

Please send any updates or corrections on this info to: 
PLCN, 2629 Norwood Ave., Anniston AL 36201.
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Magazines, Books, Catalogs, &c
L1NDAHN 6 LINDAHN CATALOG. "The Stuff Dreams Are Made 

Of... Give the gift of imagination. Bring worlds of wonder I 
flights of fancy to you I your loved ones. These fantastic art 
prints will magically transport you to times It places which 
delight 6 amuse, entertain It inspire. Here you will meet 
mythic creatures, spirits of the past It visions of the future. 
Enter a timeless land where children fly It bunnies talk, 
populated w/ heroes 6 villains, beauties & beasties." bob 
Also featuring sone of Ron It Vai’s designs as wearable 
works-of-art on t-shirts! m Catalog available from: 
Lindahn It Lindahn, P0 Box 1990, Clayton 6A 30525. Mail orders 
to that address... OR for faster, toll-free service, call: 1- 
800-227-6269.

Catalog rec'd 11/27/90 from NARGANE8 WEST. 3422 Central 
Ave. 8E, Albuquerque NN 87106. Phone lines: 1-B00-8AY-GAME, 
Order by FAX: 1-505-260-0752, Product Hotline: 1-505-299-3368 
in For a copy of their latest product catalog, send a SASE to 
the address above —or try that toll-free phone line.

CINEFANTA8TI8UE Magazine, P0 Box 270, Oak Park IL 
60303, Non-collect calls: l-(708) 366-5566. Six colorful 
bimonthly issues of a magazine "designed for those who 
experience the special thrills that fantastic films can 
provide, 6 who have the interest to unravel the genre’s 
thematic & technological puzzles. ...A broad range of critical 
reviews; sneak previews; in-depth production articles; 
interviews w/ directors, effects experts, actors, writers, It 
technicians; It incisive retrospects on past genre classics." 
hi Send a BASE for cost & back-issue availability.



MAGIC LIVES ALL YEAR IN XANTH

Cover by Ron & Vai Lindahn

PIERS ANTHONY PRESENTS1991 XANTH QUESTION QUEST CALENDAR
EXQUISITE ALL NEW ART

Thirteen top fantasy illustrators show Rapunzel and Grundy 
Golem as they travel to visit different characters from the magical 
land of Xanth.

Piers Anthony commissioned this wonderful art and wrote a mini
adventure to take his characters from month to month as they search 
for the Good Magician Humphrey.

To our knowledge this is the first time anyone has asked a number 
of top artists to work from the same models for a calendar. It is 
fascinating to see how each one interprets these delightful characters. 
Barnard • Canty • Cherry • Elmore • Hickman • Hildebrandt 
Jael • Kelly • Lakey • Lindahn • Morrissey • Parkinson • Reinert

This calendar has something for everyone. Beautiful art, a new 
short Xanth adventure, all 365 days in twelve easy to read monthly 
installments, a bit of humor and just a touch of magic. It will look 
good in any room of your house (except the closet) and it makes 
the perfect gift—everyone loves it.$10 Plus Postage and Handling

VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS
Dealer Inquiries Invited

SapTimber by Dean Morrissey

PIERS ANTHONY’S 
NEW 90 MINUTE

VIDEO INTERVIEW
CONVERSATION 
WITH AN OGRE
In this candid conversation Piers 
gives us a behind the pages look

at what it’s like to be a successful writer. He discusses 
his approach to writing, where ideas come from, the 
inspiration for some of his books and much more.

Far from his reputation as an Ogre, he reveals 
himself as a deeply caring man striving to shine a bit 
of light on human folly and, in his way, trying to stop 
some of the destruction of nature and those who live
in it. $25 POSTAGE INCLUDED

TO ORDER CALL TROLL FREE 1-800 HI PIERS
ASK FOR A FREE SAMPLE OF PIERS ANTHONY’S PERSONAL NEWSLETTER

-------------------------------------------------------------- VALET PUBLISHING COMPANY -----------------------------------------------------------------
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Fiction Writer's Friend, “one of the best how-to books 
ever written for the creative writer, is available for 14.00 
post-paid froa Brad Strickland, 5044 Valley Court, Oakwood 6A 
30566. It is chock-full of inforaation 6 insights into writing 
fiction, & is one of the eost useful books on this subject that 
the editor has ever read. Fiction Writer's Friend should be 
sust writing for anyone considering writing aarketable 
fiction." -Charles Rutledge (THE PHOENIX QUILL -June, 1990)

1991 "The Year In Darkness* Hall Calendar featuring the 
talents of the Best Artists It Hriters of the Snail Press. 
“They’re not only creepy, they’re practical!* Giant-sized 
ll“x34", only $7.94 each. Prices Include Postage, i Quantity 
Discounts: 2 = $14.29 [10% off], 5 = $31.76 E20X offl, 10 = 
$55.58 [30% off], 25 = $119.10 I40X off] Order yours non! i 150 
signed by Artists & Hriters, only $11.94 each, i Available by 
Halloween - A Perfect Holiday Gift, i Hake check payable to: 
Bucky Hontgonery, 692 Calero Ave., San Jose CA 95123.

Sionet SF ADVANCE, has been reborn as ROC ADVANCE, c/o 
ROC/NAL SCIENCE FICTION DEPT., 1633 Broadway, NY,NY 10019 eee 
Send BASE for subscription information.

Haniciaage Filabooks, 740 8. 6th Ave., Absecon, NJ 
08201, 1-1609) 652-6500 m Bend a SASE for their latest 
catalog of screenplays.

QUICKSILVER FANTASIES, Spring 1990 Catalog: "An 
assemblage of ausic, art, videos, It other strange, different It 
wonderful treasures for fans of Hyth, Folklore, Science-fiction 
& Fantasy!" Things like: "aaber essence', "Earthseals' color 
stickers, incense, "Robin Hood" refrigerator aagnets, coloring 
books, fantasy art prints, "Kat" lapel pins, crystals It 
geostones, classic NASA It observatory color photos, etc. Lots 
of goodies! ■ For free catalog, write to: Quicksilver 
Fantasies, P0 Box 1660, Post Falls ID B3B54. m Noncollect 
calls to: 1-1208) 773-7731.

Robert A. Hadle Catalogue, 4406 Bestor Dr., Rockville 
HD 20853. Books It aore.... m SASE for catalog, or non
collect calls to: 1-1301) 460-4712 between lOam-lOpa Eastern.

'SCIENCE FICTION CHRONICLE gives you full-color artwork 
covers, headlines It other aajor news, aonthly lists of upcoaing 
books It covers, lots of book reviews a year (now wZ aany before 
publication), coluans by Ed Naha on Hollywood It Jones 6 
Fletcher on UK books It happenings, 3 Market Reports a year, 
obituaries, fan news, convention calendar, classifieds It 
display ads, awards, Photo Gallery, Author It Editor news, It 
ouch aore. i Only $27 ($33 First Class) for 1 year (12 
issues). Please send check to: SCIENCE FICTION CHRONICLE, P0 
Box 2730, Brooklyn NY 11202-0056."
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[ Caveat Eaotor: The SFC sakes no dales for any 
product, service, etc. eentioned in this listing. 1

Inforeation believed to be current as of Deceaber 1st, 
1990. However, as inforaation is nothing if not changeable, 
always send a SASE for inforaation before sending any aoney.

Please send any updates or corrections on this info to: 
PLCH, 2629 Norwood Ave., Anniston AL 36201.

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:

The ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY ARTISTS 
A8FA is a 501(c)3 non-profit educational association whose 
eenbers are aaateur It professional artists, art directors, art 
show aanagers, publishers, editors, art agents, It art 
collectors — anyone interested in the art of the fantastic! 
A8FA is dedicated to providing a coanunication link among 
eenbers, as well as providing helpful inforaation It technical 
assistance. A8FA confers the Chesley Award annually for 
excellence in 8F&F illustration. Heabers also receive the AGFA 
Quarterly featuring: inforaation on upcoaing art shows 6 
exhibits; 'How To" articles It profiles of 8F It Fantasy artists; 
a forum for correspondence; convention art show reviews It sales 
reports; inforaation on art show aanageaent; ...It auch aore! o 
Annual dues are $18 ($24 Canadian). Send check or aoney order 
(payable to ABFA) to: A8FA, P.O. Box 151442, Arlington TX 
76015-7442.

'THE HORROR HRITERS OF AHERICA is a professional 
organization foraed to establish a sense of coeeunity aaong 
those wZ a special interest in dark fantasy, horror, It occult 
fiction. Its sain purpose is to iaprove the public perception 
of the genre both as literature It entertainaent. Heabers 
receive a biaonthly newsletter full of articles It inforaation, 
a directory of all aeobers complete wZ sailing addresses, a 
model publishing contract, & an opportunity to participate in 
HHA’s annual Braa Stoker Awards for excellence in various 
categories of the occult writing field. The organization is 
actively seeking professional aeabers specializing in all areas 
of dark fantasyZhorrorZoccult. There are two levels of 
aeabership: Affiliate It Active, hi For details write to the 
club secretary: Hatthew J. Costello, 22 Piping Rock Drive, 
Ossining NY 10562, It request an application fora.'

-- Gregory Nicoll, SFHA/HHA.

THE HYTHOPOEIC SOCIETY is an international organization 
devoted to the enjoyaent It study of fantasy literature, founded 
by Glen Goodknight in 1967. Past winners since the award’s 
institution in 1971 include: Peter 8. Beagle, Hary Stewart, 
Orson 8cott Card, It Poul Anderson. I For sore inforaation
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about the Mythopoeic Society, write to PO Box 6707, Altadena CA
91001. (see article in MENS section)

NATIONAL BOOK COLLECTORS SOCIETY, founded in 1989, is a 
not-for-profit organization dedicated to spreading inforaation 
on 4 fostering interest in book collecting, bibliography, book 
preservation i related subjects. Neobership is open to anyone 
w/ an interest in book collecting, including collectors, 
dealers, libraries, bookbinders, etc. Annual aeebership dues 
are 120 ($25 to Canadian It foreign addresses), i One of the 
priaary benefits is a subscription to THE NATIONAL BOOK 
COLLECTOR, the official journal of the National Book Collectors 
Society. Published 6 tises a year, the aagazine is a valuable 
source of inforaation on the various aspects of book 
collecting, as well as a forua for coaaunications between 
sesbers. And, of course, the aagazine is an excellent source 
of advertiseaents. Book sales li book fairs sponsored by 
libraries are listed free of charge in the journal, space 
permitting. The November/Deceaber issue also includes a 
directory of book dealers who are aeabers of the Society. 
Saaple copies are available at a noainal fee of *2. ■ For 
further info on this group & its projects & activities, send a 
SASE to: The National Book Collectors Society, Box 62, Radio 
City Station, New York NY 10101.

SCIENCE FICTION ORAL HISTORY ASSOCIATION (8F0HA), 
established in 1977, has as its purpose preserving science 
fiction’s heritage thru seeking out It duplicating audio/video 
recordings, such as interviews w/ sf pros It fans, as well as 
progressing at conventions, i For sore inforaation, write to 
Jean Barnard, 1810 Charlton, Ann Arbor, MI 48103.

SCIENCE FICTION WRITERS OF AMERICA (SFWA). "8FNA, Inc. 
is a non-profit organization of sone eight hundred sf writers, 
artists, editors, li allied professionals worldwide. 8FNA helps 
science fiction It fantasy writers by providing advice on 
contracts, legal assistance w/ grievances against publishers, 
current market reports li contact w/ editors It other writers. 
Its general purpose is to stiaulate the creation of It public 
appreciation for science fiction literature. Two 8FWA 
publications (the Forua It the Bulletin) stay in touch w/ 8FNA 
business, w/ events in the sf field, & w/ other professionals. 
Meabership is of three classes: Active, Affiliate, It 
Institutional." i For further info or for a aeabership 
application, send BASE to: Peter D. Pautz, 8FNA Executive 
Secretary, P0 Box 4335, Spartanburg SC 29305. (803) 578-8012/

SMALL PRESS WRITERS It ARTISTS ORGANIZATION (8PNA0) 
SPNAO is a service organization dedicated to the proaotion of 

excellence in writing, illustration, calligraphy, editing, It 
publication of material related to the literary genres of 
fantasy, swordltsorcery, horror, weird or science fiction, in 
publications w/ Halted distribution." Detailed flyer available 
for SASE, i Write to: BPNAO NEN8LETTER, John B. Rosenaan, 6229
Auburn Dr., Virginia Beach VA 23464. a
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SOCIETY FDR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM (SCA) “...founded in
Berkeley, California in 1967, the SCA is a non-profit, 
educational organization whose purpose is the study, 
recreation, It preservation of the arts, crafts, It social 
customs of the period froa 600 A.D. to 1600 A.D. Said 
reenactaent is as realistic as possible w/out sacrifice to 
basic aodern conveniences, i The 8.C.A. is divided into 
kingdoas, kingdoas into principalities, baronies, shires, It 
cantons. The kingdom of Her idles encompasses Georgia, Alabaaa, 
Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, Arkansas, It the Florida 
panhandle."

The national aagazine, TOURNAMENTS UNLIMITED, appears 
quarterly, It contains articles of aoderate length, written by 
aeabers as a result of their researches. In addition, each 
Kingdoa publishes a monthly newsletter containing short 
articles as well as detailed inforaation on upcoaing 
tournaaents in that kingdoa. The yearly 8CA aeabership fee 
includes subscriptions to these periodicals.

Alabaaa consists of one barony It various shires It 
cantons including the Shire of "An Teine Dun in Huntsville." i 
For inforaation on the Huntsville group, or leads to groups in 
your area, call Ed Broyles (205) 539-4633; Dan Gannon (205) 
837-0973; Joe Fennell (205) 883-6208. i For info on the 
Birainghaa group, call (205) 856-1678 (--aeets at 7p.a. every 
Tuesday nite at East Lake United Methodist Church).

The Chattanooga chapter is the "Shire of Vulpine 
Reach". In Chattanooga or for inforaation about groups in 
Heridies, contact Nonalee Kendall (615) 965-7155, or Ninalee 
Adans (615) 875-5291.

For further inforaation about groups in your area, you 
nay write: The Society for Creative Anachronisa, Office of the 
Registry, P0 Box 743, Milpitas CA 95035.
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Inforaation believed to be current as of December 1st, 
1990. However, as Inforaation is nothing if not changeable, 
always send a SASE for inforaation before sending any aoney.

Please send any updates or corrections on this info to: 
PLCH, 2629 Norwood Ave., Anniston AL 36201.
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all P.L. at (205) 236-7918
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Montgomery
Fan Guest of Honor

She has been brightening the scene of Southern 
fandom for so many years now that were she an 
ordinary person, her presence would be comfor
table. Happily, she is not ordinary and her pres
ence summons an electric excitement. I’ve 
known her almost since her first appearance in 
fandom, when she and I were both, of course, 
still in preschool, and this gives me a certain 
standing in the community. It is a rare conven
tion I attend that someone does not come up to 
me and ask The Question.

The Question?

Why, just what does the P.L. stand for, of 
course.

There are many rumors regarding what it stands 
for, of course. For example, some, who have 
witnessed her joyous whirlwind tour of room 
parties at any good convention, would have you 
believe that it stands for Possibly Loony. To 
those unpleasant few who would disrupt a con
vention with boorish behavior, it definitely 
means Please Leave. Those of us who know her 
best will be forgiven if we regard the most likely 
combination to be Phenomenal Lady. Is that 
what P.L. stands for? Well, yes and no.

It actually stands for - maybe I shouldn’t say 
that. At least not just yet.

P.L. lives, these days, in Anniston, Alabama, 
with her husband Larry Montgomery, who was 
one of the stalwarts who put Southern fandom 
together back in the Eocene Age, that fabled 
period when fan publishing was done with stone 
tablets and mimeographs. They each own a 
justly deserved Rebel Award (years before he 
received his, Larry invented the damned things), 
presented to them by the Deep South Science
Fiction Convention. In addition, P.L. is the driv
ing force behind the southern Fandom Confed-

(205)236-7915eration and the person who edits its Bulletin.

The SFC Bulletin #8

Caruthers
from the program, book for 
MIDSOUTHCON 9 - 1990 

in Memphis, Tennessee.

January, 1991 ANNISTON

She is a superb caligrapher, and her fillos can 
now be seen in a variety of fanzines. She is a 
member of the Southern Fan Press Association, 
currently on oabbatieaF-She has written enter
tainingly for a variety of fan publications (she 
ha4 a column, Dixie Doodling, in Pulsar!).

She has, in fact, done so much in fandom that 
one might think the most likely mental image of 
her would be a blur of activity. Not so, at least 
in my case. Thinking back over all the conven
tions she and I have both attended, I picture 
her, usually dressed in black (though I under
stand she now indulges in brighter colors on 
occasion), seated in a chair, legs crossed, her 
eyes aglow with some impish mischief all then- 
own. She is nothing if not Phun Loving. I suspect 
she was always surrounded by eager young fans, 
but I don’t remember them, just her.

So, if this is your first opportunity to meet P.L., 
by all means walk up and say “Hello.” She’ll 
make you feel at home; trust me. And talking to 
her is both fun and educational.

That’s why they call her Phannish Legend

by Jerry Page

Caff ?£ at
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More THIS ”1X1 TH«T /

Commentary on The State of 
Original SF Television

by P.L. Caruthers-Montgoaery

Ah, ay childhood aeaories of the bad-old-days of 
science fiction on television: THE OUTER LIMITS, THE TWILIGHT 
ZONE, ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRESENTS, and a couple of other short
lived, anthology-foraat prograas that were often televised late 
at night. My science-fiction-reading father often allowed ne 
to stay up late on school nights to see thee.

Looking back at those episodes still occasionally 
available for viewing via the process of syndication, it’s easy 
to see their various, now-glaring flaws. The ill-aade rubber 
suits of the aliens and eonsters, the obviously-fake “alien 
planets", and the tell-tale wires that sade their spaceships 
fly against crudely-painted starscapes --all the forerunners of 
today’s highly-technological and imminently convincing art of 
"special effects" seen so priaitive to our jaded nodern vision.

In the light of our current state-of-the-art, coaputer- 
enhanced, natte-painted, blue-screen "FX" the old shows can’t 
help but seen pale and very, very two-diaensional by 
comparison. It was we, with our willingly —nay, eagerly 
suspended-disbelief who aade it all becoee real for that half
hour or hour. And for ae they still do.

Rod Serling’s TWILIGHT ZONE is no longer with us -in 
either of its incarnations— except via the aodern-day miracle 
of syndication. But it’s heartening to see the aany excellent 
anthology television prograas that serve as Serling’s legacy to 
us, the faithful lovers of quality science-fiction and fantasy.

Ah, the aarvelous possibilities of cable television 
syndication!

The USA Network continues to bring us new, high-quality 
SF/Fantasy/Horror television prograaoing in the fore of both 
THE RAY BRADBURY THEATER and THE HITCHHIKER. USA also offers 
the currently promising, new half-hour series: SNAHP THING, 
based on the coaic book character of the sane naae.

Unlike the SWAMP THING aovies, with their high-camp, 
humorous treataent, the series is darkly aoody, bringing with 
it a heightened consciousness of the iaportance of maintaining 
the ecological balance of nature, wholly appropriate to the 
global-village awareness of Earth in the ’90s.

In this small town of Anniston, Alabama, with its 
single cable-access broker, Atlanta’s independent station WGNX 
brightens our screen each week with two superb anthology 
series: MONSTERS and TALEB FROM THE DARKSIDE.

It seees to ae that the quality of the half-hour treats 
both prograas have been delivering of late just keeps getting 
better and better.

Unlike USA’s RAY BRADBURY THEATER, both MONSTERS and 
TALES OF THE DARKSIDE bring us a varied assortaent of new works 
along with aarvelously adroit adaptations of stories by writers 
long-respected in the SF/Fantasy/Horror coaaunity. ,

Many of the teleplay-writers (on all the anthology

series), who lovingly translate the previously-published 
stories by soae of our best-known authors into their final 
televised fora, are also respected writers of the genre in 
their own right. One naae that I see frequently while watching 
the credits roll is that of Michael McDowell.

I unashaaedly adait to being a fan of McDowell's horror 
fiction; he’s one of the writers whose new fiction I buy 
without hesitation. But the aan is, if anything, even aore 
talented in his role as screenwriter.

Many aay pooh-pooh the efforts of screenwriters, but 
the art of viably translating to-be-read fiction into the 
visual fora is a treaendously exacting and challenging pursuit.

Screenwriting requires a special flair, alas sadly 
lacking in aany of the less-talented persons currently churning 
out pap for the coaaercial Networks.

I shall naae no naaes froa the bottoa end of that 
spectrua of writers, but I would like to draw everyone’s 
attention to a naae to be reckoned with, that of Richard 
Christian Matheson.

Again, an author in his own right, the younger 
Matheson’s naae appears on such gees as the exquisitely- 
crafted, non-8F filo: TWELVE O’CLOCK HIGH, and aany of the 
better network broadcast prograas. The naae Richard Christian 
Matheson after the words: "teleplay by” is a guarantee of a 
quality prograa.

(I also highly recooaend the non-8F fila: L008E CANNONS 
—now available at a video rental store near you—, featuring 
the screenwriting father-lt-son teas of Richard Matheson and 
Richard Christian Matheson; a dynamite duo indeed!)

I have high hopes for the nascent SCI-FI CHANNEL, soon 
to be available on a cable network near you —if you raise 
enough ruckus with your local cable-access coapany, that is. 
Alas, I fear it’ll be soae time before 1 get the chance to 
evaluate the SCI-FI CHANNEL for ayself.

Our local cable purveyor, ANNISTON NENCHANNELS, has a 
aonopoly on cable-access, thus no incentive for being 
cospetitive. And in a state where the local PBS affiliate, 
Alabaaa Public Television, threatens the extinction of access 
to DR. WHO episodes of whatever vintage with every year’s 
funding-drive, I hold out little hope for seeing the SCI-FI 
CHANNEL anytiae soon. (Speaking of APT, I keep hearing good 
things about the British series: BLAKE’S 7, but I’ve never seen 
so ouch as one episode. Perhaps the SCI-FI CHANNEL —if we 
ever get it locally— will offer that opportunity to ayself and 
other Alabaaians.)

I was "into" STAR TREK long before it becaae "in". I 
winced when the "Trekkie" phenoaenon arose in the early '70s, 
long after the networks gave STAR TREK the ax, as 8T aoved into 
the gentle hands of syndication and the open-ainds of a 
soaewhat younger generation of viewers. I called ayself a 
"Trekker", to distinguish ayself as one of the Old Guard, not 
one of the giddy teens who initially gave the love of STAR TREK 
a bad naae. But aany older "fans" who olssed STAR TREK when it 
was originally aired also got their first chance to enjoy it.

Those devout young viewers (and their older but no less 
eager counterparts) watched avidly and claaored for aore. They
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(we) "grew up", got "real" jobs, becaae a large segaent of the 
aoney-aaking, spending public. They (we) inevitably forced the 
"Powers That Be" to acknowledge the numerous and still growing 
horde of Science Fiction aficionados as a viable aarket for 
sany products and services. However odd and strange they 
viewed our beloved genre, the advertisers had to recognize and 
respect the power of our aoney.

The "Powers That Be" gave us STAR WARS, and were 
astonished and stunned by the depth and breadth of our 
response. They had found a "gold aine" in science fiction and 
its siblings.

Suddenly (it seeaed) writers and producers of science 
fiction files were given longer leashes, wore leeway for 
experimentation, and higher budgets, the better to tap into 
that flow of dollars which when fed, and fed well, becaae a 
veritable aonetary flood.

The poor-relative status of the heretofore under- 
appreciated, behind-the-scenes "special effects" wizards 
changed radically. Creative FX people appeared seeaingly out 
of the woodwork, each having the tiae of their lives trying to 
outdo the aanufactured "reality" of the others.

"Special effects" becaae a legitiaate, integral and 
correspondingly better-paying aspect of television and fila- 
aaking. Modern technology leapt into the breach allowing these 
magnificently talented people to expand the bubble ever 
outward, further and further into the reals of possibilities, 
and of iapossibi1ities aade possible.

The "Powers" eventually gave us the STAR TREK oovies. 
Ue weren’t totally pleased with their first effort. Though we 
spent our aoney to see it, tiae after tiae, we also expressed 
our dissatisfaction quite vociferously with both our pens and 
our pocketbooks. And we continued to do so, through STAR TREK 
2, 3, 4, and S. The latter particularly irked us and our 
displeasure was reflected in the sales figures. The "Powers" 
learned that we knew what we wanted, and weren’t afraid to use 
our financial auscle to aake our needs known and realized.

I think that STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION is becoaing 
very such STAR TREK. They’ve successfully aoved away fros the 
seeaingly-irreplaceable "triuavirate" of Kirk, Spock, and 
McCoy, while retaining the "flavor" and "feel" of the original, 
and augaented by the very best of aodern FX and by the talents 
of both new and established science-fiction writers.

—And, yes, I still love the old, original STAR TREK, 
coaplete with all its flaws and bleaishes. I can still "nase 
that episode" in the first five seconds of the opening scene. 
1 can still recite dialogue verbatia.

These are indeed good tiaes for fans of science 
fiction. And I say: "Let The Good Tiaes Roll!"

CONS S CLUBS: If you vant TOUR logo to appear on the next update of 
Teddy Mania's “Map of The South", get that syibol or artwork to hia ASAP. 

(If you don't have anything but a vague idea, send that along: Teddy 
can nake up sonething nifty for you fros just a sketch.) 

Send tot “SEC Map Update", PO Box 905, Euless TI 76039.

FANDOM IN THE GREAT LONE LAND 
by Dale Speirs

Nestern Canada has always faced a problem of low 
population densities It vast distances between cities. The tiae 
k/or expense of travel are often too such for younger (i.e. 
poorer) fans, although those of us left over froa the Sixties 
are now better able to travel to cons. I predict a great 
future for 6F cons in the late 1990s It subsequently, as by that 
tiae the yuppie generation will have paid off the aortgage It 
sent the kids out on their own, leaving tiae It soney to go 
traveling.

In the Lower Mainland of British Columbia, a.k.a. 
Lotusland, a.k.a. Vancouver It adjacent towns and cities, exists 
the British Coluabia Science Fiction Association (BC8FA). This 
group has two fanzines. BCSFAzine (please note correct 
capitalization) is the monthly clubzine. It is aore than just 
ainutes-of-the-last meeting, with numerous articles, reviews of 
oovies It books, and regular coluans on Archaeo-SF-ology It "Ask 
Hr. Science". Fictions Free For All is a fictionzine that 
publishes local work.

The province of Alberta puts out quite a few zines. 
The Con-Version Society of Calgary has branched out froa con 
running to fanzine publishing. Its fanzine "XenoFile" is 
trying to pick up where Michael Skeet left off with MLR, It 
becoae the newszine of record for Canada. Another Calgary 
group, the Imaginative Fiction Writers Association, publishes 
"The Crosstiae Journal", a fictionzine.

Further to the north, but still in Alberta, is 
Edaonton. The Edaonton Science Fiction It Coaics Arts Society 
publishes a clubzine "Neology." The Copper Pig Writers’ 
Society publishes a seaiprozine (looks like Analog, pays like 
Aaazing) called "ON SPEC", a professionally-printed 
fictionzine.

Fanzines seen to be doing well in B.C. It Alberta. The 
Speculative Writers Association of Canada was founded at Con- 
Text 89 in Edaonton, It bids to becooe the Canadian equivalent 
of SFWA. The nuaber of Canadian 8F writers It fanzine 
publishers is approaching critical aass. It is now an honor to 
be naaed Canadian GoH, instead of being picked because there 
was no conpetition. Keeping up with Canadian SF is harder to 
do, such like what happened with Aaerican SF in the 1940s & 
1950s when a single person could not keep up with all that was 
published.

Fanzine publishing seeas to have two natural limiting 
factors, the cost of postage, It the cost of printing. The 
Canadian governaent is bringing in a 7X General Sales Tax which 
will add to the econooic wiseries of fandoa, so there aay be 
soae natural selection aaong fanzines, cons, 1 societies, 
particularly as the G.8.T. is coinciding with a recession & 
high interest rates.

ADDRESSES;
BC8FA, Box 3557, bStn E, Vancouver, B.C., V6M 4G9 

Con-Version, Box 1088, 8tn M, Calgary, Alberta, T2P 2K9 
IFWA, Box 46034, Calgary, Alberta, T26 5H7

* E8F.CA8, Box 4071, P8SE, Edaonton, Alberta, T6E 4S8 
ON SPEC, Box 4727, Edaonton, Alberta, T6E 5G6
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Celebrating Its Fifth Yearl America's #i Convention for Fans of
SCIENCE FICTION * FANTASY ★ GAMING * COMIC BOOKS ★ FANTASTIC FILMS

©™LucasfilmLtd.

Jack W. Crain

Bill “Sp/af”Johnson

Stan Bruns

Weapons Designer for Predator, Die Hard, 
Commando, and the War of the Worlds.

Writer, Director, Actor, and Movie 
Animation and Special Effects Genius.

Flash Gordon and 
Star Wars Artist.

Artist for Batman: The 
Killing Joke and 
Judge Dredd.

Artist and Writer of The 
Rocketeer, soon to be 
a Major Live-action 
Disney Film.

©™Dave Stevens

Award Winning Fantasy Artist and Founder 
of the Dreamsmiths Artists Guild.

Gore Makeup Effects and Monster Designer 
for Sleepaway Camp and Blood Salvage.

emiHGOH GOH
INCORPORATING THE GEORGIA FANTASY CONVENTION

and the ATLANTA COMICS EXPO
Piers 

Anthony
World Renowned 
Author of the Xanth, 
Tarot. Incarnations 
of Immortality, Bio 
of a Space Tyrant, 
and Adept Series

Philip Jose Farmer
3-Time Hugo Award Winning Author of the 
Riverworld and World of Tiers Novels.

Margaret Weis 
Tracy Hickman

New York Times Best-selling Authors of 
the DragonLance Saga, Darksword 
Trilogy, and Death Gate Cycle.

L. Sprague de Camp
Catherine Crook de Camp

Nebula Grand Master and Author of 
Lest Darkness Fall and many Conan 
Fantasy Adventure Novels.

George Alec Effinger
Hugo Award Winning Author of When 
Gravity Fails and The Zork Chronicles.

Brad Strickland
Author of Children of the Knife, Moon 
Dreams, Shadowshow, and Nul’s Quest.

Tom Deitz
Author of Windmaster’s Bane, The 
Gryphon King, and Fireshaper’s Doom.

Jerry & Sharon Ahern
Authors of Warewolves, The Yakusa Tattoo, 
and the Best-selling Survivalist Series.

Brad Linaweaver
Prometheus Award Winning Author of 
Moon of Ice. and Atlanta SF Reviewer.

Three Great Conventions 
for the Price of One!

July 12 - 14,1991
Atlanta Hilton & Towers

Mike Jittlov
The Wizard of Speed and Time

Ron and Vai Lindahn
Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Film 
Illustrators and Hugo Award Nominees.

Greg Theakston
Writer, Artist, and Publisher of The Betty Pages.

Cliff Biggers and Ward Batty
The Creative Team of Comic Shop News.

DRAGON CON/ACE '91 ADVANCE MEMBER REGISTRATION
Name Date

Address Birthdate

City________________________ ________________ State Zip Code

Day Phone Eve. Phone

____ Memberships @ $22 (prior to 3/15/91) ______Friday Night Banquet Tickets
____ Memberships @ $26 (prior to 6/15/91) @ *1fl each (limited to 200)

TOTAL ENCLOSED: Use one form per person; copy as needed.

Mail to: Dragon Con / ACE'91, Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 30362 
Call (404) 925-2813 for additional information.

CHARGE-BY-PHONE (404) 249-6400

Julius Schwartz 
Gregory Nicoll
Gerald Page 

Thomas E. Fuller
Lamar Waldron 
Susan Barrows 
Brian Stelfreeze 

Ted Boonthanakit 
Karl Story

Craig Hamilton 
Rod Whigham 
Roxannne Starr 
Lurene Haines

Frank 
Miller

Lynn Varley
Creators of Batman: 
The Dark Knight and 
Elektra. Frank also 

©™occ°™“ scripted the movie
... Robocop II and writes
Uf Ar, G‘ve Liberty and
A Hard Boiled.

©™ DC Comics

Brian 
Bolland

Al 
Williamson

Dave 
Stevens

Scott Hampton
Illustrator of Clive Barker's Tapping the 
Vein and the Silverheels Graphic Novel.

David Dorman
Comics’ Top Cover Painter of Batman, 
The Green Hornet, and many more.

Mark Bagley
Artist for Marvel’s New Warriors,
Spider-Man, and Robocop II.

Bob Burden
Writer and Artist for The Flaming Carrot 
and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

Joe Phillips
Justice League and Mr. Miracle Artist 
and Costumer Extrordinaire.

Wayne Vansant
Artist for Classics Illustrated, Real War 
Stories, and The Nam.



"News & Infomation About The Finnish Connunity of the Southeastern U.S."

/Literary /Lanniappc

THE UNSUNG COLLABORATOR

by Lois McMaster Bujold

I’ve had a bit of occasion lately to reflect upon the 
seaning of the tera "literary aerit". It seeas to have a cost 
slippery definition. My suspicion that it sight indeed be so 
subjective as to have no discernible aeaning at all began with 
two early rejection slips of aine, both for the sane story. 
Let ae quote: "Sone of the writing is clussy, especially at the 
front, but this is overall a striking story." And the second: 
"Although it is nicely written, I really don’t think you have 
auch of a story here."

And I said, "Huh?"
Mell, the story eventually sold. The tale is still one 

of ay personal favorites. But what nade the difference in the 
response of ay two editor-readers? They both read exactly the 
saae words.

Me see a siailar phenoaenon in the responses to cover 
art and other illustrations. "But it doesn’t LOOK like the 
character!" is the typical wail. Ne see it again in varyingly 
violent arguments over what constitutes a "good" book. Ne even 
see it in viewer responses to television. Now you'd think the 
visual aedia would be far acre objective than the written word. 
It’s easy to see how everyone reads a slightly different book, 
but surely everyone sees the saae thing when they look at the 
novie or TV screen. Don’t they?

I first had this blinding insight while watching a STAR 
TREK rerun a while back. Now, you eust understand, I was an 8T 
fan back before Trekkies were ever invented, when it was all 
brand new and nothing like it had ever been seen on TV before. 
I was in high school, the perfect age for a strong eaotional 
response to escape literature. (I used to read a lot of 
history about NHll prison caaps about that tine, too, as I 
recall.) Bo anyway, I and about six of ny girlfriends would 
gather every Thursday evening for what ny parents called "the 
prayer eeeting", and we would enjoy the show vociferously. My 
parents were baffled, and it was only lately, watching the show 
in very cold blood, that 1 have realized why. THEY thought 
that what they were seeing on the screen, the plot and effects 
and dialog, was ALL THERE NAB. They had no conception of how 
such work our willing brains were doing on the initial stieulue 
AFTER our senses took it all in. Ne took the show in and FIXED 
it, and it was to this fixed-up version that we gave our 
passionate response.

It's increasingly clear to ae that the reader and the 
viewer — the active reader or viewer — does a lot core than 
he or she is ever given credit for. They fill in the blanks. 
Froa hope and charity, they explain away the plot holes to 
their own satisfaction. They add background froa the silaaest 
of clues. They MORK.

i They work so hard, in fact, that they end up 
renenhering not the actual words on the page, but the events 
described as if they had been there. Twenty years after 
reading the passage, I can reaeaber sitting behind the Bray 
Mouser’s eyes on the deck of a sailing ship, spearing sun- 
waraed pluas with his dirk. I reaeaber with clarity details I 
don’t think the author ever described anywhere on that page, 
the saell of the sun-heated deck planking, the exact sound of 
the water bubbling froa under the hull -- pulled, I believe, 
froa ay own sailing experiences. True, I never have been able 
to find, in a grocery store ever after, pluas to natch the 
aelting perfection of those the Mouser was eating. Nasty cold 
sour things all. Yet 1 keep buying thee out of hope.

Bo for ae, this sheaf of inked paper with the gaudy 
cover glued to the spine, is not the book. The book is not an 
object on the table, it is an event in the reader’s aind. It’s 
a process, through which an idea in oy Bind triggers an idea, 
aore-or-less corresponding, in yours. The words on the paper 
are aerely the aeans to this end. The book, therefore, is only 
finished when soaebody READS it. Hence ay personal addiction 
to test readers. I an not one of those authors who clutches 
the aanuscript close to their chest until it’s finished; in 
fact, I have to restrain ay self froa running out after every 
paragraph to find soaeone to try it on to see if it WORKS.

The book, if you like, is not the story but aerely the 
blueprint of the story, like the architect’s drawings of a 
house. The reader, then, is the contractor, the guy who does 
the actual sweat-work of building the dwelling. Froa the 
saterials in his or her head, the ideas, the ioages, the 
previous knowledge, each one actively re-constructs the story
experience -- each according to his aeasure, knowledge, gifts. 
And charity.

SoBctiaes a very fascinating thing happens. Soaetiaes 
the reader doesn't STOP with your provided blueprint. 
Boaetiaes they continue building. The characters go on talking 
in their heads even after the book's covers are closed; the 
universe continues to build around the edges. This is a 
creative event I've never heard discussed in any literature 
class. And yet it seeas to be a coaeon factor in all the 
great, truly beloved literature of the world. It's not 
STERILE. It doesn’t stop with the printed page.

Ideas, and idea-people, do have a kind of real 
existence. They live because soaeone gives then brain-rooa, 
feeds thea with his or her personal psychic energy. And so 
they grow, leaping froa Bind to Bind. That’s soaething very 
close to being alive. One of the prise exaaples of a character 
who has taken on this sort of independent existence is Sherlock 
Holnes. He transcends the bounds of literature. His author, 
Conan Doyle, was aleost ashaaed of Holnes, insisted he wanted 
to be reaeabered for his "serious" novels like THE WHITE 
COMPANY. It’s possible, I suppose, that he didn’t realize the 
iaaense power reserve he’d tapped into — that he thought the 
Holnes in his head, and the Holnes on the written page, was ALL 
THERE NAS, the only true Holaes. Seeing only what he’d done, 
he failed to see how such energy was pouring into his creation 
f/oe the reader’s side of the page, and so underestieated 
Holtes's power. In the end his creation so escaped the
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author’s control, Conan Doyle hiaself couldn’t even kill Holeas 
off.

The ability to call up this ioeense creative power froa 
readers is not at all what is usually defined ae "literary 
oerit". STAR TREK is certainly a recent exaaple, Few claia or 
defend ST as "great literature". I think this aeans there is 
soaething sissing fros the definition of literature; and what 
is sissing is the recognition of the reader’s part in it all. 
Narrow critics aistake the book as soaething only the WRITER is 
doing. And so they aiss at least half of what's really going 
on.

So, does this sean that all books are created equal? 
That it is impossible by any aeasure to separate good froa bad? 
Literary criticisa dooaed to be totally subjective, all 
judgaent aeaningless? Style is nothing, content all?

1 don't think so. Certainly content is judgable, by 
the saae aeasures we bring to events in real life. Me are 
certainly free to say, This content is objectionable, it pushes 
life-denying values — violence, pornography, racisa, what you 
will — That content is coaaendable, it is likely to inspire 
people to try to be better persons. And we can surely argue, 
critically, for whatever values we happen to espouse.

But what about style? What the devil is style, anyway, 
that we should be aindful of it? Certainly there are profound 
differences of style. I recall noticing this once when I was 
reading the late novels of Henry Jaaes and the Doc Savage 
series aore-or-less siaultaneously. Happens 1 enjoyed both, 
but reflected at the time that if only those two could have 
collaborated, they would have been the perfect writer. Jaaes 
for characterization, Doc Savage author Ken Robson/Lester Dent 
(whose characters were absolute cardboard but who got off soae 
lovely vivid landscape now and then despite his medium) for 
ingenious lively plots. So was Janes’s style "better" than the 
Doc’s? College professors (well, aost of them) would certainly 
say so.

I would like to suggest two possible yardsticks for 
judging style. First, obviously enough, does the style fit the 
content? Unusual styles can be fully justified by the stories 
they are used to tell. Two examples that spring to wind are 
Roger Zelazny’s “Twenty-four Views of Hount Fuji", that won the 
Hugo for best novella a few years ago. His choice of first 
person present tense, which at first glance seeaed awkward and 
self-conscious, proved splendidly vindicated by the story’s 
end. An even aore unusual story stylistically was Geoffrey 
Landis's "Vacuus States" (IASFH, July ’SB), which used the rare 
second person to slyly, and effectively, draw the reader in to 
the conundrua at the story’s end.

A second yardstick, and one that I have not heard 
suggested before is, Does the style act to exclude readers? 
There are two ways a style can exclude readers.

First, through crudeness. A crude style can drive away 
that portion of the story’s potential readers who are sensitive 
to language. This group includes aany of the finest active 
readers.

Second, a style eight exclude readers through being 
hyper-stylistic, self-absorbed. An even larger group of 
readers can be driven off by this sort of thing. The
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practitioners of this second choice are aore likely to complain 
that their readership base is too small and they’re starving 
because the Philistines don't appreciate True Art. This, I 
fear, is yet another exaaple of the Blaae-the-victia mentality 
in action, the victia in this case being the hapless reader. 
This style choice conceals a hidden aoral judgaent: that soae 
sorts of readers, naaely an ill-defined literary elite, are 
aore worth pleasing than others. (It can also be spotted as a 
secretly puritanical belief by its covert implication that pain 
is good for your soul.) It's the sin of spiritual pride, I 
suppose, and surely as such a sin as the sloth of crude style. 
But both literary sins share the saae bad effect of excluding 
readers.

The best style, therefore, would be the one that can 
please the aost kinds of readers and exclude the least nuaber. 
(Though it’s equally true that not every story CAN be for every 
reader. Each writer has his or her congregation, and that’s 
why, thank Heavens, there’s rooa for aore than one book in the 
bookstores.) Hy personal prejudice happens to be toward a 
transparent style, for I feel that it’s the story, character, 
ioages and ideas, not the words, that the oajority of readers 
will carry away. (Reaeaber the Houser and his plums.) And yet 
I also reaeaber auch poetry, where style and substance are aost 
firaly interlocked.

The best READER, therefore, is also the least exclusive 
one, exhibiting neither pride nor sloth; able to find delight 
in both the easy and the difficult, never mistaking simplicity 
for stupidity nor were obscurity for profundity.

So ay author’s prayer is, God give ne willing readers. 
Lots of ’ea. Nay you continue to bring your energy to ay 
books; aay you continue to aake space (and a multi-dimensional 
space it is) in your ainds and aaybe even your hearts for ay 
brain-children, for that is the only way that kind of child can 
grow and get aore life. You are ay invisible partners, always, 
and 1 aa grateful for you. Thank you.

a a a a a
<Guest-of-Honor Speech presented at CONtSTELLATION 9> 

previously printed in LAN’S LANTERN 
-- reprinted by peraission of the author —

* lagniappe (lan’yap) n.,
1. Chie-Fly Southern Louisiana or 

Southeast Texas —something given with a 
purchase to a customer, -For good measure.

2. a gratuity or tip.

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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An Overview of 
DARK SHADOWS Fandom

Written by JEFF THOMPSON 
Illustrated by GUY HAINES

What now-thirtyish horror/sci-fi/TV 
fan didn't run home from school to watch 
ABC-TV's "Dark Shadows" every weekday after
noon twenty-plus years ago? The Gothic ser
ial (1966-1971) of the cursed Collins fam
ily and its resident vampire Barnabas Col
lins has continued to enthrall long-time 
devotees and brand-new fans alike due to the 
show's reappearances in syndication since 
the mid-1970's, the annual Dark Shadows 
Festivals held in New York and California 
since 1983, and the continuous publication 
of quite a few high-quality DS fanzines.

The 1990's has further resurrected the 
eerie story of Barnabas, Angelique, Quentin, 
and Collinwood. The show's 1968 Dream Curse 
storyline is currently being released, on 
four videotapes per month, by MPI Home Video 
(15825 Rob Roy Drive, Oak Forest, Illinois 
60452). All 1225 episodes of "Dark Shadows" 
will be cablecast on the exciting new Sci-Fi 
Channel (2000 Glades Road #206, Boca Raton, 
Florida 33431), which is set to premiere in 
March, 1991. One two-hour episode and 11 
one-hour episodes of director Dan Curtis's 
new nighttime version of "Dark Shadows" will 
run on NBC-TV some time between now and sum
mer, 1991. Two books, My Scrapbook Memories 
of Dark Shadows and The Dark Shadows Compan
ion, are available from Pomegranate Press 
(Post Office Box 8261, Universal City, Cal
ifornia 91608-0261), and an entire series of 
DS Files magazines is available from Pioneer 
Books (5715 North Balsam Road, Las Vegas, 
Nevada 89130). A re-release of the popular 
1969 DS soundtrack record album, as well as 
brand-new Volumes Two, Three, and Four 
soundtrack albums, and a Quentin picture 
disc, are available from Media Sound Records 
(256 South Robertson #7348, Beverly Hills, 
California 90211). The Dark Shadows Festiv
al holds annual conventions and offers DS 
calendars, cookbooks, 1966 and 1967 episode 
guides, actors' directories, rare 8" X 10" 
color photographs, and other DS memorabilia. 
I urge you to send two self-addressed, 
stamped envelopes to the Dark Shadows Fest
ival address (Post Office Box 92, Maplewood, 
New Jersey 07040) in order to be placed on 
the Festival mailing list for these offers 
and for information about the conventions, 

which attract more than 1000 DS fans of all 
ages and more than one dozen DS celebrities. 
Among the "Dark Shadows" stars who attend 
all or most of the Festivals are Joan Bennett 
(Elizabeth Collins Stoddard), Terrayne Craw
ford (Beth Chavez), Roger Davis (Jeff Clark), 
"All My Children's" Louis Edmonds (Roger Col
lins), Jonathan Frid (Barnabas Collins), Diana 
Millay (Laura Collins), Lara Parker (Angelique), 
"Guiding Light's" Christopher Pennock (Jebez 
Hawkes), Kathryn Leigh Scott (Maggie Evans), 
and Marie Wallace (Eve). The weekend festivals 
feature a dealers' room, question-and-answer 
sessions with the stars, autograph sessions, 
screenings of unsyndicated episodes not seen 
in 20+ years, one-act comedy skits, a memora
bilia auction, screenings of the movies "House 
of Dark Shadows" and "Night of Dark Shadows" 
(now available on MGM/UA Home Video), "recol
lections panels" with the stars, technical 
seminars, fan panels, slide shows, DS bloop
ers, a banquet, a side trip to a "Dark Shad
ows" mansion, and presentations of Jonathan 
Frid's one-man show and Louis Edmonds' cabaret 
act. A Dark Shadows Festival is a peak ex
perience for a DS fan and is not to be 
missed. Festivals were held in Los Angeles 
and New York in 1989 and in New York in 
1990. The next Festivals will be held 
June 28-29-30, 1991, at the Los Angeles 
Airport Marriott Hotel and in November, 
1991, at the Vista International Hotel at 
New York's World Trade Center. Send two 
SASE's to the Festival address for more 
information.

As for myself, I have been a "Dark 
Shadows" fan since 1967. I love the show, 
its stories, the actors, and the music, 
and I have a large collection of DS memora
bilia. Since 1976 I've written some fiction 
and much non-fiction for one dozen different 
DS fanzines. In 1984 I wrote a fan-press 
book, The Dark Shadows Comic Books, examining 
Gold Key Comics' DARK SHADOWS series and some 
DS-related comics. In 1985 I created "The 
Dark Shadows Memorabilia Slide Show," which 
I am constantly updating for showings at 
Dark Shadows Festivals and (in 1990) at 
Chattacon, Deep South Con, and the Georgia 
Fantasy Con. I serve as the emcee of the 
yearly Dark Shadows Festivals, and my act
ing troupe, the Coll insport Players, per
forms several one-act comedies based on DS 
at each Festival. For several different 
regional DS fanzines I write Festival re
collections, memorabilia reports, comic
book updates, and book reviews, as well as
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articles about Gothic/historical/romance/DS 
novelist Dan Ross (about whose historical 
novels I wrote my M.A. thesis last year).

Now that I've discussed "Dark Shadows" 
videotapes, books, records, and conventions, 
I'd like to inform you of the huge amount of 
fine publications available in the ever
growing realm of regional DS fanzines and 
fan clubs. Following are looks at ten of 
the leading DS 'zines. Unless otherwise 
noted, all fanzines are published bi-month
ly, quarterly, or irregularly. I recommend 
all of them, for each 'zine has its strong 
points and unique qualities. I am honored 
to contribute non-fiction to five of them. 
(All fanzines are printed photo-offset. 
Please send an SASE whenever you write to 
any of them.) These publications will give 
you fascinating glimpses into the thrilling 
world of 1990's "Dark Shadows" fandom.

Published continuously since 1975, 
1978, and 1979, respectively, THE WORLD OF 
DARK SHADOWS, INSIDE THE OLD HOUSE, and 
SHADOWGRAM--as well as their esteemed edit- 
ors--are the anchors of DS fandom. The 
definitive DS fanzine for more than 15 years 
has been Kathleen Resch's WORLD OF DARK 
SHADOWS, whose recent issues, all 70-140 
pages, have featured long and short DS fic
tion, DS poetry, artwork (pen-and-ink and 
airbrush), art portfolios, rare photographs, 
articles, Dark Shadows Festival reports, 
memorabilia studies, star biographies and 
interviews, theatre and film reviews, filk- 
songs, classified ads, letters of comment, 
the article series "The Video Screen," fan 
questionnaires, the discussion series "The 
Collinsport Debating Society," the continu
ing story "Journey Through the Shadows,"
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and my interview with Canadian author Dan 
Ross and his wife Marilyn. THE WORLD OF 
DARK SHADOWS ($6.00 per issue, $12.00 for 
two) is available from Kathy Resch, Post 
Office Box 1766, Temple City, California 
91780. Resch also offers her gorgeous DS 
episode concordances for the TV show's time 
periods 1795, early 1968, late 1968, 1897, 
1970 (available mid-1991), 1970 Parallel 
Time, and 1995/1970/1840/1841 PT. Send an 
SASE for information about these excellently- 
written, beautifully-illustrated Concordances. 
(Resch also publishes FIRE AND ICE, a "Blake's 
7" fanzine, and MASK, a Phantom of the Opera/ 
"Beauty and the Beast" 'zine.)

INSIDE THE OLD HOUSE, edited by Dale 
Clark, features fiction, poetry, artwork, 
photographs, articles, letters of comment, 
classified ads, the character-biography series 
"Who's Who in Collinsport," the columns "Fan 
Page" and "Fan Focus," and the continuing 
stories "The Collins Story" and "The 1840 
Cycle." INSIDE THE OLD HOUSE ($6.00 for two 
issues, $12.00 for four) is available from 
Dale Clark, 11518 Desdemona Drive, Dallas, 
Texas 75228. Clark also has written several 
fine DS novels, including Resolutions in 
Time. Send an SASE for more information.

While THE WORLD OF DARK SHADOWS and 
INSIDE THE OLD HOUSE effectively cover the 
literary and artistic aspects of fandom, 
Melody Clark's and Marcy Robin's SHADOWGRAM 
is the official source of confirmed hard 
news and current events in fandom. Zooming 
late-breaking news to its readers every 
couple of months or so, SHADOWGRAM features 
detailed, accurate, and official reports on 
the MPI Home Video tapes, the new NBC-TV 
series and its stars, the Sci-Fi Channel, 
new books and records, upcoming Dark Shadows 
Festivals, performance dates of Jonathan 
Frid's Fools and Fiends and Louis Edmonds' 
musical act, cities showing "Dark Shadows" 
in syndication, fan news, and all of the 
"Dark Shadows" stars' current professional 
and personal activities (film roles, TV ap
pearances, stage roles, marriages, births, 
awards, etc.). SHADOWGRAM ($10.00 for four 
issues) is an invaluable source of knowledge 
to all DS fans, and the newszine is avail
able from Marcy Robin, 9441 La Rosa Drive, 
Temple City, California 91780. Robin is 
also an accomplished fiction writer, so send 
an SASE for information about her numerous 
fiction anthologies, such as From the Shad
ows. (Robin, Resch, and M. Clark are the 
co-authors of the new book, The Dark Shadows 
Companion, available from Pomegranate Press.) 
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The remaining seven DS fanzines belong 
to the "new guard" of 'zines which sprang up 
in the mid-to-late 1980's yet which have al
ready made their marks as attractive, well- 
written, nicely-illustrated fan publica
tions. The impressive SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT 
features big, beautiful photographs, a few 
of them in color', Dark Shadows Festival re
ports; memorabilia coverage; updates on the 
stars' current projects; editorials; new- 
show coverage; the continuing story, "The 
Return to Collinwood"; attractive advertis
ing supplements; and my one-act DS comedy 
scripts, along with photographs of the Col- 
1 insport Players' performances of the skits 
at the Festivals. SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT 
($13.50 for three issues) is available from 
Jennifer and Dan Silvio, 4529 Friendship 
Avenue (2nd floor), Pittsburgh, Pennsylvan
ia 15224.

COLLINWOOD REVISITED often produces a 
theme issue: a 1795 issue, a comedy issue, 
an all-werewolf issue, etc. COLLINWOOD RE
VISITED' s regular features include fan fic
tion, articles on Dracula and vampirism, 
other book reviews, star biographies, full
page illoes, crossword puzzles, fan pro
files, continuing reviews of Dan Ross's 33 
DS novels and of Gold Key Comics' 35 DARK 
SHADOWS comic books, updates on Jonathan 
Frid's Fools and Fiends, the continuing 
story "Blood for the Stone," and my Dark 
Shadows Festival reports. COLLINWOOD RE
VISITED ($10.00 for four issues) is avail
able from Bruce Yarbor, 2306 North MacAr
thur, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73127.

COLLINWOOD CHRONICLE is a year-and-a- 
half-old 'zine which comes out monthly 
without fail. CHRONICLE features up-to-the- 
minute current events, Festival reports, 
continuing reviews of Dan Ross's 33 DS nov
els, synopses and reviews of the monthly MPI 
videotapes, contests, letters of comment, 
DS bloopers, the continuing story "Night
mare's End," and my article series, "Tangi
ble Shadows: The Dark Shadows Memorabilia." 
COLLINWOOD CHRONICLE ($8.00 for four issues) 
is available from Shirley Stockel, 5 Hammes 
Drive, Florissant, Missouri 63031. Missouri 
is becoming a center of DS fan activity, and 
the fans in the Show-Me State are considering 
holding a convention in a year or so.

WYNDCLIFFE WATCH, named for the sani
tarium where Dr. Julia Hoffman worked and 
where several "Dark Shadows" characters 
went, is published by the Shades of Wynd-
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cliffe Dark Shadows Society. For $12.00 
you'll receive a SOWDSS membership card, 
four issues of WYNDCLIFFE WATCH, a mini- 
poster, and other items. The popular WYND
CLIFFE WATCH features fan fiction, poetry, 
TV photographs, artwork, episode synopses, 
reviews, cartoons, and other features. For 
more information about the Shades of Wynd- 
cliffe DS Society, send an SASE to Judy and 
May Sutherland, Post Office Box 7236, Tacoma, 
Washington 98407. The Sutherland sisters al
so offer an 11" X 17" poster of Dr. Julia 
Hoffman in the year 1840 for $9.50.

THE COLLINSPORT RECORD and THE COLLINS- 
PORT JOURNAL are published by Friends of 
Dark Shadows. For $15.60 you'll get a mem
bership card, four issues of the RECORD, 
and three issues of the JOURNAL. THE COL
LINSPORT RECORD features DS articles, fic
tion, art, current events, and more. THE 
COLLINSPORT JOURNAL includes fan-club news 
and other features. Friends of Dark Shad
ows publishes ten other fanzines--BAKER 
STREET GAZETTE, DEEP SOUTH JOURNAL, THE 
HAUNTED JOURNAL, NOCTURNAL NEWS, THE VAMPIRE 
JOURNAL, and five others!--so send several 
SASE's to Sharida Rizzuto, Post Office Box 
213, Metarie, Louisiana 70004.

The DARK SHADOWS OVER OKLAHOMA NEWS
LETTER is the monthly publication of Dark 
Shadows over Oklahoma. For $15.00 you'll 
receive a membership card, twelve issues of 
the NEWSLETTER, a yellow "Dark Shadows Fan 
on Board" suction sign for a car's back win
dow, and other items. The DARK SHADOWS OVER 
OKLAHOMA NEWSLETTER features the minutes 
from the monthly fan-club meetings, DS cur
rent events, local goings-on, fan fiction, 
artwork, and reviews of current horror films, 
’such as "Graveyard Shift." For more informa
tion about Dark Shadows over Oklahoma, send 
an SASE to Shelley Savage and Brett Hargrove, 
Post Office Box 75033, Oklahoma City, Okla
homa 73147. Dark Shadows over Oklahoma also 
offers bumper stickers, T-shirts, and post 
.cards. Send another SASE for more details.

CHASING SHADOWS is the publication of 
the Dark Shadows Society of the Southeast. 
For $15.00 you'll get a membership card, 
four issues of CHASING SHADOWS, an 8" X 10" 
photograph of the "Dark Shadows" cast, and 
an "I Love Dark Shadows" lapel pin. Recent 
issues of CHASING SHADOWS have featured 
convention reports, current events, fan 
fiction, an article about the costumes of 
"Dark Shadows," the continuing story "The
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Curse of Dark Shadows," and my article, 
"The Amazing Career of Dan Ross," cuTled 
from the first chapter of my M.A. thesis. 
For more information about the Dark Shadows 
Society of the Southeast, send an SASE to 
Greg Turner and Larry Hardrick, Post Office 
Box 1293, Greenville, South Carolina 29602.

There are many, many more "Dark Shad
ows" fan products available. Some fanzines 
are one-shots and are devoted to individual 
stars of "Dark Shadows": THE JONATHAN FRID 
COMPENDIUM, THE GRAYSON HALL MEMORIAL COL
LECTION, and (John) KARLENZINE. Other 
'zines, such as Gwen Fields' POTPOURRI, 
cover "Dark Shadows" along with such other 
genre classics as "Star Trek," Doctor Who," 
"Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea," and "Star 
Wars." There is a line of "Dark Shadows" 
T-shirts designed by Maryland artist Guy 
Haines, whose illoes you see within this 
article. Finally, there are many more 
regional "Dark Shadows" fan clubs, and 
half of them publish fanzines or newslet
ters. There are the New England Dark Shad
ows Society (Massachusetts), the Long Is
land Dark Shadows Society, the Dark Shadows 
Society of Milwaukee, the Dark Shadows So
ciety of the North Coast (Ohio), the Dark 
Shadows Fellowship (Kentucky), Dark Shadows 
over Atlanta, the Houston Dark Shadows So
ciety, and the Dark Shadows Fan Club of 
Southern California. If you would like 
more information about any of the products 
or clubs whose addresses I didn't give, 
send some SASE's to me (one for each item), 
and I'll direct them to the various organi
zations.

As you can see, "Dark Shadows" is en
joying quite a sanguine afterlife in a 
variety of creative media. Now that the 
sales of the MPI videotapes have topped 
$2 million, the original "Dark Shadows" is 
about to be seen on the Sci-Fi Channel, 
and the new "Dark Shadows" is about to de
but on NBC-TV, "Dark Shadows" fandom will 
expand and flourish even more. The gala 
1991 Los Angeles Dark Shadows Festival, 
celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary 
of "Dark Shadows," promises to be glorious. 
I urge you to attend if at all possible-- 
but if you cannot, then why not read about 
the festivities in several "Dark Shadows" 
fanzi nes?

JEFF THOMPSON 
6807 Pennywell Drive 
Nashville, Tennessee 

37205-3011

ADDENDUM
Since the writing of this arti

cle, 80-year-old Joan Bennett died 
from heart failure on Friday, Decem
ber 7, 1990, in upstate New York. 
The fabulous Miss Bennett had enter
tained us for most of this century, 
for she had starred in "Bulldog 
Drummond" in the 1920's, "Little 
Women" in the 1930's, "Scarlet 
Street" in the 1940 's, "We're No 
Angels" in the 1950's, "Dark Shad
ows" in the 1960's, "Suspiria" in 
the 1970's, and "Divorce Wars" in 
the 198 0 ' s .

The enjoyable monthly fanzine 
COLLINWOOD CHRONICLE has raised its 
subscription rates. The new rates 
are $3.00 for a sample issue, $18.00 
for a six-month subscription, and 
$36.00 for a twelve-month subscrip
tion.

NBC-TV now plans to premiere 
its new nighttime "Dark Shadows" 
series on Sunday, JANUARY 13, 1991. 
The series stars Ben Cross of "Char
iots of Fire" as Barnabas Collins, 
Barbara Steele of "Black Sunday" as 
Dr. Julia Hoffman, Roy Thinnes of 
"The Invaders" as Roger Collins, and 
Jean Simmons of "The Thorn Birds" as 
Elizabeth Collins Stoddard.
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"News & Information About The Finnish Comunity ot the Southeastern U.S."

OPEN CALL FOR APPLICANTS 
■For the Position of 

Tl-E SFC’s "OFFICIAL RECRUITER"

President PLCN hereby calls For volunteers to apply for 
consideration to qualify for the appointed post of "SFC 
Official Recruiter".

This decision is a Presidential Prerogative and 
shouldn’t be construed as reflecting ill upon the current 
appointee.

Sue ("Give He 910") Francis has held the position of 
the SFC’s "Official Recruiter" for several years. She’s also 
been intensely involved in other endeavors to better Southern 
fandoa as a whole —one of which is co-chairing the annual 
R1VERC0N in Louisville.

Sue is involved in other projects for the greater good 
of Southern fandoa —specifically, her hard work as one of 
three Bid-Chairs for the L0UISVlLLE-in-’94 Uorldcon Bid, a bid 
endorsed by the SFC.

But since her initial appointaent to the post she's 
shown a decline in the nuaber of people recruited. Thus we 
feel that this step aust be taken in the interests of fairness 
to other wannabes.

If you wish to be considered -For 
this post:

1) You HUST be a current DUE8-PAID aeaber of the 
Southern Fandoa Confederation.

[If you aren’t presently a dues- 
paid SFC aeaber It wish to apply for consideration, please send 
a check for *10.00 —payable to the "Southern Fandoa 
Confederation"- to: JR HADDEN I P0 BOX 1B610A, L8U » BATON 
R0U6E LA 70B93.1

2) You HUST sail a resuae of the past history and 
current status of your fannish invoiveaent (in the South and 
elsewhere) to the President, P.L. Caruthers-Hontgoaery, prior 
to April 15th, 1991.

[ Hail to: PLCH I 2629 Norwood Avenue I 
Anniston AL 36201 NOTE: Materials not sailed to this address 
will not be considered. If ya can’t read the directions 
correctly, ya can’t hold the post. Q.E.D. 1

3) You MUST coapose a brief essay explaining why 
you wish to be the SFC’s Official Recruiter, what your unique 
qualifications for the position are, and a brief outline of 
what you intend to do to carry out that function should you be 
selected.

If you wish a reply fros the President regarding her 
appraisal of your subaission prior to the actual announceaent, 
you HUST include a "self-addressed, staaped envelope".

[ "Entries" which do not include a SASE will still 
receive equal consideration but no response.]

A final decision will be announced by the President 
during the course of the next SFC Business Meeting, held during 
DeepSouthCon 29/ContCat 111, to be convened on Sunday aorning, 
June 9, 1991 at the Airport Hilton in Knoxville, TN.

Failing receipt of a qualifying resuae prior to the 
cut-off date of April 15th, 1991, the title of BFC "Official 
Recruiter" shall be retained by Sue Francis, as an Honorary 
Designation until such tise as she say fully resuae her duties, 
willingly resign, or until and unless a suitably qualified 
petitioner is selected prior to the Annual SFC Business Meeting 
at DeepSouthCon 30, in 1992, in Atlanta, 6A.

From LOCUS, August 1990 issue:
"Piers Anthony sold TATHAM MOUND, an historical novel, 

to Morrow/Avon for Septeaber 1991 publication, i Orson Scott 
Card delivered the third ENDER novel to TOR. (Also: MAPS IN 
THE MIRROR: THE SHORT FICTION OF ORSON SCOTT CARD is now 
available at a bookstore near you!] o Gene Nolfe sold an 
untitled sf novel to Tor. ■ Douglas E. Minter sold hard/soft 
rights to MILLENIUM, an original horror anthology follow-up to 
PRIME EVIL, to Dutton/Bignet via agent Howard Morheia."

From LOCUS, September 1990 issue:
"Nilliaa Rotsler has adapted the new Spielberg file 

ARACHNOPHOBIA as a graphic novel for Disney Coaics. i Orson 
Scott Card sold THE REDEMPTION OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS to Tor. 
It will appear first as a Donald Grant Halted hardcover 
edition, i Jack Chalker, George Alec Effinger, and Mike 
Resnick delivered THE RED TAPE MAR, a round-robin space opera 
farce, to Tor; cover art will be by Frank Kelly-Freas. i 
Richard Christian Matheson sold his first novel, CREATED BY, to 
Bantas, i Dennis Etchison sold an anthology, METAHORROR, to 
Dell’s new horror line, via agent Kirby McCauley, i Allen 
Steele’s new novel CLARKE COUNTY, SPACE is available in 
December 1990, froa Ace Books, for *3.95 in paperback.

in
New Orleans writer Nancy A. Collins has her new book 

out, TEMPTER, froa Penguin/Pynx.
hi

Be on the lookout for Piers Anthony’s FIREFLY, froa 
Morrow Books.

Writers!: If you’d like to keep your readers 
inforaed on what you’ve been up to lately or what you’ve got in 
the works, please send your inforaation to:

KUDOS c/o P.L. Caruthers-Hontgoaery 
2629 Norwood Avenue I Anniston AL 36201-2B72.



Louisville’s Annual Science Fiction and Fantasy Convention

August 2-4, 1991 
Hyatt Regency Louisville

Guest of Honor

Lois McMaster Bujold
Fan Guest of Honor

Leslie Turek
Artist Guest of Honor

Debbie Hughes
Toaster

Emma Bull
with Carolyn Clowes, Juanita & Robert Coulson, 

Kathe Koja, Rick Leider, Sandra Miesel, Will Shetterly, 
and Michael Williams

Memberships 
$18.00 in advance, $25.00 at the door

RiverCon, P.O. Box 58009, Louisville, KY 40268-0009



The Sheep ofJhiri^s to Come

Support Atlanta in 1995 now... Presupporting memberships are only $5.00 (US dollars) each. 
Or, if you prefer, £3.00, or AUS$9.00. (Please do not send cash)

For more information, write or call:
Atlanta in 1995

3277 Roswell Road, Suite 1995; Atlanta GA 30305, USA
404-233-2595



“News A Information About The Fannish Community of the Southeastern U.S,"

I Was Temporarily Disabled: or.
The View From A Wheel-Chair

by P.L. Caruthers-Montgomery

Sooner or later in everyone's life —if we each live 
long enough, a time comes when our bodies betray us to a lesser 
oi greater extent, temporarily or even permanently making each 
of us one of the non-walking wounded.

This past August I was stricken with an abdominal 
illness that made it virtually impossible to walk more than a 
few hobbling steps, even when loaded with all the pain-pills my 
doctor allowed. That alone was depressing enough, but I had 
been looking forward to attending October's annual 
CONSTELLATION convention in Huntsville, Alabama.

My doctor, my therapist, and my husband all felt that 
the friendly camaraderie I would surely experience at the 
relaxacon would go far to offset any exertion from the trip 
itself, as well as easing the depression brought on by having 
to endure never-ending pain.

Scheduled for surgery on November 2nd, I was permitted 
to go to the con, but only if I swore to stay in a rented 
wheelchair for the duration of the weekend except while in my 
motel room.

Luckily I knew about ELECTRICAL EGGS, the service 
organization operating out of Georgia, which tries to improve 
public access for the temporarily or permanently disabled. I 
called my friend Samanda Jeude (E'EGGS founder and semi-retired 
figurehead) for some sage advice on how to cope with my 
condition, from someone in-the-know, who deals every day of her 
life with her progressive impairment.

For my one-week rental fee of $10 I got a spiffy sport
model wheelchair: dark-blue and chrome in color, previously 
unused and fresh off the showroom floor, light-weight and easy 
to fold into the trunk of my car. On Sam's advice I brought my 
own cushion and a bag of sorts that could be hung on the back 
of the wheelchair.

The motel had a grand total of two (count 'em) 
"handicapped-equipped" rooms. I got the one with one large 
bed. It faced the busy thoroughfare of University Avenue. SFC 
member and neo-writer Allen Craig Smith of Gadsden, Alabama 
(permanently wheelchair-bound, and accompanied by his parents) 
got the other one with two beds.

I'd been to the convention hotel/motel before, as a 
footloose and fancy-free upright biped. I seemed to recall 
that the hotel was adequately "handicap-accessible", with 
ramps, etc., between the wide-spread, ground-level buildings. 
My faulty memory also erroneously recalled an elevator in the 
sole two-story building. Wrong.'

So, on both Friday and Saturday nights I missed two of 
what were reported to be excellent bid-parties simply because 
they were on the second floor —an insurmountable barrier, 
They may as well have been on Luna as far as Allen and I were 
concerned,

Allen's room faced onto the green of the courtyard, 
featuring a view of the lovely red-brick patio and the pretty 
turquoise of the closed, and fenced-in pool. So near yet so
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far! No ramps led to those pleasant, forbidden areas 
—forbidden, at least, to we who were confined to our 
wheelchairs.

Smart Allen! He brought his own “pushers". I had to 
rely on “the kindness of strangers" to get around, Seriously, 
though, my friends had been warned ahead of time, were as 
helpful as any able-bodied persons with no previous training 
could be, and even coined a running joke about getting a chance 
to "push P.L. around."

I couldn't get my chair over the doorstep of my room 
without aid, There was a ramp convenient to both "handicapped- 
equipped" rooms; I could get down it fine, but someone had to 
push me up it. Same was true of the sole ramp (that I ever 
managed to locate) into the motel-proper, where the main 
function rooms were.

A definite uphill grade led across the bumpy paving of 
the parking lot from my room to that ramp. Plus, going in, the 
doors opened outwards and were of heavy glass and steel. Both 
doors had to be opened to allow the wheelchair (a sport-model, 
mind you) to be rolled through. Thus it took two "healthy" 
people to get me into the hallway. One to hold the doors, 
awkwardly, and one to push the wheelchair up the ramp.

Once on the smooth indoor carpeting, I was able to test 
my skills at self-mobilization. It takes amazing arm and 
shoulder strength to turn those wheels with all one's weight 
resting in the wheelchair's seat. By the end of the con I had 
developed sore spots on the heels of both hands, but at least 
I'd learned how to turn the chair in the smallest possible 
circumference, and not once did I run over any "healthy” 
person's foot.

I almost immediately decided that those damn foot-rest 
things had to go. My rubber-soled shoes soon proved vital in 
braking and steering, particularly when a kindly friend (of 
which I admit there were quite a few present) was pushing me, 
Only one person (poor Jay Johns) had his foot run over by an 
overzealous driver (you know who you are!) who'd had a few too 
many beers. (Jay saw him coming the second time, and jumped 
aside just in the nick of time.) So, it's true: one shouldn't
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find lets talk about "pushing" someone who is 
wheelchair-bound. Want to see a “cripple"! vomit? Just drag 
him or her backward in a wheelchair, quickly, (! By the way, 
don't call a disabled person a "cripple"; as a woman I ’d be angry 
i f  someone called me a “broad", and most of the Blacks 1 know'd 
be very upset i f  hailed as a “n-----".) Not only can the victim 
not see what's behind him/her, but the speed at which the 
well-meaning individual so unthinkingly maneuvers the chair is 
both head-spinning and gut-wrenching,

O.k. Say you, the "pusher", are being considerate and 
pushing the wheelchair-user forward. How would you feel 
--helpless, out of control, at the mercy of "normal" people who 
tower over you in your seated position, yet s till a thinking, 
feeling human being— i f  your "pusher" stopped a moment to talk 
to a friend, leaving you facing a blank wall, or worse, a blank 
corner?

Believe me, disconcerting doesn't come even close to 
describing the repugnance of the ordeal. Boring, yes; 
frustrating, yes; helpless, yes, and vulnerable, definitely.

Then there’ s the neck-strain involved in talking with a 
standing “normal", find people wi_l_l stand behind you while 
attempting to talk to you. You have to try and guess who it 
is, or try to recognize a familiar voice. No matter how much 
you crane your head, the human neck just isn’ t designed to turn 
360*. Wheelchairs should come with rear-view mirrors.

I felt awkward and in the way whenever I was among a 
group of people, even though they were all friends. Once 
inside any given sleeping room on the smooth carpeting, 1 could 
maneuver myself and the wheelchair with fair dexterity. But 
when those same rooms became jammed with party-goers, rampant 
claustrophobia soon crept up on me and I seldom lingered long 
indoors.

The large one-room con suite of last year was no more. 
Instead the consuite had been moved into three connected rooms: 
smoking, soft drinks, and the ever-popular, limited-serving
hours, beer-bar. Again, once 1 was on that smooth room
carpeting, 1 could maneuver fairly  well. (My wheelchair- 
piloting skills  improved with practice.)

The bad news was that the consuite sat directly across 
the patio and pool area from the “handicapped-equipped" rooms. 
You got it; ye olde CATCH-22 —you can’ t get there from here. 
It was a very rough ride round three sides of a large rectangle 
for the wheelchair-user, and a strenuous workout for the 
hapless, shanghaied “pusher". The concrete of the walks was 
crumbling badly in places, the ramps farthest away from the 
main building were very steep.

Tn add insult to injury, some thoughtless idiot had 
backed a car such that its  rear end more or less completely 
blocked the steep, rocky ramp, forcing at least one wheel of 
the chair off into the grass. Thank Ghu for rubber-soled shoes 
for braking, and Sheer Providence which prevented me from being 
dumped out on my face!

Needless to say, after one such harrowing odyssey most 
previously willing and eager "pushers" looked on the task as a 
chore rather than a favor —and politely balked at further 
service.

Human beings are designed to adapt to new and
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Challenging situations; it’s all a part of our hunter-gatherer 
evolution, our physical, mental, and psychological disposition. 
We have many innate fail-safe systems. Deprived of any one of 
our senses, we quickly learn new ways to interact with mundane 
reality, often using an augmented form of capabilities we 
already possess.

If one’s vision is fuzzy at the edges (something over 
half the folk who wear eyeglasses have to deal with when bereft 
of their "visual crutches"), one develops a sort of "radar", 
aided by subtle changes in air pressure and the errant breezes 
that precede and follow in the wake of a moving object.

Colors grow brighter and are more cherished, both for 
their inherent beauty and for their delicate cues to shape, 
texture, and motion. Sounds become intensified, as do odors, 
and the very sense of touch becomes heightened. Even small 
comforts become enormously gratifying to the senses. We can 
savor and appreciate the range of sensations still available to 
us.

Previous to my 3-day experience, I had considered 
myself among the enlightened, aware of the numerous 
difficulties encountered by my wheelchair-bound friends. The 
Amerindians had a canny saying: "To really understand a man, 
you must walk a mile in his moccasins." They were right.

We human beings are constructed so that we’re not long 
able to retain the memory of intense pain. (Otherwise no woman 
would ever choose to have more than one baby.) But I hope 1 
will never forget the tiny peek I’ve had into the pain —both 
mental and physical— that the bodily handicapped must endure 
with the dawn of each new day.

Want to see real bravery? Look to the blind, listen to 
the deaf, move with the para- and quadraplegic. And always 
remember: there but for the grace of the Infinite goest thou.

Finally.... 1 never quite learned to do wheelies, but 
Ghu Bless the several tru-Southern gentlemen at the Saturday 
night dance who invited me to take a "turn around" the floor. 
If I'd felt better, I’d have done so, proudly!



P.L. has pretty much said what needs to be said: If you ain't been there, don't give me 
directions. The frustration & the RAGE at how you're treated simply because you're disabled is 
something that can't be understood until you've been disabled, temporarily or not. The main reason 
Electrical Eggs was founded was to bypass people (some well-meaning, some outright hostile) who 
knew nothing about being disabled yet insisted that “We know best how to serve you."

Those of you who've seen our T-shirts or patches know we're raising money. What you may 
not know is what we do with it. ALL funds go into the E'Eggs bank account, and they stay there until:

1) we have enough set aside to buy equipment that will enhance E'Eggs service;
2) the bill for the T-shirts/patches come due (they ain't free, folks; more than half of what we 

raise goes back to the suppliers, who are nice enough to wait for their payment); or
3) we need printer ink or paper, or E'Eggs 'phone bill comes due.
Where have we spent the money we've raised so far? Well, here's the equipment y'all have 

helped us obtain:
1) the E'Eggs Mac-Plus Computer, which keeps track of who's donated what, writes the letters 

& articles from Egg Central, balances our chequebook, and creates OverSize Print documents. 
Macintoshes aren't cheap, but the Handicap-Friendly features make it a machine I can use with my 
one hand even after a long Con weekend;

2) the J.J. Johnson 111 Memorial Closed-Captioning Box, purchased during the PhoenixCon 
where the bad news about J.J. arrived (its first message: "You have been endowed with Power beyond 
imagining. Use it wisely.");

3) the E’Eggs Desk Jet Printer, which is how we'll be printing up those letters & articles, and 
OverSize Print documents (for free, except for the cost of duplication, to any Con that wants to use 
E'Eggs' OSP services);

4) A tape duplicator for making Cassette-format Talking Books;
5) A remote-paging system for "floating medics" at Cons where we've provided medical staff;
6) Wheelchair rentals at Fantasy Fair in Atlanta this summer (a service we hope to provide to 

other Cons using E'Eggs); and
7) payment to Cotton Expressions, Avian Embroidery, and MCI.
One item we were saving for may materialize soon: a lovely lady from Birmingham has 

volunteered to giye us a Braille Printer!
Our volunteers have worked themselves to a frazzle getting E'Eggs Services in other areas. 

Co-founder Esther Breslau tested the 1st version of E'Eggs' system at ChiliCon, in 1985. Since 1987, 
Marilyn Teague of Atlanta has covered every Atlanta Con she's been associated with, and has done a 
few Chattacons; she also brought in her husband Robert, another hard worker. Carol Johnson in 
Chicago has been working with X-Con in Minneapolis as well as WindyCon and ChiCon (the 1991 
WorldCon) in her native Chicago. New Egg Marcia "Bones" McCoy, a paramedic from Chattanooga, 
has volunteered to run E'Eggs Service at any Tennessee Con that asks. And John Platt & Bill Wilson 
are working together to provide E'Eggs Access at MagiCon, the 1992 WorldCon in Orlando.

They all do it without pay, without monetary recompense (they buy their T-shirts just like the 
rest of y'all), sometimes without anything more than a "Thank you for treating me like a reaL adult, 
human being!" from the people who need E'Eggs. Which, as P.L. can now report from the “other 
side", is the greatest honor y'all can bestow on a Handicapped fan: the chance to be accepted for who, 
not what, we are.

With friends like these, and P.L., E'Eggs will continue to thrive and grow. If you wish to 
speak directly to an E'Egg, contact: a.
Carol Johnson, P.O. Box 34, Wauconda IL 60084 
John Platt IB, 8855 Eastern, Kansas City MO, 64138 
Lee Wygand, 8162 Van Noord Avenue, North Hollywood CA 91605 
Marcia McCoy, 8636-* Hillard Lee Ln., Chattanooga TH 37145 JPT
or contact me, Samanda b Jeude', at our official address: P.O. Box 308, Lebanon GA 30146 A/

Thank you for you support. LJV
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Story Illustration:
Filler Art - Fiction - Covers - Advertising 

by HEAVY METAL artist Bucky Montgomery

Specializing in Fantasy, Horror and Science Fiction
Nov Available to Small Press Publishers

Need it in a hurry?
Most art is done &. in the mail within 7-10 days, 

faster if necessary.
For free brochure with artwork & a short story or two, 

write to:

Bucky Montgomery, 692 Calero Ave., San Jose CA 95123

| C»l

< This review reprinted verbatim from _____
THE NAS FA SHUTTLE, October 1990 issue

(editor: Nel da Kathleen ■^dev’> BOOK REVIEW 
at the request of the reviewee.

by Nelda Kathleen Kennedy and Mike Kennedy

January, 1991The SFC Bulletin #8

Joint stamp issue by 
the United States and 
the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics 

Sea Lion and Sea Otter 
stamp designs prepared by 
a Soviet Union designer

Killer Whale and Dolphin 
designs prepared by a 
United States designer

Fro# the Ozark Center for Language Studies

1HE LONESOME NODE NEWSLETTER
ihen you subscribe to THE LONESOME MODE, your $10 Mill 

bring you six issues a year, each 17 pages long, of the only 
newsletter that covers all these topics: Language in Health 
Care; Religious Language; Verbal Self-Defense Syntonies - The 
Gentle Art Systei; Language A The Brain; Voien A Language; 
Ozark English; plus- the Lingusitics/Music Interface; the 
Linguistics/Science Fiction Interface; and Linguistics in the 
Real lorld....

THE LOMESOME NODE is written and published by Suzette 
Haden Elgin, author of the GENTLE ART verbal self-defense 
series. For readers using the GENTLE ART systei, the LONESOME 
NODE supplies the necessary broad base of inforiation about 
language and coiiunication - in nontechnical langauge. Good 
reading for anyone who is interested in the topics listed.

Send your check for $10.00 ($12 Canadian) to: 
Suzette Haden Elgin - Director, OCLS, PO Box 1137, Huntsville AR 72740.

Queen of Swords by Allen Craig Smith and Hal Hutchins, 68 
pages, softcover.

Queen of Swords is the story of the early life and 
ascent to the throne of Babylon by a mythical Warrior- 
Empress, Semiramis. It is a fantasy told in the form of a 
biography.

Semiramis was conceived by a virgin bride-to-be, 
and, when the mother was “found out” by her new husband, 
Semiramis was (by direction of the goddess Ishtar) sent down 
the river in a reed basket (If this has familiar echoes you can 
be sure you’re on the right track. Much of QoS echoes Biblical 
tales and mythology. The combination, however, is unique to 
this book.)

It would be a very short story if Semiramis was not 
found, so of course she was. The fisherman who found her 
worked at a temple of Ishtar and she was raised by the priests 
there. In the course of her young life she developed physical 
beauty, strength, and an imposing mastery of all the knowledge 
of the times (including several languages).

Page

In time, Semiramis learned swordsmanship and other 
aspects of the warrior life. Thus when the commander of the 
king’s army was looking for a wife who could best him in 
combat, she was directed by Ishtar to rise to his challenge. This 
is what set her on the track to assist in creating a united Babylon 
and then becoming its Empress. On the way, she lost one 
husband, found another, was helped by gods, fought lions and 
monsters, and regained her first husband, so to speak.

This is a first book, which probably explains the fact 
that there is more material here than the page count might 
indicate. This could have been the basis of a much longer book, 
and with more experience might have been. Despite being a 
first book, one of the worst mistakes made in many such books 
was neatly avoided. There is a good mix of dialog and 
exposition, which keeps the story moving without getting 
boring or repetitious.

Copies of Queen of Swords can be purchased directly 
from the authors—for information write Elsie H. Smith, 3019 
Western Avenue, Gadsden AL 35904.
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Join the 
Fan Club with 
Southern Hospitality!
News • Convert 
Listings • SF 
Club Roster • 
Fanzine Guide 
and Lots of 
Southern Fans!

The Southern Fandom Confederation
Membership in the Southern Fandom Confederation puts you instantly in touch with the clubs, the 
conventions, the fanzines, the news, and the people that make up the diverse population of Southern 
Fandom. Dues are only ’0 a year, running from DSC to DSC, and gets you two fact-filled issues of The 
Southern Fandom Confederation Bulletin. Cheap at twice the price. There is no good reason not to join!

!" YES!
■ I want to keep in touch with Southern
I Fandom! Please enroll me as a
| member of the Southern Fandom
(Confederation — and send me the 

next two issues of The Southern
| Fandom Confederation Bulletin. Ihave
। enclosed my check or money order for 
। * lb. Please make checks payable to:
I Southern Fandom Confederation.

Southern Fandom Confederation
c/o J.R. Madden, Treasurer
P.O. Box 18610A • LSU ♦ Baton Rouge, LA 70893

NAME (please print)

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

ORIGINAL FLYER LAYOUT By TOMY UBELHOR ✓ REVISED FLYER LAYOUT B«Y DAVID THAYER
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August 13, 1990
Nice to see you at Rivercon, though “see" was about it. 

hi Some comments on the SFCB you handed me there. You should 
have mentioned RADIO FREE THULCANDRA to Harry Miller, but maybe 
he'll see the listing For it. You might mention it to “Reed N. 
Tell1', for that matter; get him off your back. It’s a pretty 
good fanzine; I loc it regularly, despite being an atheist. Of 
course, Marty Helgesen and 1 agreed to disagree and be friends 
anyway, something like 20 or 25 years ago. Marty dislikes 
extremists, and can out-argue anyone else in fandom, m As a 
person who has written or co-authored 9 novels and only 4 short 
stories, 1 disagree with Harry Warner's comment that short 
stories are needed practice for novel writing. Juanita, with 
16 novels and 9 shorts, would probably agree with me, though 
her first sale was a short. DeWeese and 1 had sold 2 novels 
before trying a short story. (Of course, Harry might feel that 
we’re part of the distressing current situation in writing...) 
Entirely different skills are needed for the two forms; some 
authors have both, some don’t, in Theodore Sturgeon was also 
a filksinger, though I only heard him once, under terrible 
conditions, m This is certainly a thorough issue. Good 
article on science fiction parenting. Since I was an adult 
before I discovered science fiction, and I had discovered it 
long before 1 was a parent, 1 can’t make many pertinent 
comments. My mother read some of my science fiction after I 
found out about it, had a letter published in Willy Ley’s 
column in Galaxy, leading to a belief that I was married well 
before I actually was. Juanita’s mother sent her off to 
conventions and club meetings before she was an adult, read 
science fiction and insisted on keeping the complete run of 
FLSF when Juanita and I married (fortunately, 1 also had a 
complete run of the magazine.) She also lived with us for the 
last several years before her death, and enjoyed talking to the 
assorted fans who visited. 1 do sometimes marvel over the trip 
to a Worldcon 1 made in 1953. Six fans, three male and three 
female, I was the only adult, and two of the women were black. 
People simply didn’t allow cross-country unsupervised outing or 
mixed races back in 1953, but there was no objection from any 
of the parents that I heard about. The world has changed a lot 
since then, in I guess I just missed you at the Rivercon 
parties. I attended most of them, and I assume you did, too, 
but apparently not at the same time. (Or I was too interested 
in talking to Marie Bartlett-Sloan, Vicki Poole and others to 
notice you. . . . . . ) (more)

k September 5, 1990
All stories are different (obvious remark). I’ve never 

written all that many short stories, and sold fewer, but the 
last one I did 1 wrote out a rough draft one day, did the final 
the next (same way I do my review columns), and sent it off, my 
agent sent it back to have the ending spruced up and 1 did 
that, and it sold. Almost no effort at all, and apparently it 
almost sold to PLAYBOY; after they rejected it, it sold on the 
next submission. No trouble at all. I was reminded of Ted 
Sturgeon’s comments on "It". Other shorts are a bitch to write 
and much harder to sell. Novels are a lot the same, except 
that if they're the agonizing type, the agony goes on longer.

--Buck Coulson, 2677W-500N, Hartford City, IN 47348

(RIVERCON was a helluva a con! And having to hand
deliver as many copies of the SFC BULLETIN as possible to save 
money on bulk-mail costs is always an arduous, time-consuming 
task —for all that I DO enjoy the instant egoboo 
gratification when 1 hand someone that latest hefty issue with 
its striking cover, in I'd already mentioned RADIO FREE 
THULCANDRA to Harry Miller, in personal correspondence carried 
on outside the forum of the REBEL YELLS lettercol. (Yes, there 
IS life outside of the SFC.... Though sometimes I wonder.) 
hi Personally, I've always been of the opinion that short
story writing is the more challenging (albeit less financially 
lucrative) pursuit. The precision L adroitness of a well- 
written short story is a source of endless admiration for me. 
But, what do I know; I’m not a real writer, m You didn't 
miss me at the RIVERCON parties (obviously! Inyaht tnyaht) 
because I failed to attend most of them. I was resting, 
conserving my energy, reducing strain on my even-then flagging 
immune system, m Judging from all the different authors 
I’ve had the pleasure to talk with over the years on the 
subject of writing: how they do it, just about every one has 
had a different tale to tale. To anyone searching for the 
"formula" for writing of any type of fiction, I can tell ’em 
now: there ain't no such animal! As Gene Fowler said, "Writing 
is easy; all you do is sit staring at a blank sheet of paper 
until the drops of blood form on your forehead." —PLCM)

» 4 V 4 V 4 V 4 V 4 » 4 » 4 V 4 V 4 4 4 »
August 14, 1990

1 thought I locced your last BULLETIN but perhaps not. 
Next time, I’ll know though as I’m now keeping a log of 
incoming fanzines and my responses to them so I can check on 
whether or not my letters are getting through, as well as on 
the current state of fanzine fandom as it interacts with me. 
in 1 add my congratulations to the many others who’ve praised 
the fine job you're doing with SFCB. A great deal of the 
material is in the useful-but-not-inspiring category which 
makes for less than the usual amount of satisfaction in the 
actual creation of each issue but you’re managing to do a 
really admirable job and deserve the appreciation of those whom 
you're serving, in There really isn’t a great deal to say 
about the issue: the cover is - naturally - superb; somehow 
“his kindness, his wisdom and his work" and "beloved" do not go 
together Ln the same sentence with the name Robert Adams for me
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but I suppose this merely demonstrates the delightful diversity 
of science fiction fandoa; 1’11 actually sake use of one of the 
listings to send away for something so I'm glad you went to all 
that work of putting so such dull but necessary inforaation on 
the disc; a square aay be six feet on a side but if so it can’t 
have a ceiling, whether it’s seven feet or not. Mayhap you 
aeant a "cube"?; there are sone puzzling aspects to the story 
about JJ Johnson; what's the difference between "especially 
aggravated robbery" and "aurder"? One hopes this is all 
cleared up to the satisfaction of his family, m The aost 
interesting piece of the whole ’zine, to ae, was the article by 
Toni’s mother. Toni aay have been lucky in avoiding soae of 
the less savory characters in fandom but nevertheless her 
mother’s attitudes and reactions are decidedly unusual and her 
view of fandom from an admittedly somewhat peripheral station 
seems remarkably perceptive. (It is also true that - at least 
until quite recently - for every real sleazeball in fandom 
there were a couple or more decent sorts willing to protect 
those who might not have the knowledge or the skill to take 
care of themselves. I’m not so sure a present day Toni would 
survive as unscathed as she did, supportive parent or not, and 
that’s a sad commentary on the way fandom has changed.) 
Reading V.J.’s article gives one a good indication of why Toni 
turned out as well as she did. hi Congratulations on a 
somewhat thankless job very well done! —Hike Glicksohn

500 Windermere Ave, Toronto DNT H66 3L6, CANADA

(Well, 1 have been known to misfile 
correspondence l/or LoCs —whether temporarily or permanently, 
but 1 haven’t been able to locate a LoC from you for SFCB 6. 
If the error be mine, 1’11 try to do better in future. 
Whatever, it’s always good to hear from your neck of the 
Omniverse! in I try to look upon SFCB as a happy meld of 
"newszine" It "genzine". I endeavor to add a soupgon of 
quixotic distinctiveness to the drab, oftimes boring, sometimes 
useful facts that 1 purvey. SFCB is my laboratory; I’m always 
tinkering with the concept, It my editorial stance thus tends to 
fluctuate from issue to issue. 1 try to relay "just the facts" 
yet in as concise li entertaining a fashion as possible. The 
feedback so far tells me that my "instincts" are correct, yet 
I’m always open to new concepts ti treatments, in As for the 
Robert Adams thing.... I've never read any of his writing; on 
the surface it just didn't seem “my cup of tea". 1 never met 
the man, though 1 heard the stories. I deduce he was an 
opinionated, outspoken, assertive individual who did not 
"suffer fools lightly." (Rather reminds me of myself in that 
way, though I gather my ignition point is a bit higher (slow 
fires burn hotter, you know), and 1 tend to get my way using 
honey rather than vinegar.) I know that several people 1 
respect & admire liked him t enjoyed his company. On that 
basis alone I’m willing to print information that eight 
forestall his widow from declaring bankruptcy over unpaid 
hospital bills. —And 1 didn’t write that news item; it was 
done by someone who DID know him personally. Point made, m 
You’re right: 1 was thinking “cube" and typed "square" — mea 
culpa! But, while trying to guesstimate the proportions, I was 
glancing at the floor. I guess my mind got stuck in two

dimensions. There’s another typo of no consequence in that 
column, too, but I’m certain you won’t hold that peccadillo 
against me. 1 was trying to rush completion to meet the 
printing deadlines. There wasn’t time for extensive 
proofreading. This IB after all a one-man... er, “woman" job. 
hi Only a few folks in Southern fandom knew J.J. well, but 
he was well-liked by even casual, or one-time acquaintances. 
And the fund set up in his name is a truly worthy cause, m 
Alas, fandom is not the unsophisticated, idyllic place of 20 
years ago. But there are still a few of us sincere, concerned 
folk out there to protect It nurture the "Toni"-s of 90's 
fandom. -PLCH>

» ♦ » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » ♦ » ♦ » ♦ Y 4 ♦ ♦ » 
August 24, 1990

Just a quick note to say you did a really, really nice 
job on the BFC Bulletin. Beautiful cover, readable 
contents—excellent job throughout, in I’d like to say more 
than that, but nothing comes to mind—I’m somewhat out of touch 
with southern fandom these days, in I could brag about 
upcoming work, but I don’t have dates yet on most of it. in 
So 1’11 just say thanks for the ’zine, and keep up the good 
work. —Lawrence Hatt-Evans

(Congratulations (?) on your advancement to Eastern 
Regional Director of the SFWA! in Equally, congratulations 
on the truly enjoyable “horror" novel: THE NIGHTHARE PEOPLE, 
which I bought at R1VERCON It recently devoured. (Huch tastier 
devouring than what your protagonists were forced to consume to 
achieve their ends!) Though not a “vampire" story per se, 
that’s the first truly new slant on the vampire-concept that I 
think I've ever read. —PLCH>

* ♦ » 4 » 4 » ♦ * 4 » 4 ♦ 4 * 4 » 4 » 4 » 
August 25, 1990

Hy goodness you really have a great Bulletin this time. 
Even the cover is beautiful. I was thrilled to find my picture 
and article in the Bulletin. You made my day, P.L., and we are 
sending you a donation of $25.00 in this letter. If we sell 
any books we will give you another donation for Bulletin 
expenses. I know you work hard and I think you do a fantastic 
job on it. Ne look forward each time to enjoy it all. I 
especially enjoy all the info about the Cons. Hy dad has been 
in the hospital for pneumonia then a month later for surgery. 
But he is recovering very well and we hope nothing will keep us 
from attending [ContStellation) IX in Oct. I hope your mother- 
in-law is better and the world is treating you well, in Could 
1 get 2 more bulletins like this one? I have 2 friends who 
sight join our fan club. One is a lovely girl who was in a car 
wreck when she was 16 and she is paralyzed from the waist down 
but she is very active and she is an artist, a very talented 
one. 1 believe if I give these 2 friends one of our Bulletins 
they sight join, m Keep the faith P.L. Hay the force be with 
you.

—Allen Craig Beith, 3019 Nestern Ave., Gadsden, AL 35904

» 4 » 4 » 4 ♦ 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 ♦ 4 » 4 »
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August 27, 1990
1 figure I should go back through SFCB and consent. 

I’ve already told you how such I like the cover — it’s great 
and the color really enhances it! m I did three sore bugs 
-- since you seen to like thee, in 1 like the picture page 
in This is just one VERY NICE issue — you’d have to be 
worrying about getting to Chicago if you could get the zine out 
frequently enough (or a strategic timing around (but before - 
obviously) nomination time. You deserve all the egoboo you get 
and much more! in I wrote to one (1 don’t remember which) 
Southern con to find out about J.J. auctions and how (where) to 
mail any material donated — so far nary a peep — we’ll see. 
hi I hope there is a second Charlie Card calendar and that it 
becomes available for Christmas — although I think 1 realize 
that (time) may be starting to push some contributors in order 
to make that kind of deadline. I hope Maia et. al. have had 
enough positive feedback that they’ll go for it. in The 
concise "little"(?) con-reports are good — makes me wonder if 
1 ought to make it a point to see a copy of UNCLE TIMMY’S 
NEWSLETTER -- for sake of completeness, in From the letters 
it appears (luckily) that everyone goes along with the dues 
increase, in It is awesome to walk into Alexis’ or Harry’s 
home and see the Hugos — just hanging around. Although I have 
been up close to others of them, it doesn’t make it any less 
awe-inspiring. But, every winner should have two — for 
andirons or bookends, in Despite what J.R. Madden says, and 
knowing I haven’t been to Southern cons — the DSC has always 
been touted as THE southern con. 1 cannot say whether or not 
he is correct in describing the lack of uniqueness now. in On 
the pictures — I’d like to see names on all of thee — but 
that’s because I don’t know most of the people shown. I look 
forward to more photo pages, in 1 was going to comment on the 
interior art -- then 1 realized that 1 liked it all. Hmm -- 
would specific praise for each of your artists become 
tiresome... nah, didn’t think so. So — I hope they all take 
your comment (subtle hint?) to heart about needing more 
artwork, in Can't reiterate it often enough — this bulletin 
is a beautiful job (1 would like to see a list of ALL Hugo 
nominations — not just the final few that made it onto the 
ballot -- really feel the Bulletin would have a chance -- it 
has the quality — if it could (will?) come out more often — 
doesn’t hurt to time it “correctly.") It’s always nice to know 
your work is appreciated. —Sheryl Birkhead

23629 Woodfield Rd., Gaithersburg, MD 20882

» 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 V 4 t 4 » 4 » 
August 28, 1990

Bit of a shock when 1 got my first glance at that front 
cover on 6FCB47. My eye took in the line of type down the 
side, and simply that image becomes Teddy’s signature in my 
mind now, and 1 didn’t actually “read" it. So to see such a 
radical change in style and subject, thinking Teddy had done it 
on his own, was a shock — I figured I'd missed something, 
somewhere! I mean, artists are suddenly changing styles in 
midstream on me? Woo! in Speaking of artists, I’d better 
keep up my end of things as far as supplying fillos, as looks 
like you’ve run out of the ones 1 sent, and have even been 

rpduced tq having to use one from the last issue. The shame! 
Well, here are three more for your use in future issues, as you 
like, in Another interesting mix of glad news and sad news. 
I’m still trying to get some folks to print me where I can. 
Don’t know if you’ve seen any of the “new" NEW PATHWAYS" 
issues, but finally found a home for my "Meta" 
comicstrip/story/oddness series, and will be serializing that 
over the next few years, as long as they hold out, and I can 
keep on schedule, in Speaking of which, deadline approaches 
for the next installment, so I’d better get back to the drawing 
board! —Brad W. Foster

<Your tris fannish illos are SO good that they 
bear repeating! in Seriously, the “party animal" cutie was 
used deliberately, as Unca Timmy is fondly known by the AKA 
“The Party Animal". So it seemed only right to head his con 
reports with it in "Glad news It sad news".... Well, I can 
only print what I’m given, or solicit, or blackmail out of 
various people. My ill-health this past year or so has 
prevented me from aggressively pursuing better material, m 1 
still recall what a pleasure it was to meet you at NOLACON II 
—and get the chance to fondle your Hugo!) Thanks for writing, 
and thanks for the fillos, too! You are, as advertised, a 
“Swell 6uy". -PLCM>

» 4 » 4 » 4 4 4 ♦ 4 9 4 » 4 » 4 9 4 V 4 9 
September 5, 1990

I’m sorry to hear about the busted air conditioning; I 
don’t think I could stand that. And I'm only in Maryland, not 
Alabama. I wonder if this computer could function without air 
conditioning? I hope I never have to find out. (...) m 
Becoming SFWA’s Eastern Regional Director was a matter of not 
protesting vigorously when I was asked to volunteer; it’s not 
actually a very onerous post, though, and I’m rather enjoying 
it. I’ve delegated the two nasty parts of the job—organizing 
the Editors’ Reception and running the Nebula Banquet—on the 
grounds that I’m too far from New York to handle them myself. 
That leaves chairing regional meetings, finding new members and 
helping them find their way around, and being a sort of general 
ombudsman for members in my area; I can handle all that without 
hardship, in As for The Nightmare People—you mean someone 
actually read it? Seriously, writing it was a challenge, but I 
thought it came out pretty well, and 1 was pleased with it. 
Preliminary sales figures are disappointing, though. Maybe 
it’ll get good word of south, in And that, I think, is about 
everything. Good Luck! —Lawrence Watt-Evans

» 4 » 4 » 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 V 4 » 4 9 4 9 4 9 
September 5, 1990

Thank you for your SFC Bulletin, July issue. It was a 
pleasure to see my letter printed and especially my errors 
corrected. 1 am glad that your attitude to my letter is so 
positive. I’ll look forward to see what will come out of this, 
in Your zine sakes a good impression. It is really packed 
with information. Maybe <a> fanzine being published twice a 
year has to be so informative. Dur own fanzine is not born 
yet, but its first issue will come out in October. 1 
understand that SFC would like to have a copy, in BFC is
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similar to some regional SF fans’ organizations of the USSR.. 
But, I think, their aims are somewhat different. With our 
terrible book deficit the main aim is to provide the club 
members with books, so SF Club Federation has founded the 60- 
bcalled SF FUND. The publishers sell a part of printing to it 
directly from the printing press, and the clubs obtain from it 
a certain amount of copies. And this will do only for books 
published in the USSR, m It was interesting to read about 
the life of Southern Fandom. Several years ago we realized 
that the Iron Curtain is fallen and we are part of European and 
World fandom. Since then we continuously turn our heads here 
and there, staring at Europe and across the ocean -- gosh! 
They have excellent SF we’ve never read (though we’ve read a 
lot of it); gosh! They meet in numerous and various 
conventions (though our own conventions are suffering from poor 
organization and there are so few of them); gosh! They do 
publish a galaxy of fanzines and other fannish matter (though 
we haven’t had that opportunity till August 1990 when the Law 
of the Press and Other Media have started to act), etc. Well, 
I’m not so masochistic as to number all the things we haven’t 
got. Let us make our own clubzine; it certainly will be nice, 
in I think the best thing in your Bulletin is its art. The 
cover illustration as well as some inside illustrations are 
truly great. And our Club will also use excellent art by Kiev 
fan artist, Denis Martynets, who recently won a Fandom 
Directory Award for his graphics, m And about the clubs and 
fans who are the members of SFC... Yesterday I’ve received a 
copy of ROBOTS AND ROADRUNNERS from Alexander R. Slate. I’m 
really glad to have a new contact across the ocean. And their 
fanzine is really nice. --Alexander V. Vasilkovsky, 
8 Zankovetskaya St., apt. 13, 252001, Kiev-1, Ukraine/USSR

» 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 
September 13, 1990

Thank you so much for your letter. 1 am indeed 
enjoying the BULLETIN, and 1 enjoyed seeing my comments printed 
in the last issue. The Southern Fandom Confederation received 
some nice publicity when I wore my SFC T-shirt (over a long- 
sleeved white shift with black pants) on Sunday afternoon, July 
8, as I hosted this year’s Dark Shadows Festival, m The 
Chattacon folks had invited me to present my "Dark Shadows 
Memorabilia Slide Show” at Chattacon in January and 
DeepSouthCon in June, and I brought all of those different 
"Dark Shadows” flyers with me both times! I am extremely 
active in "Dark Shadows" fandom as a writer for a half-dozen 
fanzines, slide-show presenter (at most Festivals and 
elsewhere), and author of The Dark Shadows Comic Books (a book 
studying Gold Key Comics’ 35 DARK SHADOWS issues as well as 
other DS-related comics), in 1 (was also) invited to present 
my memorabilia slide show at Georgia Fantasy Con in Atlanta. 
Con Organizer Ed Kramer (gave) me a whole table for “Dark 
Shadows" flyers! (I also took flyers for INSITE, the wonderful 
"Somewhere in Time" fan club/fanzine.) in Thank you again, 
Ms. Montgomery, for inviting me to contribute to the BULLETIN.

—Jeff Thompson, 6807 Pennywell Dr., Nashville, TN 37205

» 4 V 4 » 4 » ♦ » 4 » 4 V 4 » 4 » 4 V 4 Y

September 17, 1990 
When I am reading Bulletin 
1 see it’s really nice 
I find a lot of useful data 
And they have no price.

The SFC Bulletin is very useful
exactly. I’m thankful to you for sending it. in We’ll soon 
issue our own fanzine and send you, too. I hope you’ll like 
it. There will be a couple of horror in our zine, because 
horror is the only thing we have now. There will also be a 
number of surprises. This new fanzine is going to come in the 
States. Whose the next is? m By the way, did you decide to 
issue Bulletin quarterly? in Then well. Good SFItF to you. 
in <lt on December 3, 1990, a Christmas card) Happy Xmas It 
Happy New Year to all SFC fans. Best wishes. Happy, Peace and 
Good for all. Let nobody be unhappy. Yours BFriendly.

—Boris Sidyuk 
Chairman of the Zoryany Shlyah SF Club 

Kurchatov St 18-287, Kiev 252156, Ukraine, USSR

» 4 » ♦ » ♦ » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 I 4 » ♦ ♦ 4 » 
September 20, 1990

Thanks, 1 received the SFC Bulletin 17, so it looks as 
if everything is straightened up now. For your information, 
the editors of ROBOTS It ROADRUNNERS are myself and Lynn Garcia, 
in I never knew J.J. Johnson III, but he will be missed. It 
is a sad testament to the times we live in when someone as 
friendly and personable as J.J. was (by all the accounts given) 
is murdered, even sadder when the murder is senseless, m I 
never had a science fiction parent like Toni Weisskopf did. I 
didn’t discover fandom until college, and my parents were not 
sf readers. Now, I am a parent and my kids have each been to 
at least one convention (my son, 5 years old, just participated 
in the Westercon masquerade) so 1 guess I and my wife will be 
the sf parents. Of course, fandom now isn’t exactly the same 
as it was even 11 years ago when I got into it. Much of that 
stems from the ’popularization’ of sf. Not that there aren’t a 
lot of good people in the fannish community, but I think 
nowadays, V.J. Weisskopf would have a little more to be 
concerned about. —Alexander R. Slate

1847 Babcock 1406, San Antonio, TX 78229

(Thanks for your LoC —and the updated information, m 
I’ve already altered the addresses in the fanzine database 
accordingly. Alas, there’s not much 1 can do about erroneous 
info already printed in 4 7. You will note, however, that I 
always caution folk to SASE for info before sending any money, 
in 1’11 be sure and relay the club info to Patrick for his 
listing. - PLCM >

9 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 9 4 9 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 9 
September 20, 1990

Just got around to reading the expired membership in 17 
and saw my name there. It is also listed in the Dues-Paid I 
Exempt Members under South Carolina, in I assume that the 
listing under Dues-Paid is the valid one and the listing under
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expired is misinformation. I have included a post card for 
clarification, m 1 support SFC and enjoy the Bulletin and 
all of the information it provides, m Thank you for your 
help. —Jerry Dean Ward Sr.

3421 Sweet Springs Dr., Lexington, SC 29073

(Oops! Thanks for informing ae of the error so 1 could 
correct it. —PLCM>

9 ♦ 9 ♦ 9 ♦ 9 ♦ 9 ♦ 9 ♦ 9 * 9 ♦ 9 ♦ 9 4 9 
September 23, 1990

Thanks for sending me the latest SFC Bulletin. You 
know, 1 see a few Canadian sympathizers in the membership 
list...I’d be teapted to add one aore naae. As soon as I can 
scrape up the US cash, I’ll send a aoney order down to you. 
Then, 1’11 feel like I’m getting the Bulletin on a legit basis. 
I’m discovering that not only do you put together a great 
fanzine, but also a daaned good database and address list, one 
I’ve already used a couple of tiaes. m Let's see about a few 
coaaents...congratulations to Charlotte Proctor on her Rebel 
Awards. Those Hafiaettes just keep aoving. m For years, 
DeepSouthCon and our local convention, Ad Astra were the only 
two cons on the continent conflicting on the second weekend of 
June. That’s why you never saw Scott and Jane Dennis together 
either con that weekend... We’re aoving to July in 1991, and 
now, 1 gather you're aoving to Hay in 1992! That might allow 
us to get back to June in '92, but the hotel we’re in prefers 
June weddings to June sf cons, m In your apa list...I think 
Brian Earl Brown has assuaed the office of CH for PEARS...also 
I have written to Eric Watts to see if he has produced a new 
issue of The New Hoon Directory for 1990. 1 hope he’s been 
able to keep to his regular schedule, m The death of a good 
friend during a convention casts a shadow on the con, to be 
sure, but it still aakes it aeaorable as the first time coaaon 
friends gather together to aourn with each and console one 
another. 1 was at Confusion when the death of Polly Freas was 
announced, and a wonderful benefit auction that weekend at the 
con raised an astounding amount of money. Not only did friends 
get closer together, but we also witnessed the generosity of 
fandom in action. I gather that the death of Elizabeth Pearse 
cast the sane shadow at Karcon, but it brought old friends 
closer together, both in Columbus and in Toronto, m Thanks 
for a good read, and I will try ay best to get some membership 
money to you soon.

—Lloyd Penney, 412-4 Lisa St., Brampton, ONT, Canada L6T 4B6

9 * 9 * 9 4 9 * 9 * 9 * 9 * 9 * 9 * 9 *9 
October 1, 1990

I wanted to begin by saying 1 aa sost impressed by your 
publication, especially the philosophy behind it. As a writer 
I appreciate the zine listings, as a publisher I appreciate 
STARSONG’s inclusion in the zine listings, and as a voracious 
reader 1 enjoyed the LOCs. In an area of the country where 
S.F. fans are often treated like the aentally deranged, your 
club listings will help put us in contact with others of the 
sane derangements, iii I invite your readers to submit to 
STARSONG; 1 aa always looking for new talent, and I an nost 

happy when I get a jewel with a Southern address, in I also 
liked the interplay between LOC’s, as a result, I'd like to see 
if I can generate a little feedback in As nost of you are no 
doubt aware, Atlanta is bidding for Worldcon in 95. Before 1 
can support the bid, there are sone problens I need to work 
out. in 1 assune the sane people who work on sone of the 
Atlanta Cons will be working on Worldcon. I have been an 'and 
also’ guest, officially and unofficially, at several Cons, 
where I talk about the snail press. Hy dealings with the 
Atlanta people have been alnost uniformly negative. Calls go 
unanswered, letters are ignored, I have been assigned to panels 
where 1 an unqualified to speak and 1 have felt like an 
outsider anong other, local, people of ny sane ’status’, no I 
felt this was just a problen on ny part, until a recent 
conversation with Dave HcConnell, a filker gaining a reputation 
with a pretty nean twelve string. He reports similar 
treatment, and further reported that at a recent Florida Con, 
he was informed by a couple of really big nane authors that 
they would not be returning to Atlanta because of shabby 
treatnent. in Were the probleas nine alone, Atlanta would 
have nothing to fear, though I don’t see the sense in pissing 
off a nearby publisher with a circulation of over 500. I’m 
still basically small potatoes. But upset the big naaes, and 
in a couple of years your naae is aud. And people like myself 
and HcConnell have a nasty tendency to have long aeaories. lie 
put up with trash froa our aundane associates; we don’t expect 
it froa our own people, in What about it? I would be 
interested in the coaaents of others. I’d also like to add 
that I've been happy at Alabama Cons and have received glowing 
reports froa those in Florida and Tennessee. 1 don’t think a 
bruised ego is a problem on ay part, I don’t consider either 
STARSONG or ay dozen or so story sales to zines qualify ae as 
the next Harlan Ellison, in Besides, I'a scared to death 
whenever I have to talk in front of strangers, and there are 
none stranger than trufen.

—Larry D. Kirby, III (editor, STARSONG) 
Rt. 2, Box 260-B, St. Hatthews, SC 29135

9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 
October 10, 1990

Just received Issue 17 and had to write you. It was 
truly AWESOHE. Everything 1 ever wanted to know, Everything I 
needed to know, and Everything I didn’t know I needed to know 
but did. I plan to carry one copy in ay briefcase at all tiaes 
so 1 can answer any question soaeone say ask ae about southern 
fandoa. It is truly a definitive in Southern Fandon Knowledge.

—Haurine Dorris, Nashville TN

9 * 9 4 9 4 9 * 9 * 9 * 9 4 9 4 9 * 9 4 9 
October 10, 1990

Thank you for your letter and for all the materials 
you've sent ae. Do not be aaused at how long it takes ay 
letters to reach you. Two weeks in transit is quite nice. Hy 
letters say reach soae parts of USA or Canada after aonth in 
transit, as well as their letters to ae. So it goes, m 
Thank you for the artwork. Soae illustrations will undoubtedly 
be used ip our fanzine, and we’ll pass along the others to
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certain Fanzine publishers in the USSR, m You’ve -written me 
about American "fanspeak" and "computer-speak". Yes, we have 
them, too, in our own way, maybe even more peculiar than in 
America. You see, almost all computer terms (not to mention 
fannish terms) were borrowed from English. And "fanspeak" and 
"computer-speak” words in both Ukrainian and Russian are those 
borrowed words adapted to our grammar. And to the uneducated 
ear it seems like not one, but two foreign languages at a time! 
(One is English.) ■■■ As for "computer-speak", 1 know 
something of it, but not really hackers’ slang. 1 (work) as a 
programmer myself, and my knowledge of English, especially of 
computer terminology is a great help in my work, in I’d like 
to know, is there any dictionary of hackers’ slang? 1 have the 
NEW AMERICAN COMPUTER DICTIONARY by Kent Porter but it’s not 
slang, it’s not even "computer-speak", it’s only terminology. 
Please ask those fans who came into fandom from hackers’ 
activities or thru cyberpunk. They may know about this 
dictionary, m We also may have our club PC from the small 
company our member is at the head of. And I, as the editor of 
English version of our fanzine, and as the one who carries out 
international correspondence, and as the only programmer in our 
club, will be able to have that PC at my home. It will fit my 
work as well, m Our club, like 8FC, is a non-profit group. 
But now many clubs in the USSR run small publishing businesses 
in parallel with their activities, i.e. the clubs are remaining 
non-profit, but the same people are publishing SF books. 
KievCon, our convention in Kiev in early October, was devoted 
this time to those independent publishers. During our 
convention a small but very serious bunch of fans from all over 
the USSR came. Most of them were those semi-professional 
publishers, so the main subject of the convention was the 
coordination of publishing activities in the field of SF and 
fantasy. No one can violate the copyright laws (1973 and 
later), but there is a total anarchy in publishing so-called 
pre-copyright works. And the people who gathered at our 
convention did a lot to work out joint publishing policy, bio 
In late September I visited ORPH1CON in Burgas, Bulgaria. It 
was renamed due to its sponsor, ORPHIA magazine, the first-ever 
English-language SF magazine in Eastern Europe. Previously the 
convention was titled "SocCon", for it was the convention for 
fans from the "socialist" countries. But what country would 
like now to be called “socialist"? Only Cuba, Albania and 
North Korea. Ne are not happy to have this word in the full 
name of our country, too. m But let me tell you about 
ORPHICON itself. The main subject was "Science Fiction And 
Democracy". There was very interesting discussion on this 
subject between numerous participants — writers, fans and 
publishers. Sergei Drugal, a writer from Sverdlovsk, Russia, 
had very interesting idea. Speaking about SF and truth, he 
told that SF can’t tell lies, that’s its implicit feature.
Hence even the most conformist Soviet SF writers writing about 
the future didn’t find there any place to be a communist.
Bravo, Mr. Drugal! bib Some words about ORPHIA. It is digest 
size and printed on heavy-duty paper. It looks beautiful and 
its illustrations are its strong point. Perhaps that is hardly 
surprising — Bulgarian SF artwork has long been remarkable, 
and ORPHIA is published in Sophia. Print and color printing„ 

are of a high standard, bib ORPHIA has a particular emphasis 
which should ensure its survival, since it presents only 
Slavonic SF. Contributors to the first issue come from 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia and USSR. Among 
newer writers are such famous older names as the Strugatsky 
brothers and Karel Capek. And also ORPHIA is the first 
English-language SF magazine in Eastern Europe, in Anyone 
wishing to subscribe to ORPHIA should send money to one place, 
order to another, which is rather confusing: a cheque or 
bankers order for US$40.00 should be sent to the BHF Bank, 135 
Seerstrasse, 8027 Zurich, Switzerland, mark it WPC-account 
41305-0.41. The subscription order should then be mailed to: 
Atanas Slavov, KF ORPHIA, 2a D. Polyanov str., Sophia 1504, 
Bulgaria. Tel: (02) 46 30 56. FAX: (02) 43 71 05. m They’d 
like to have an agent to distribute the magazine in English- 
speaking countries. You may consult any details by above 
mentioned phone or fax.

—Alexander V. Vasilkovsky, 
8 Zankovetskaya St., apt. 13, 252001, Kiev-1, Ukraine/USSR

(I’m very pleased that you enjoyed SFCB 7! Having you 
(6 other readers) say so is often my only reward for all the 
work I put into forming each issue, bib About how I edited (or 
rather didn't edit) your letter in SFCB 7.... I feel that the 
saying "less is better" is a good rule-of-thumb for an editor. 
Therefore 1 tend to edit for "style", not “content”. My job is 
to make sure words (It their intended meaning) are conveyed to 
my readers as clearly as possible, bib There is a pleasant 
cadence to your words (yes, even in print) that reflects your 
own obvious learning quite well, as well as the grace It 
elegance of your native speech, (which filters through the 
inner translation). To retain that lilt, I deliberately 
refrained from overly Americanizing your letter, in 1 wish 
you much happiness, excitement, & satisfaction with your soon- 
to-be fanzine, bob On behalf of all the artists —both amateur 
ii professional— who contribute their work to the 8FC BULLETIN, 
I proudly accept your praise for their artwork! — PLCM >

? ♦ » 4 V ♦ » ♦ » ♦ » ♦ » ♦ » ♦ » ♦ » ♦ » 
October 15, 1990

I'm late with these congratulations on the giant issue 
of The Southern Fandom Confederation Bulletin 1471. Blame some 
poor health of both the house and me, the press of other 
matters, and too much time spent watching baseball on 
television, bib The highlight of this issue, for me, was V. J. 
Neisskopf’s contribution. It pleased me for several related 
reasons. One was the realization that there still are today 
some parents as good as mine were. Like Toni, I was permitted 
to do pretty much as I liked in fandom and was encouraged to be 
a fan. My mother even tried to persuade me to go to one of the 
first worldcons when a group of fans stopped in Hagerstown 
during their drive to the event, but I didn’t think much of 
cons even then and declined their offer of a ride. Another 
fine thing about this article is its suitability for use in any 
new guide for neofans that may be put together someday. Such a 
reassurance to parents in a handbook on the rigors of becoming 
a fan should smooth the way for their participation in fandom.
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in 1 was also very impressed by the material about the sad 
end of J. J. Johnson’s life. I doubt if 1 had ever heard of 
him before his death, since he seeas not to have participated 
in fanzine fandoa and 1 stopped going to cons before he becaae 
active at thea. But it’s obvious that he was one of the finest 
and best-liked fans around. The news stories reprinted in this 
issue are the first word I’ve seen that the aurderer left sone 
clues and night eventually face charges in court. Everything 
you published is in the best of taste and enlightening, ins 
Mary Axford’s reviews are good but there is one error. The 
Pocket Book of Science-Fiction was not "the first science 
fiction paperback". Before it appeared, there had been scores 
of paperback dine novels with science fiction thenes published 
in the United States, and Penguin Books had been releasing a 
few science fiction titles in its paperback line in Great 
Britain for several years. In addition, The Pocket Book of 
Science-Fiction was preceded by several titles in the Pocket 
Book paperback line which nost persons would classify as 
science fiction, including the 81 release, Jases Hilton’s Lost 
Horizon. It would probably be correct to tera the Uollheim 
collection the first paperback anthology of science fiction 
stories; at least, I’ve never heard of a similar release in the 
Penguin series before 1943. I refused to Feel bad when 1 would 
encounter the name of a pro guest of honor or fan guest of 
honor at a con and realize 1 had never heard of the individual. 
But now 1 see in the Bulletin that there is an apa dedicated to 
the works of Gerry Anderson, and I’ve never heard of that 
person. This is getting serious, m The loc froa Alexander V. 
Vasilkovsky inspired a different kind of thought. Is the 
Georgia in the Soviet Union a part of the SFC territory?
(Sure, why not? - PLCH> in The most amazing thing about the 
report on the SFC annual aeeting is the time frane. I wouldn’t 
have imagined that any fan group could get through so auch 
business in just 3B ainutes. Patrick Molloy should be hired by 
the worldcon people to run its annual business meeting, for 
that achievement, hi The picture page is fine, giving ae ay 
first look at the faces of several fans I have known by words 
on the printed page. But I could have used aore coaplete 
identifications for the group photos, since soae individuals 
turn up there who aren’t identified by naae in other 
appearances on the page, hi The inforaation on the Louisville 
bid for the worldcon is interesting. However, I find that the 
coaaittee there hasn’t thought of the facility which I think 
would be the biggest hit of any large convention: one of those 
devices popularly known as cherry-pickers, that provide a way 
for workers to fix high street lights and wash windows and so 
on. Just think how handy it would be at a con for fans who 
want to get to one floor or another of the hotel and can’t 
crowd onto the overburdened elevators.
--Harry Warner, Jr., 423 Summit Ave., Hagerstown, HD 21740

» 4 » 4 ¥ 4 » 4 » 4 * 4 * 4 » 4 » 4 » 4 » 
October 16, 1990

I was somewhat surprised by your coaaent to ae in SFC 
87 which seeded to suggest that all who call theeselves 
“Christian" need shoulder blame for those few "Christian" 
zealots who haven’t a vague notion of what Christian love

(agape) is all about. I can assure you, no member of Alpha 
Onega had anything to do with that "weird" and "radical 
Christian" material you received froa Indiana, m Please read 
the enclosed letter which 1 wrote to the Conics Buyer’s Guide 
stating ny views on the right-wing, legalistic view of 
Christianity. “Christianity" and "legalistic" are antithetical 
terns; the Old Testanent was based upon a covenant of laws. 
The New Testanent and Christianity was and is based upon a 
covenant of love, not sinply laws! Christians even like to 
have fun, etc. m I nay disagree or, nore correctly, differ 
with your "agnostic" views. However, I would have to be very 
presunptuous and self-righteous to attenpt to usurp your God
given free-will to sake your own choices. You’ll find "craze- 
oids" in any group of people, regardless of their religious 
beliefs! in Now, on to other things. I looked for you at 
the Atlanta Fantasy Fair in August. Everyone knew who 1 was 
talking about when I asked if you were there, but, alas, no 
P.L.! Anyways, I enclosed an article I did for ny conics apa, 
Alpha Onega. It gives a basic rundown on what went on at the 
AFF. Thought naybe you could use it in the next SFC Bulletin. 
hi 1 also enclosed a photo froa the Overstreet Price Update 
for conics (August 1990). It shows a "Bouthern Boy" shootin’ 
it out with a "Northern Yankee" dealer.
—Harry V. Hiller, 1106 Jones Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42104

<1 apologize for taking so long to reply to your letter 
—despite the fact you’d included a SASE, m Running the SFC 
is taking up a lot of ay time, of course, as well as ny 24-hour 
"job" as a "Prinary Caregiver" of a disabled elderly person, 
in Also there’ve been sone other, very real barriers in ny 
life lately. Hy AC went out during the hottest part of this 
past suaaer. Fron August 10th till Septenber 2nd (when the AC 
was fixed) everything went to hell. To ay utter dismay I 
discovered that ay conputer doesn’t LIKE working in a high- 
tesperature /high-huaidity environnent. in Heanwhile, I 
becaae very, very ill. Fron August 20th until Novenber 2nd 1 
was so incapacitated that I dasn’t even think about trying to 
coapute. And the pain-pills only took the edge off the agony, 
so ay concentration was nil, anyway. 1 underwent saae-day 
surgery on November 2nd. So far I’m recovering nicely froa 
both the general anesthesia and the invasive procedure itself, 
m About your interpretation of ay coaaents to you in SFCB 
87: "Thou doth protest too auch, aethlnks." Hy coaaent was 
intended in a teasing tone, l'a sorry your sense of huaor (or 
sense of the ridiculous) wasn’t up to perceiving the subtler 
quirks of ay wry wit. I shall try to be less opaque in future. 
*sigh* in Hy intent was to kvetch in general about the 
incredible aaount of odd mail received when one buys via aail, 
as I often do. m Your letter about a Christian APA seeaed 
the perfect entry point for such an “editorial" throw-away 
reaark. Such quips are a long-standing editorial prerogative. 
—And if I’d had a letter froa Harty Helgesen on hand at that 
particular aoaent, I’d probably have "biased" him and RADIO 
FREE THULCANDRA for the "weird" junk mail. So don’t look on ay 
aisplaced huaor as a personal attack, or an attack on religion 
6/or Christianity in particular, hi 1 don't care what 
anybody thinks or believes in —so long as they don't hara
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Southern Club Listing

The goal or mis column is to list all SF/Fantasy/etc. clubs in the 
SFC region, as well as club activites that may be of interest to other 
fans. If your organization would like to be included in this listing, 
please write to let me know about your club and their activities, at 
P.O. Box 9135, Huntsville, AL, 35812. If you require a response 
from me, please include a SASE. You can also call me or my 
answering machine at (205) 830-4471.

— G. Patrick Molloy

Alabama

BIRMINGHAM: Birmingham Science Fiction Club, c/o 
Charlotte Proctor, 8325 7th Ave. S., Birmingham, 35206. Meets 
2nd Saturday each month at members' residences. Dues: $15/year.

Deep South Costumers Guild, c/o Sue Thorn, 226 Dexter 
Court, Hueytown, 35023. Meetings are held as needed. Publish the 
clubzine "All That Glitters" and the quarterly newsletter "The 
Migratory Sequin." Dues: $12/year (full), $6/year (corresponding).

Doctor Who Fan Club (Blue Box Companions). Meets 
the 1st Saturday of each month, 2:00 pm, at the Avondale Library. 
For more information, contact Bill Street at (205) 879-3324.

New Japan (Japanese Animation). Meets the 3rd Sunday of each 
month. For more information, contact Jeff Roe at (205) 933-0777.

Sable Weyr (Anne McCaffrey), c/o Cheryl Smyth Kiser, 1223-J 
Beacon Parkway East, Birmingham, 35209. Monthly meetings and 
the publication "Flights of Fancy."

Star Fleet (Star Trek). Meets 8:00 pm every Thursday. For 
more information, contact Jeff Jones at (205) 841-6814.

U.S.S. Defiant (Star Trek). Meets the 1st Tuesday of each 
month at the Hoover Library. For more information, contact John 
Moore at (205) 425-2857 or Donna Hom at (205) 424-2425.

HUNTSVILLE: Doctor Who Fan Club. Newly formed group 
for Doctor Who and British SF/media fans. For more information, 
call Bill Savage at (205) 539-8917, 5pm to 10pm weekdays, 12pm 
to 10pm weekends.

North Alabama Science Fiction Association 
(NASFA). P.O. Box 4857, Huntsville, 35815. Meets on the 
third Saturday of each month, 6:00 pm (business meeting), 7:00 pm 
(program), at First American Federal Savings & Loan (4008 
University Dr.). Monthly clubzine "NASFA Shuttle." Dues: 
$15/year. Subscription only: $10/year.

MOBILE: High Palisades Hold (Anne McCaffrey), c/o David 
McCombs Jr., 104 N. Sandlewood Circle, Daphne, 36526.

Port City Tardis (Dr. Who). Route 1 Box 5101, Bay Minette, 
AL 36507-9801.

TUSCALOOSA: The University of Alabama Star Trek 
Club. University of Alabama, P.O. Box 417, Tuscaloosa, 35486- 
0417. Meets 2nd Saturday Sept, through May at various locations. 
Quarterly newsletter "Whale Song." Dues: $10/year. Subscription 
only: $5.00/year ($1.50 for single issues). Contact Elvis Murks 
at (703) 955-3839 or (205) 348-7514 for more information.

Arkansas

LITTLE ROCK: Little Rock Science Fiction Club, c/o 
Dave Ryan, 8920 Mayflower, Little Rock, 72204. Phone (501) 
224-2706.
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Florida

FORT LAUDERDALE: South Florida Science Fiction 
Society. P.O. Box 70143, Fort Lauderdale, 33307-0143. Meets 
once a month at various locations. Publish the monthly newsletter 
"SFSFS Shuttle," plus the less frequent club zine "SFSFS Solstice." 
Dues: $15/year (general), $20/year (regular), $l/year (child). 
SFSFS had a table at the Miami International Book Festival.

GAINESVILLE: Gainesville Speculative Literature
Society ("Hogtown SF Club"), c/o Eve Ackerman, 2220 
NW 14th Avenue, Gainesville, 32605. Meets on the 2nd and 4th 
Monday of each month at The Philosophy Store (3460 W. 
University Avenue).

JACKSONVILLE: Star Sector: Northeast Florida. P.O. Box 
1509, Orange Park, 32067-1509. Meets on the fourth Tuesday of 
each month, 7:00 pm, at the Hayden Bums Library in downtown 
Jacksonville. Publish a quarterly newsletter. Dues: $10/year 
(regular), $5/year (supporting/associate). Originally a Star Trek 
group, they recently celebrated their fourth birthday, changed their 
name, and have expanded their emphasis to emcompass all forms of 
science fiction and fantasy fandom.

LARGO: United Fans of Pinellas meet on the 4th Friday of 
each month, 8:00 pm, in the Largo Community Center. For more 
information, call Judy Trammel at (813) 544-5339.

ORLANDO: Orlando Area Science Fiction Society
(OASFiS). P.O. Box 616469, Orlando, 32861-6469. Meets 2nd 
Sunday each month, 2:00 pm, at Enterprise 1701 (2814 Corrine 
Dr.). Monthly "OASFiS Event Horizon." Dues: $15/year 
(attending), $12/year (subscribing), additional family members 
$6/year. OASFiS membership recently hit 150!

PANAMA CITY: Nova Odysseus ("United Gulf Coast 
Fandom"). P.O. Box 1534, Panama City, 32402-1534. Meets 
on the 2nd and 4th weekend of each month, usually at the 
President's home. Bi-monthly newsletter "Transmissions." Dues: 
$15/year (attending/voting), $10/year (corresponding).

RIVERVIEW: Stone Hill SF Association. P.O. Box 2076, 
Riverview, 33569. Meets on the the 2nd Sunday of each month. 
Monthly clubzine "Stone Hill Launch Times."

Georgia

ATHENS: Athens Area Time Lords. P.O. Box 7903, Athens, 
30604, or call President Jim Horvat at (404) 353-0479. Regular 
meetings monthly, usually on the second Saturday. Social events 
every other month. Gaming meetings nearly every weekend. Dues: 
$12^ear. Clubzine "Who's Time.”

ATLANTA: Middle Earth Rocketry Club. 2406 Park Lake 
Lane, Norcross, GA 30092. Meets on the third Saturday of each 
month, 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm, at the Piedmont Hospital Medical Care 
Center - Brookhaven (4062 Peachtree Rd. N.E., in Chamblee). No 
dues, officers or publication.
* Phoenix Science Fiction Society. P.O. Box 7717, 
Atlanta, 30357. Meets 2nd Saturday each month at the Highland 
branch of the Fulton County Public Library (1070 St. Charles 
Place, N.E.). Monthly clubzine "Phoenix Quill." Dues: $12/year.



DEEP SOUTH 
CON 29

June 7, 8, & 9, 1991

Guest of Honor
Charles L. Grant

Artist Guest of Honor 
Doug Chaffee

Toastmaster 
Andrew J. Offutt

Fan Guest of Honor 
Ken Moore thtee -1991
Special Guests
Mercedes Lackey and Larry Dixon

Memberships: $20 until 2-28-91, $22 until 6-1-91, $25 at the door

Downtown Knoxville Hilton, 501 West Church Street. Convention 
rates June 6-9 are $59 tor single/double and $69 for triple/quad; 
for reservations, call (615) 523-2300.
... Mention the convention.

Our theme is: "Decadence." Need we say more? If so, 
send SASE to: ConCat lll/Deep South Con, c/o Comics, Inc. 
5415 Kingston Pike, Suite F, Knoxville, TN 37919, 
or call (615) 688-6275.
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What follows Is the set of b’'^”s£^ed pjrther^eproduetlo^and^fsttlbutlon Is 
25, including amendments from the f . serving as recording secretary
encouraged. Many thanks to Co^Je^v^in®rSe text of the amendments.
during the business meetings, and providing patrick_ Molloy

Section 1.Section 1. Paragraph 1. The DeepSouthCon
whose functions are to choose the locations and°ft* h*t*end the DSC; and 
^o“ “MS S W K necessary or incidental to these purposes.

business meeting.
Section 1. Paragraph 3. No part of DSC's net earnings shal\Je paid to its 

members, officers, or other private Persons except in furtherance of the SC

distributed 
by thegcurrent DSC committee or the appropriate court having jurisdiction, 
exclusively for charitable purposes.

Section 2 Paragraph 1. The voting membership of DSC shall choose the location
and e^ittee if X DSC to be held in the calendar year two years after the current 
DSC. Voting shall be by ballot cast at the current DSC. Counting of all votes s 
be the responsibility of the DSC committee, using the preferential ballot system a 
it is used in site selection voting for the World Science Fiction Convention.

Section 2. Paragraph 2. A committee shall be listed on the ballot if it 
submits to the current DSC, by 6:00 pm on Friday of the current DSC, the following: 
a list of committee officers; a contract or letter of agreement with a facility 
adequate to hold the DSC; and a statement that the committee agrees to abide by these 
rules. A committee may bid any site in the states of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, 
Arkansas, Texas and all states both south and east of any of these.

Section 3. Paragraph 1. Any proposal to amend this constitution shall require 
a two-thirds vote of all the votes cast on the question at the DSC meeting held at 
two successive DSC's.

Section 3. Paragraph 2. DSC meetings shall be held at advertised times at each 
DSC. The current DSC committee shall provide the Presiding officer for each meeting. 
Meetings shall be conducted in accordance with Robert's Rules of Order, Newly 
Revised, and any Standing Rules the meeting shall adopt.

Section 
book of each 
published in

3. Paragraph 3. The DSC constitution shall be published in the program 
dsc. Any amendments eligible for ratification at the DSC shall also be 
the program book..



others or infringe on personal freedoms, nor attempts convert 
e to said thoughts or beliefs. I’m violently anti-censorship. 

1 m a firm believer in the "Golden Rule" -but 1 don't 
proselytize, m I haven’t denied you your right to free 
speech in the forum of the SFC. Bulletin. I printed your letter 
unedited, as i’ll print this one. But as editor, I must 
exercise a clear judgment of what is germane and what is not. 
H some ot my readers wish to discuss Christian matters 
further, they not only have the zine RAPID FREE THULCANDRA in 
which to do so, but they have your own APA. And I print 
addresses of letter-writers -unless requested not to. m The 
DthErJetter you mention (though interesting) isn’t germane to 
the SFCB -RFT would be a much better forum- but if any of my 
readers want to see a copy, 1'11 be happy to provide one for a 
AuE. hi If you must label me as to my choice of religion, 

call me a devout agnostic". But remember: "agnostic" does not 
mean "atheist", m Alas, your "con review" of AFF is too long 
as it stands. Thank you for submitting " 
reprints particularly when the previous
an APA, -PLCM>

“News 1 InFor.jtion About The Famish Co.mlt, of the Southeastern U.S

it. I don’t mind
venue is limited, as in

* * » ♦ * 4 V 4 V 4 Y 4 »
October 23, 1990

♦ » ♦ » 4 » 4 ♦

n on local fannish activity and quite a few other things, too. 
ere: the slow grinding of my thoughts towards the hope of 

greater flow of information between fannish groups. Now if 
only natural inertia will let up long enough to let it happen. 
” This issue of THE OSFS STATEMENT contains an article I 
wrote on Fandom in Czechoslovakia based on personal letters I 
receive from Czech fans as well as the English language 
newszine KONTAKT. I have also written for a copy of ORPHIA 
(Slavonic SF stories in English) and DVERSUN. If you or other 
fans in the South are interested in these, let me know and I’ll 
send you any addresses you don't already have, in The two 
Eastern news items I passed on to THE STATEMENT concerned the 
success of ORPHICON in Sophia, and KIEVCON on the first weekend 
in October when a number of serious fans from across the Soviet 
Union gathered with the main topic: the co-ordination of 
fannish publishing in the USSR. The theme of ORPHICON was 
"Democracy and S.F." in A few Northern items that may be of 
interest are the two enjoyable Cons of Concept in Montreal and 
Convalescence in Ottawa in October and the arrival at the end 
of this month of our elections, where we expect the same hard 
working OSFS executive to carry on. m Once again, thank you 

help. I’ll write to at least
Forgive me — I’ve been quite remiss 

know what a fine job I feel you’re doing with
in letting you

r.nuw wnai a tine job 1 feel you’re doing with SFCB. Of all the 
fan publications that darken this pro's P.O. Box, SFCB is the 
most welcome and the most eagerly anticipated. Please keep up 
the great, work. Enclosed is a printout for your Pro Notes 
section, which should catch you up on my recent projects, m

OldJike ygur_.hele_on,.so.methinq very important. At the 
closing ceremonies for Georgia Fantasy Con 1990 in Atlanta, my 
rock band played a brief set with writer Michael Moorcock and 
musician Eric Bloom of Blue Oyster Cult. There was at least 
one fan, possibly more, who videotaped it from the dancefloor. 
Although the con chairman provided us with a videotape of our 
Friday show, we band members have no video (or audio) tape at 
all of the Sunday program, and we would deeply appreciate 
hearing from anyone who does. Please spread the word. I’m

very much for your considerate 
some (if not all) of the clubs 
copy of the notice and perhaps 

—Michael McKenny 
424 Cambridge Sts, Ottawa,

you suggested, sending them a 
a sample copy of the magazine.

ONT, Canada, KIS 4H5

» 4 * 4 » 4 » 4 » 4

We.llsoJieardjFrom: Our Anonymous Benefactor in

hoping someone will come forward with a recorded souvenir of it 
so we can duplicate an archival copy for ourselves, m For 
those who’ve been wondering what happened to Five $S Worth, my 
loopy little fanzine dedicated to beer, Volkswagens, and 
splatter movies; have no fear. 5*W will rise again soon, and 
all subscription obligations will be fulfilled in their
entirety. —Gregory Nicoll

Dinosaur, CO (who sent along another twenty 254 dinosaur stamps 
thanks!); Ron Lindahn; Maurine Dorris (via phone calls);

Peggy Ranson ("The entire issue was excellent. It really gets 
more professional looking every time.”); Thomas D. Sadler ("The 
BULLETIN looks really good -but of course I’ll be reviewing it 
in the next issue of TRF. J did want to give you an idea of 
what I think of it. Keep up the good work, and I look forward 
to the next issue regardless of when it comes out."); Cathy 
Howard ("Love the Zine"); PaM (sent artwork from Red Cloud, NE 
68970); Terry Bisson; Elliott L. Roden (P.O. Box 5005, Glencoe, 
AL 35905) < Where’s the art, Elliott ?>; Michael McKenny; Phil 
Tortorici; William E. Kohn; Ricia Mainhardt; David Noel 
Babeluck; Dave Rowe; Lawrence Barker; David Berk; Phillip Lee 
Koliske III; Ted Pauls; Auriette Hahn; ...and doubtless many 
others whose commentary got lost <?> in the shuffle.

V 4

first 
issue

» 4 Y 4 Y 4 Y 4 Y 4 Y 4 Y 4 Y 4 Y 4
November 12, 1990

Thank you again for your kind and helpful reply to 
letter. 1 hope by now you have had time to read the 
of BARDIC RUNES I sent you, and that at least some of

*
my

it

...AND THAT’S IT FOR LoCs THIS TIME.

was enjoyable. 1 welcome positive criticism. H3 is slowly 
being prepared; one difference is that there are two 
gtoofreaders this tiae ’round, tn Our SF activity here

NO VACANCY
Howard Polskin's piece on "Psycho IV" (“The 
Bates Motel.. . Revisited," Nov. 10] discusses 
director Alfred Hitchcock, star Anthony Perkins 
and screenwriter Joseph Stefano. But not once 
does it mention the man who actually created 
Norman Bates and that spooky Bates Motel. 
Psycho, the novel, is stilt a great read, and the 
man who wrote it is still producing top-flight

V ♦

stories. His name is Robert Bloch^ g 
Oak Harbor, Wash

TV
I GO\Dt

groups



Terminus Tardis (Dr. Who). P.O. Box 47144, Atlanta, 6A 
30362.

U.S.S. Republic - Starfleet Atlanta Atlanta chapter of the 
the International Star Trek Fan Association. 6050 Peachtree 
Parkway, Suite 340-177, Atlanta, 30092. Dues: $20/year.

SMYRNA: British Television Authority. Meet on the 
second Sunday of each month, at Director Grant Goggans' home 
(3926 Orchard Rd., Smyrna, 30080). Dues: $6.00/year, includes 
12 issues of the clubzine "The Voice."

Event One. P.O. Box 820100, New Orleans, 70182-0100. 
Meets every Wednesday (except the 3rd Wednesday of each month) 
at The Bakery (5321 Franklin Ave.), 7:00 pm. Anthony Uchello 
edits "Event Horizons." Dues: $12/year.

Louisiana Tardis (Dr. Who). 1541 Avenue D, Marrero, LA 
70072.

Spaceship Earth, c/o Richard Wilson, 1120 Brockenbraugh 
Ct., Metairie, LA 70005. Membership voted on by current 
members. Dues: $12/year.

Kentucky Mississippi

BOWLING GREEN: Western Kentucky University 
Speculative Fiction Society, c/o Annette Carrico, WKU 
Dept, of Chemistry, Bowling Green, 42101. Meets every 
Wednesday when school is in session, at the Downing University 
Center. A video program usually follows the business meeting. 
Open to non-students as well as students.

LEXINGTON: The Lexington Fantasy Association
(LexFA). 2020 Armstrong Mill #304, Lexington, 40515. (606) 
273-4036. Meets generally on the second Sunday of each month, 
2:00 pm, at various locations. Dues: $5/year.

LOUISVILLE: Falls of the Ohio Science Fiction
Association (FOSFA). P.O. Box 3781, Louisville, 40233- 
7281. Meets on the second Sunday of the month, 1:30 pm in the 
basement of the Student Activities Building on the Belknap 
Campus of the University of Louisville, in the Lincoln Room 
(room 60). Bi-monthly clubzine "FOSFAX." Dues: $18/year 
(individual), $24/year (couples).
Louisville Free Public Library's Science Fiction & 

Fantasy Club, c/o Valley Branch Library, 6505 Bethany Lane, 
Louisville, 40272-3757. Meets the third Sunday each month, plus 
occasional outings. Quarterly newsletter "NOTA.

Louisiana
BATON ROUGE: Baton Rouge Science Fiction League. 
P.O. Box 14238, Baton Rouge, 70898-4238. (504) 359-2202 or 
769-0361. Meets on the 2nd and 4th Thursday of each month, 7:00 
pm, in the Main Library on Goodwood Blvd. Bi-monthly clubzine 
"Bruzzfuzzel News." Dues: $12/year.

Rebel Alliance, c/o Mike Myers, 16716 Bristoe, Baton 
Rouge, 70816. (504) 291-1427. Meets on the 4th Monday of each 
month (3rd Monday in December), 7:00 pm, in the Main Library on 
Goodwood Blvd. Quarterly newsletter. Dues: $5/year plus $2 for 
each additional family member.

Scotlandville Magnet High School Science Fiction 
Club. Contact: LuAnne Styons, (504) 356-3350. For Students 
attending Scotlandville Magnet High School.

Star One Delta. (Star Trek). Contact: Susan Weeks (504) 
387-6158 (home) or 346-3138 (work). Meets on the 2nd Sunday of 
each month, usually at Mr. Gatti’s restaurant north of the L.S.U. 
campus.

University Science Fiction and Fantasy Association. 
P.O. Box 23198, Baton Rouge, 70893. (504) 387-5447 (6-10 
pm). Meets every other Thursday during the regular semester at the 
Louisiana State University Student Union. Membership open to 
members of the L.S.U. student body, faculty, and staff. Quarterly 
clubzine "The Station Tower," and bi-weekly newsletter "The 
Station Tower Annex."

NEW ORLEANS: Krewe of the Enterprise. 2332 Dublin St., 
New Orleans, LA 70118. (504)861-8815.
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JACKSON: Chimneyville Fantasy and Science Fiction 
Society, c/o Tom Feller, P.O. Box 13626, Jackson, 39236. 
Frequent meetings and social activities each month. Semi-annual 
clubzine "Smart-Ash" & irregular newsletter "Smoke Signals." 
Dues: $10/year. "Smart-Ash" subscription: $5/year. Recently 
sponsored a book signing and reading by George Alec Effinger.

The Galactic Watering Hole. P.O. Box 9151, Jackson, 
39286. A new SF/Fantasy/Gaming Society.

North Carolina
SPENCER: Lost Colony Tardis (Dr. Who). 914 Third St., 
Spencer, 28159.

South Carolina
GREENVILLE: SCAT, c/o Rebecca Hoffman, 205 Pine St., Greer, 
29651. (803) 877-8249. Meets on the 3rd Sunday of each month, 
2:30 pm, at the Book Shelf on White Horse Rd. in Greenville, plus 
frequent get-togethers at members' homes.

WEST COLUMBIA: STARZONE. P.O. Box 2672, West 
Columbia, 29172. A fan club of fantasy and science fiction. Heavy 
concentration of gamers, with a rebellious faction of Trekkers, 
Whovians and Filkers. Contact Larry D. Kirby, III at (803) 655- 
5895 for more information.

Tennessee

MEMPHIS: Allies for Star Trek, c/o Patricia Pate, 150 
Waring Rd., Memphis, 38117. Bi-monthly "Communication 
Console." Dues: $6.50/year.

Memphis Science Fiction Association. P.O. Box 
12534, Memphis, 38182-0534. (901) 274-7355. Meets on the 
second Monday of each month, 7:00 pm, at the main branch of the 
Memphis Public Library. Social meetings held the 4th Sunday of 
each month at various members' homes. Monthly clubzine 
"Memphen." Dues: $10/year.
Moss Island Hold (Anne McCaffrey), c/o Jackie Watkins, 

3786 Kentwood Lane, Memphis, 38118.

NASHVILLE: BEMS held its last meeting on December 21. There 
may be a follow-on monthly meeting/party. Stay tuned for details.

Middle Tennessee Speculative Fiction Association 
(MTSFA). P.O. Box 22743, Nashville, 37202. Meets the 3rd 
Thursday each month, at the Cumberland Science Museum. 
Monthly newsletter "MTSFA Monthly Planet."

Nashville Science Fiction Club. 647 Devon Dr., Nash
ville, 37220. (615) 832-8402. Meets 1st Thursday each month, 
7:00 pm at the Cumberland Science Museum. Monthly newsletter.

OAK RIDGE: Atom City Speculative Fiction Group, c/o 
Deb Johnson, 111 Pickwick Lane, Oak Ridge, 37830. (615) 482-
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2205. Meets on the second Saturday of each month at Oak Ridge 
Associated Universities. Formal program from 7:00-9:00, 
followed by an optional book discussion group.

Texas

AUSTIN: Austin Science Fiction Society. P.O. Box 1651, 
Cedar Park, 78613.

Fandom Association of Central Texas (FACT). P.O. 
Box 9612, Austin, 78766. Monthly newsletter "The FACTSheet," 
clubzine 'The Texas SF Inquirer." Dues: $15/year.

HOUSTON: Texas Tardis (Dr. Who). 13635 Queensbury, 
Houston, 77079.

SAN ANTONIO: Ursa Major Science Fiction and Literary 
Association. P.O. Box 691448, San Antonio, 78269-1448. 
Meets on the first, second and third Monday, and the fourth Friday 
of each month, at various locations. Publish ROBOTS & 
ROADRUNNERS, and hold a free writers workshop each February. 
Contact Judith Ward at (512) 691-1554 for meeting information. 
They claim they are not as stuffy as the name implies.

Virginia

FAIRFAX: Gar Hold (Anne McCaffrey), c/o Vicki Smith, 10613 
Center St., Fairfax, 22030.

HAMPTON: Hampton Roads SF Association. P.O. Box 
9434, Hampton, VA 23670. Monthly meetings.

RICHMOND: Richmond Science Fiction Society
(RSFS). 402 N. Robinson St., Richmond, 23220 (in the 
basement of Novel Futures). Meets every other Tuesday at 8:00 pm. 
1-sheet newsletter about once a month. Dues: $5.00/year.

Regional Special-Interest Groups

Anime Hasshin (Japanese Animation), c/o Jeff Roe, 4561 Pine 
Tree Circle, Birmingham, AL 35243.

Companions of Doctor Who Fan Club, Inc. P.O. Box 
724002, Atlanta, GA 30339. (404) 739-2838.

Dracula and Company (Horror, Fantasy and Science Fiction). 
P.O. Box 1101, Metairie, LA 70004.

Federation Outpost International, Dream Base One. 
(Star Trek) P.O. Box 7141, Jackson, MS 39212.

Ista Weyr (Southeast Regional Anne McCaffrey fan club), c/o 
Marilyn Alm, 2911 Eton St., New Orleans, LA 70131; or Scotty 
Matthews, Route 2, Box 82-A, Hiawassee, GA 30546. See state 
listings for local groups.

Nomads of the Time Streams: The International 
Michael Moorcock Appreciation Society. P.O. Box 
451048, Atlanta, GA 30345-1048.

Prince Planet Foundation. P.O. Box 724182, Atlanta, GA 
30339-1182. An organization of dedicated individuals involved in 
the Japanese animation of the 1960's.

Transdimensional Chaos. P.O. Box 894, Pinson, AL 35126.
Play-by-mail gaming and gaming supplies.

THE ASSOCIATION of 
SCIENCE FICTION and 
FANTASY ARTISTS

An Organization 
Open to all those 
Interested in Science 
Fiction & Fantasy Art

INTERACT WITH 
THE MOST 
INNOVATIVE 
ARTISTS IN THE 
WORLD TODAY
Receive
THE ASFA QUARTERLY

Vote for the prestigious 
CHESLEY AWARDS

O8W

FACTSHEET FIVE
For a sample copy, send $3.00 in 
cash, check or stamps, or a copy of 
your own publication, to Mike 
Gunderloy, 6 Arizona Ave., 
Rensselaer, NY 12144-4502
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"News & Information About The Fannish Community of the Southeastern U.S."

Gregory Nicoll’s Pro Notes, 
Fall 1990

This was a very busy season for ae, with a flurry of 
short fiction work punctuating some of ay long tera projects. 
1 sold ay grisly Civil War field hospital story “Terrible Swift 
Saw" to the anthology Confederacy of Horrors (RDC/NAL Books, 
1991); and 1 found a hoae for ay toxic waste horror tale “Close 
to the Earth" in Tia Sullivan’s anthology Cold Shocks (Avon 
Books, 1991).

The sale of the Civil War story particularly pleases ae 
because it introduces a character I’ve been carrying around in 
my head for over ten years — Matthew the Undertaker. I hope 
to use an older, wiser Matthew in a series of novels soae day. 
I've performed extreaely well-received readings of both these 
stories at recent SF cons.

Speaking of performances, at Georgia Fantasy Con I had 
the chance to fulfill a personal fantasy by playing a couple 
shows as a aeaber of a rock’n’roll band. My group, The Deep 
Six, was put together at the request of con chairman Ed Kramer, 
who wanted a prograa of sf-related ausic for Friday night. My 
lady love (and fellow writer/ausician) Patricia Ross did aost 
of the groundwork, picking the songs from our record 
collections and laboriously transcribing the lyrics and basic 
chords. Me ended up with a great little set that opened with 
Billy Lee Ripley’s “Flying Saucers Rock and Roll" and ripped 
though nuabers by Lou Reed, David Bowie, Adaa Ant, The Byrds, 
and aany others, concluding with REM’s "It’s the End of the 
World (and Ue Know It)".

Longtime SF fan and con-goer Thoaas Green played 
keyboards and handled aost of the male lead vocals. Too also 
recruited a crackfire enseable of pro ausicians froa a band 
called Flash over to help us out — Doyle Campbell (lead 
guitar), Tia Obenauf (drums), and Dave Obenauf (bass). 
Patricia sang lead vocals and played guitar. I sang lead on 
“Flying Saucers", Satellite of Love", and "Herewolves of 
London" and thrashed away all night on ay collection of pawn 
shop guitars. The perforaance was accoapanied by a terrific 
videotape (show on a large-screen TV beside the stage) of clips 
froa the whole history of SF/fantasy/horror files. Lt was put 

together by ay Filmmaker buddy Geoffrey L. Rayle, who assembled 
the tape in one aarathon 16-hour session, carefully selecting 
and synchronizing the aovie clips to an advance recording of 
our songs. It was such a big hit with the crowd that our tech 
man, Bryant Harrington, was besieged by fans wanting to buy it.

The Deep Six played with legendary SF writer Michael 
Moorcock twice during the convention, backing hia on wild 
perforaances of “Sonic Attack", a number he wrote for the 
British metal band Hawkwind. During the Sunday night show we 
were also joined by Eric Bloom of the Blue Oyster Cult, who 
perforaed “Veteran of the Psychic Wars" (from the Heavy Metal 
soundtrack) and the Elric song "Black Blade", with Moorcock 
joining in on the choruses. My rock’n’roll adventure was fun, 
definitely an experience to be treasured, but —whew!--9I’a 
glad now that it’s over and I can get back to ay writing.

I’ve got a very old but previously unpublished story 
coming out soon the in the Unnaoeable Press anthology When the 
Black Lotus Blooms. It’s untitled "On the Blue Guillotine" — 
a slightly dramatized account of a bad dream 1 had about seven 
years ago. 1 haven’t seen the text since I originally 
submitted it three or four years back, and can only hope I 
won’t be too embarrassed when it finally sees print. Jame 
Riley and Betsy Gregg, the publisher/editors, showed me a 
knockout illustration that will accompany it -- perhaps the 
great art will make up for whatever the story lacks. During GA 
Fantasy Con Jame kept asking me to autograph about 500 copies 
of the unbound pages. Not wanting a dose of writer’s cramp to 
compromise my guitar-playing, I successfully avoided him all 
weekend. (Sorry, guy. I’ll make it up to ya.)

Brad Strickland hipped me to a Dutch edition of The 
Year’s Best Horror Stories Series XVII. containing my story 
“Dead Air". It’s a weird feeling to see my work printed in a 
language I can’t read. I don’t know which is sore unsettling 
— that, or the fact that I’ve never received a penny from any 
of the overseas printings of the story.

Blood Salvage, the feature horror fils I worked on, is 
finally out on video and laserdisc, after playing theaters in 
selected major markets. The Chicago critics crucified us, 
obviously misunderstanding the film’s very Southern tone, but 
reviews from ;other markets were such sore favorable. I’m told 
that my appearance as the cowboy-hatted, beer-swilling 
spectator at the boxing ring has been restored in this small
screen edition of the move. Of course, I’m still visible as 
judge in the beauty contest scene, along with my writer friends 
Brad Strickland, Wendy Webb, Mike Langford, and Gary Hayes.

My current projects are numerous. I'm still pounding 
away at both my splatterpunk novel and my chili cookbook, but 1 
don’t expect to finish either of them anytime soon. Right now 
I'm putting together a short-short called "Test Drive" for the 
Atlanta Worldcon bld-zine and I’m also tinkering around with a 
brief story about what a blind man’s nightmares are like.

Speaking of which, it's time for me to get back to 
work!
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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Network for the ’90s
Sci-Fi Channel is a planned basic 

cable network launching mid-1991. Pro
gramming will consist of such genre 
classics as Doctor Who, Dark Sha
dows and Flash Gordon, as well as 
other science fiction, fantasy and horror 
films and series.
Planned original programming, includ

ing The Comic Book Show, a look at 
comic books, authors and artists, and 
The Haunted House Game Show, in 
which contestants survive a haunted 
house, will be produced at the Disney- 
MGM Studios at Walt Disney World. 
Visitors to the theme park’s Backstage 
Studio Tour will see on-going Sci-Fi 
Channel productions and may be able 
to participate in studio audiences. On 
the backlot, also part of the Studio 
Tour, Sci-Fi Channel offices may be 
themed to resemble an alien attack.

Other original series include Sci-Fi 
News, produced by independent news 
agency Conus Communications, and 
NASA Watch, co-produced by OMNI 
International, Ltd.

Our Board of Advisors is made up of 
editor Martin Greenberg, author Isaac 
Asimov and Star Trek creator Gene 
Roddenberry.

The Sci-Fi Channel Magazine will 
include not only our program listings, 

but also regular columns, feature arti
cles and original short fiction. Column
ists include Martin Greenberg and J.N. 
Williamson, and a short story by Wil
liam F. Nolan will appear in one of the 
first issues. Also scheduled for early 
issues are: a column on personal tech
nology entitled “Invasion of the Brain 
Machine”, a series on the history of 
the science fiction, fantasy and horror 
genres, and an interview with Isaac 
Asimov. The first cover will be a 
portrait of Dr. Asimov by artist Keith 
Birdsong. The__ Sci-Fi__ Channel 
Magazine will be available by subscrip
tion after the launch of the network.
We are in the process of meeting with 

cable operators concerning carriage of 
the Sci-Fi Channel. To find out if the 
Sci-Fi Channel will be offered in your 
area when the network launches next 
year, call or write to your cable 
operator.
The Sci-Fi Channel Fan Club has over 

70 chapters in the U.S. For more 
information on the Sci-Fi Channel or 
the Fan Club, please write to:

Auriette Hahn
Director of Fan Relations 

Sci-Fi Channel
2000 Glades Road, Suite 206 

Boca Raton, FL 33431
(407) 395-7001
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The Sci-Fi Channel Comes to Your Cable System 
OR WILL IT?

The answer to that cosmic question is up to us fans! I'm Jeff 
Thompson, a "Dark Shadows" expert, a member of the Dark Shadows Festival 
committee, and the Nashville tan coordinator for the Sci-Fi ChanneTT 
It's time for ail SF fans to encourage their cable operators to carry 
the 24-hour science fiction/fantasy/horror/science-fact basic cable chan
nel when it premieres in early 1991.

An all-SF TV network as part of the basic cable package (like MTV 
and A&E) is what many fans have been wanting for years. Such a network 
is the Sci-Fi Channel, owned and operated by Mitch Rubenstein and Laurie 
S. Silvers, and guided by an advisory board including renowned author 
Isaac Asimov, editor-writer Martin Greenberg, and "Star Trek" creator 
Gene Roddenberry. The channel will offer something for everyone: fan 
and mainstream viewer alike. Brand-new programming will include "The 
Comic Book Show" (an in-depth look at comics and their writers and art
ists), "Omni Magazine's Space Watch," the "Asteroid Drive-In" video 
review show, and new dramatic adaptations of Bantam-Doubleday-Dell sci
ence fiction classics. Isaac Asimov has created a robot detective for 
his series, "Isaac Asimov's Universe." There will also be science fic
tion news, NASA coverage, book reviews, star interviews and fantasy 
music videos. Classic programming will include high-quality sci-fi and 
horror movies; hundreds of episodes of "Doctor Who"; "Flash Gordon," the 
classic Buster Crabbe movie serials; and all 1225 episodes of "Dark 
Shadows," the phenomenally popular 1966-71 Gothic serial.

—IF we fans mobilize and persuade our cable companies to carry the 
Sci-Fi Channel, that is. It is imperative that all fans write brief, 
polite, yet assertive letters to our cable operators. Inform your cable 
carrier that you, as well as other science fiction enthusiasts you know, 
are extremely interested in seeing the Sci-Fi Channel carried 24 hours a 
day from the very beginning of the network's operation in early 1991. 
When you write, don't zero in on one particular Sci-Fi Channel program 
(such as "Doctor Who" or "Dark Shadows") as being your main reason for 
wanting the channel; instead, express your excitement over all of the 
fine original and classic genre and space-related programming.

If you do not have cable TV in your home now, it's still very impor
tant that you write to your town's cable system. State that although 
you do not subscribe to cable TV now, you would subscribe if the Sci-Fi 
Channel were offered in the basic cable package. For those of us who 
already have cable, after we write to our local general managers, it's a 
good idea to enclose short notes about the Sci-Fi Channel in our cable 
bills every month. Do not write a message on the bill itself, but en
close a separate sheet of paper on which you request that the Sci-Fi 
Channel be added to your basic cable line-up. One final idea is to gener
ate petitions and send them to your local cable manager. Take your 
petition with you to school, work, church, club meetings, and conven
tions, and collect as many names and addresses as you can. We fans know 
that massive letter-writing campaigns and petitions made "Star Trek's" 
1968-69 season possible and slightly prolonged "Beauty & the Beast's" 
run. We can bring about the same effect with this network, and in 1991, 
we can be enjoying "The Sci-Fi News," "Asteroid Drive-In," "Dark Sha
dows," and "Doctor Who" on the Sci-Fi Channel. Begin writing let
ters—and encouraging your friends and relatives to do so—this week! 
We can "make it so!"



Mad Dog's Southern Con List
S? This listing was compiled by J.R. ’Mad Dog’ Madden, 14 December 1990, 

Jo from various sources such as LOCUS, Science Fiction Chronicle, 
•JU Starlog, Con News, Fandom Directory, flyers picked up at cons, and, 

very rarely, from the convention committees themselves who send the 
information out in good time. Please remember: a minimum of 3-4 months 
lead time should be allowed for publication in this listing. If any of our 
readers know of other cons which might be of interest to Southern fans, 

' PLEASE forward the information to me at P. O. Box 18610-A, Baton 
» Rouge, LA 70893.

/ / NOTE: In all cases, when writing to a convention for information, be sure 
/ to include a self-addressed, stamped envelope (SASE) with your request in 

F'Y order to speed the reply.

A<_/ + + + + + + +
yConCave 12 / UpperCouthClave XXI (February 22-24 ’91), Park

I /Mammoth Resort, Park City, KY. Guest: Nancy Tucker. Membership: 
$15 to 2/08/91, then $20. Info: ConCave, c/o Gary Robe, P. O. Box 24, 

_ ' Franklin, KY 42134-0024.

World Horror Convention (February 28 - March 3 ’91), Hyatt Regency, 
Nashville, TN. Guests: Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, Jill Bauman, David Schow, 
John Skipp, Craig Spector, Richard C. Matheson. Membership: $50 to 
6/30/90, then $65; attendance limited to 1,000. Info: World Horror 
Convention, Box 22817, Nashville, TN 37202.

CoastCon 14 (March 15-17 ’91), Mississippi Gulf Coast Coliseum, 
Biloxi, MS. Guests: Margaret Weis, Clyde Caldwell, Aaron Allston, Mike 
Baron, Harry & Marilyn Alm, Larry Dixon, P. D. Breeding-Black, Mercedes 
Lackey, Prudence Foster, Jeff Leason, Rob Bell, Steven Butler, Mitch Byrd, 
Roland Mann, Thomas fortenberry, Mick McCalip, Bill Kiefer. 
Membership: $10 to 9/1/90, $15 to 12/1/90, $20 to 3/1/91, then $25. Info: 
CoastCon 13, P. O. Box 1423, Biloxi, MS 39567-1423.

Galaxy Fair ’91 I Art-Con IV (May ?? ’91), Dallas, TX. Guests & 
membership: to be announced. Info: Galaxy Fair, P. O. Box 150471, 
Arlington, TX 76015-6471.

PhoenixCon 6 (May 3-5 ’91), Powers Ferry Holiday Inn, near Atlanta, 
GA. Guests: Terry Brooks, Mike & Nelda Kennedy. Membership: $15 to 
10/22/90, $20 to 2/10/91, then $25. Info: PhoenixCon 5.0, 1579F Monroe 
Drive, Suite 218, Atlanta, GA 30324.

Corflll Ocho (May 3-5 ’91), Embassy Suites, El Paso, TX. Con for 
fannish & fanzine fans. Membership: $35 (includes banquet). Info: 
Richard Brandt, 4740 N. Mesa, # 111, El Paso, TX 79912.

OASIS 4 (May 17-19 ’91), Gold Key Inn, Orlando, FL. Guests: Robert 
Asprin, Bob & Anne Passovoy, Don Maitz, Rusty Hevelin. Membership: 
$12 to 9/30/90, $15 to 1/31/91, $17 to 4/15/91, then $20. Info: OASFtS 
Treasurer, P. O. Box 616469, Orlando, FL 32861-6469.

Kubla Khan 19 (May 17-19 ’91), Ramada Inn South, Nashville, TN. 
Guests: Gerald W. Page, David Cherry, Andrew J. Offutt, Roger Sims. 
Membership: $17 to 5/1/91, then $22. Info: Kubla Khan, c/o Ken Moore, 
647 Devon Drive, Nashville, TN 37220.

SerCon 5 (May 17-19 ’91), Airport Hilton, Ft. Lauderdale, FL. The 
convention for sf readers — no costumes, no games, no films, just booksl 
Guests: to be announced. Membership: $25 to 7/31/90, then higher. Info: 
SerCon 5, Box 70143, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33307.

10th Annual International Space Development Conference (May 
22-27 ’91), Hyatt Regency Riverwalk Hotel, San Antonio, TX. Sponsored 
by the National Space Society, San Antonio Space Society, Houston Space 
Society, & Southwest Research Institute. Membership: $50 to 5/1/90, then 
higher. Info: Carol A. Luckhardt, Southwest Research Institute, 6620 
Culebra Road, San Antonio, TX 78284.

12th Annual Conference on the Fantastic in the Arts (March 20-24 
’91), Ft. Lauderdale Airport Hilton, Dania, FL. Academic conference. 
Guests: Angela Carter, Roger Corman, Peter Maque, Andre Norton, Bruce 
Sterling, Brian Aldiss. Others attending: Jane Yolen, Philip Jose Farmer, 
Stephen Donaldson, Brian Stableford, Sharon Baker, Jean Lorrah, Patricia 
McKillip, Judith Tarr, Susan Shwartz, Lee Hoffman, Colin Manlove, Dvaid 
Mesple, Rodney Marchetti, Teresa Prater, Michael Collins, Denise Kline, 
David Hartwell, Ellen Datlow, Charles N. Brown, H. Pruce Franklin, Keith 
Campbell, Karen L. Wann, Micchael Ben Snidar. Membership: $80. 
Checks to: Olena H. Saciuk, Treasurer, Call Box 5100, Caja 2, Universidad 
Interamericana, San German, Puerto Rico 00753. Info: Donald Palumbo, 
President IAEA, English Dept., Shippensburg University, Shippensburg, PA 
17257.

AggieCon XXII (March 21-24 ’91), Memorial Center, Texas A&M 
Univeristy, College Station, TX. Guests: Marv Wolfman, Richard Pini, 
Kerry O’Quinn, Joe R. Lansdale, Karen Lansdale, Lillian Stewart Carl, 
Carole Nelson Douglas, Ardath Mavhar, C. Dean Andersson (Asa Drake), 
Nina Romberg (Jane Archer), Brad Foster. Membership: $13 to 3/1/91, 
then $16. Info: AggieCon XXII, P. O. Box J-l, College Station, TX 
77844.

MidSouthCon X (March 22-24 ’91), Memphis, TN. Guests: to be 
announced. Membership: $15 to 12/31/90, $20 to 3/15/91, then $23. Info: 
MidSouthCon X, P. O. Box 22749, Memphis, TN 38122.

Vulkon - Orlando (March 30-31 ’91), Orlando, FL. Info: Joseph Motes, 
P.O. Box 786, Hollywood, FL 33022.

Super Nova Toy Show (April 6 ’91), Alexandria, VA. Info: Super 
Nova Toy Show, 6112 Clearbrook Drive, Sprinngfield, VA 22150.

TechniCon 8 (April 12-14 ’91), Donaldson Brown Center, Blacksburg, 
VA. Guests: Diane Carey, Greg Brodeur, John McMahon, Ruth Thompson. 
Membership: $16 to 9/30/90. Info: Technicon 8, c/o VTSFFC, P. O. Box 
256, Blacksburg, VA 24063.

BamaCon IV (April 19-21 ’91), Ferguson Center & Sheraton Capstone in 
on University of Alabama Campus, TUscaloosa, AL. Guests: Alan Dean 
Foster, Keith Parkinson, David Ameson, Allen Hammack, Larry Elmore, 
Thomas E. Fuller. Membership: $15 to 12/31/90, $20 to 3/31/91, then $25. 
Info: Bamacon, University of Alabama, P. O. Box 6542, Tuscaloosa, AL 
35486.

Amigocon 6 (April 19-21 ’91), Sunland Park Holiday Inn, El Paso, TX. 
Guests: L. Sprague & Catherine Crook de Camp, Alan Gutierrez. 
Membership: $12 to 1/1/91, $15 to 4/12/91, then $17. Info: Amigocon 6, 
P. O. Box 3177, El Paso, TX 79923.

SwampCon 10 (April 26-28 ’91), Baton Rouge, LA. CANCELLED.

Miss-Con (formerly SpringFest) (May 31 - June 2 ’91), Holiday Inn - 
North, Jackson, MS. Guest: Mike Barr. Membership: $10 to 2/1/91, $15 
to 5/1/91, then $20. Info: Federation Outpost International, P. O. Box 
31078, Jackson, MS 39286-1078.

Super Nova Toy Show (June 1 ’91), Alexandria, VA. Info: Super Nova 
Toy Show, 6112 Clearbrook Drive, Springfield, VA 22150.

DeepSouthCon 29 I ConcaTENNatlon 3 (June 7-9 ’91), Airport Hilton 
(tentative), Knoxville, TN. Guests: Charles Grant, Doug Chaffee, Andrew 
Offutt, Ken Moore. Membership: $10 to 12/31/89, $15 to 6/30/90, $18 to 
10/31/90, $20 to 2/28/90, $22 to 6/1/91, $25 at the door. Info: DSC 29 / 
ConcaTENNation, c/o Comics, Inc., 5415 Kingston Pike STF, Knoxville, 
TN 37919.

New Orleans SF8>F Festival 4 (June 21-23 ’91), Clarion Hotel, New 
Orleans, LA. Guests: Frederik Pohl, Elizabeth Anne Hull, Edward Bryant, 
George R. R. Martin, George Alec Effinger. Membership: $15 till 
12/31/90, then higher. Info: NOSF3 1991, P. O. Box 791089, New Orleans, 
LA 70179-1089.

Dragon-Con ’91 (July 12-14 ’91), Atlanta Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, 
GA. Guests: Piers Anthony, Philip Jose Farmer, L. Sprague & Catherine de 
Camp, Margaret Weis, Tracy Hickman, George Alec Eninger, Stan Bruns, 
Jack Crain, Mike Jittlov, Frank Miller, Lynn Varley, Brian Bolland, Dave 
Stevens, Al Williamson, Brad Strickland, Tom Deitz, Gerald Page, Greg 
Theakston, Bob Burden, Scott Hampton, Julius Schwartz, Brad 
Lineaweaver, Gregory Nicoll, Thomas E. Fuller, Lamar Waldron, David 
Dorman, Lurene Haines, The Atlanta Radio Theatre, The Sci-Fi Channel, 
Dreamsmiths Artists’ Guild. Membership: $22 to 3/15/91, $26 to 6/15/91, 
$30 at the door. Info: Dragon Con ’91, P. O. Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 
30362.

LibertyCon 5 (July 19-21 ’91), Sheraton City Center (name change on 
11/1/90 to Comfort Hotel River Centre), Chattanooga, TN. Attendance 
limited to 550. Guests: James P. Hogan, David Cherryh, Sharon Green, 
Wilson "Bob" Tucker, L. Sprague de Camp, Catherine Crook de Camp, 
Pamela Adams, Jerry Ahem, Sharon Ahem, Stuart Aiken, Chris Appel, Walt 
Baric, Stan Bruns, Alan Clark, Tom Deitz, Dave Dooling, Darryl Elliot, 
Sharon Farber, Charles Fontenay, Bob Giadrosich, Rich Grolfer, Brad 
Linaweaver, Cheryl Mandus, Jack Massa, Bob Maurus, Jack McDevitt, 
Steve Nesheim, Jerry Page, Mark Paulk, Blake Powers, Hank Reinhart, 
Dave Shockley, Brad Strickland, "Infamous Tish," Charlie Vick, Kevin 
Ward, Bryan Webb, Jerri Webb, Sharon Webb, Wendy Webb, C. S. 
Williams. Membership: $25 to 7/1/91, then $35. Info: LibertyCon 5, Box 
695, Hixson, TN 37343.

RiverCon XVI (August 2-4 ’91), Louisville, KY. Guests & Membership: 
to be announced. Info: RiverCon, P. O. Box 58009, Louisville, KY 40268.

Super Nova Toy Show (August 3 ’91), Alexandria, VA. Info: Super 
Nova Toy Show, 6112 Clearbrook Drive, Sprinngfield, VA 22150.
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Satellite Two (August 3-5 ’91), Alexandria, LA. Quests & membership: 
to be announced. Info: Satellite Two, Box 13135, Alexandria,LA 71315.

Chicon V / 49th World SF Convention (August 29 - September 2 ’91), 
Hyatt Regency, Chicago, IL. Guests: Hal Clement, Richard Powers, Martin 
Harry Greenberg, Jon & Joni Stopa, Marta Randall. Membership: 
Attending - $50 to 12/31/88, $75 to 12/31/89, $85 to 7/1/90, $95 to 
12/31/90, $110 to 3/31/91, $125 to 6/15/91, then $150; supporting - $20. 
Info: Chicon V, P. O. Box A3120, Chicago, IL 60690.

Burroughs Dum-Dum (August 31 - September 2 ’91), Louisville, KY. 
Edgar Rice Burroughs interest group. Info: George T. McWhorter, 
Burroughs Memorial Collection, University of Louisville Library, 
Louisville, KY 40292.

Super Nova Toy Show (October 5 ’91), Alexandria, VA. Info: Super 
Nova Toy Show, 6112 Clearbrook Drive, Sprinngfield, VA 22150.

Science Fiction Cruise ’91 (October 19-25 ’91 ’90), M.S. Westerdam, 
out of Fl Lauderdale, FL. A cruise on Holland America Line sponsored by 
Davis Publications. Guests: Joe Haldeman, Stanley Schmidt. Cost: 
starting at $1209 per person (includes round-trip airfare). Info: Omni 
Group Cruises, Inc., 6513 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 205, Hollywood, CA 
90028. Phone: (800) 876-OMNI or (213) 467-6313.

World Fantasy Convention ’91 (October 257-27? ’91), Tucson, AZ. 
Guests & membership: to be announced. Info: World Fantasy Con, Box 
11743, Phoenix, AZ 85061.

Troplcon IX (December 6-8 ’91), Ft. Lauderdale, FL. Guests & 
Membership: to be announced. Info: South Florida SF Society, P. O. Box 
70143, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33207-0143.

Vulkon - Tampa (December 7-8 ’91), Tampa, FL. Info: Joseph Motes, P. 
O. Box 786, Hollywood, FL 33022.

TechniCon 9 (April 10-12 ’92), Donaldson Brown Center, Blacksburg, 
VA. Guests & membership: to be announced. Info: Technicon 9, c/o 
VTSFFC, P. O. Box 256, Blacksburg, VA 24063.

DeepSouthCon XXX / PhoenixCon 7 (May 1-3 ’92), Powers Ferry 
Holiday Inn, near Atlanta, GA. Guests: Joe R. Lansdale, Alan M. Clark, 
Marilyn Teague, Charles L. Grant. Membership: $15 to 6/9/91, $20 to 
10/20/91, $2j to 2/9/92, then $30. Info: PhoenixCon, 1579F Monroe Drive, 
Suite 218, Atlanta, GA 30324.

New Orleans SF&F Festival 5 (June ?? ’92), New Orleans, LA. Guests 
& membership: to be announced. Info: NOSF3 1992, P. O. Box 791089, 
New Orleans, LA 70179-1089.

Dragon-Con *92 (July 17-19 ’92), Atlanta Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, 
GA. Guests & Membership: to be announced. Info: Dragon Con *92, P. O. 
Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 30362.

MaglCon I 50th World SF Convention (September 3-7 ’92), Orange 
County Civic & Convention Center and the Peaoody Hotel, Orlando, FL. 
Guests: Jack Vance, Vincent DiFate, Walter A. Willis, Spider Robinson. 
Membership: Attending — $65 to 09/30/90, $75 to 3/31/91, then higher; 
supporting -- $20. Info: MagiCon, Box 621992, Orlando, FL 32862-1992.

World Fantasy Convention *92 (October 29 - November 1 ’92), 
Callaway Gardens, Pine Mountain (near Columbus), GA. Limited 
membership. Guests: to be announced atWFC ’91. Membership: $100 in 
advance. Info: World Fantasy Convention ’92, Box 148, Clarkston, GA 
30021.

Dragon-Con ’93 (July 16-18 *93), Atlanta Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, 
GA. Guests & Membership: to be announced. Info: Dragon Con *93, P. O. 
Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 30362.

ConFrancisco / 51st World SF Convention (September 3-6 *93), San 
Francisco Marriott / Moscone Convention Center. Guests: Larry Niven, 
Tom Digby, Alicia Austin, Guy Gavriel Kay, Wombat (ian howard finder), 
Mark Twain (Dead GoH). Membership: Attending — $50 to 12/31/90, then 
higher; supporting - $25 till 9/2/91. Info: ConFrancisco, P. O. Box 22097, 
San Francisco, CA 94122 U.S.A.

World Fantasy Convention ’93 (October 29-31 *93), Minneapolis, MN. 
Guests, membership, & address: to be announced.

Dragon-Con *94 (July 15-17 ’94), Atlanta Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, 
GA. Guests & Membership: to be announced. Info: Dragon Con *94, P. O. 
Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 30362.

Dragon-Con *95 (July 14-16 *95), Atlanta Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, 
GA. Guests & Membership: to be announced. Info: Dragon Con *95, P. O. 
Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 30362.

Dragon-Con '96 (July 11-13 *96), Atlanta Hilton and Towers, Atlanta, 
GA. Guests & Membership: to be announced. Info: Dragon Con *96, P. O. 
Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 30362.

WHAT WE DOW HAVE IN THIS ISSUE ' 
And Why

"The impulse to censor exists in every human mind. The smaller the mind, the 

stronger the impulse. This must be fought at every step and every moment."

--Isaac Asimov

There comes a tine Hist before each issue of the BU.LETW begins to take shape in 
PL’s sind when the SFC’s kindly and efficient treasurer indicates the state of the union 
-■ er, status of the SFC’s finances.

Before SFCB I?, JR said, “Put at everything you've got." And PL did. You've al 
seen the result, with its strikingly beautiful Harvia/Ranson cover.

Prior to this issue JR's message was grower. W That's when the Treasurer 
reminds the President that we have to maintain $250 in our bank account to avoid payment 
of service charges.

So, NO photo pages -this time. Thanks to the enthusiastic efforts of newly 
appointed Official SFC Photographer Jennifer Nison, we'd planned on having Iwo. Oh, 
wed.

And since we're cutting to the bone, as it were, NO color cover. Of course, this 
follows precedent; every other cover since 13 has alternated, color with white. It's 
handy, when discussing the BULLETIN on the phone, to ask the caller; "Are you looking at 
the pink one, the blue one, or the yeBow?”

NO "Fanzines Listing'’. The one in 87 (yellow cover) is still accurate enough lor 
general use. And PL can always printout a hardcopy for anyone who absolutely^ positively, 
HAS to have the up-to-the-minute data. ( Don’t forget: include a 9"xl2” SASE with 3 
ounces postage affixed when requesting that list* ]

(Part of the excuse is that I’m behind on data-entry {UAa/? Again??} due to ay 
recent illness and post-surgical recuperation. Part is that we just don’t have enough 
rooa to print such a long listing, and I don’t have tiae to compile an equitable short 
list. —PLCN)

The lettercolumn, "Rebel Yells", raged out of control —8 pages ! PL will either 
have to stop doing such a good job with the BULLETIN, or have to begin severely editing 
the letters. The latter course is unthinkable (or the "reader’s forum" our Bylaws 
require, but we aren’t, after all, competing with FOSFAX !

Ue also have a higher proportion of articles and features in this issue. I’m 
disinclined to exclude any of them. Once again, the Bylaws require that once each year we 
print the Bylaws themselves, the Hmutes of the Annual Business Meeting, the Treasurer’s 
Report (et. aL), and a list of our aeabers and those receiving complimentary copies. But 
we did that last tise, and needn’t do it again until the July issue.

And finally, there will be less artwork than could be hoped for. Several artists 
were kind enough to respond to ay veiled plea in last issue’s "Editorial Crevice”, and 
sent in natenal. Thanks to you all !

Uith continuing good health PL should be able to attend a number of conventions in 
1991, -there to spread the gospel of the SFC, to garner new memberships and generous 
donations: to sell t-shirts (patches, if the investigative report ever comes in) and 
(soon) buttons: and to wheedle various artists and writers (both Pro and Fan) into creating 
more lovely artwork and writing even more luscious articles for future issues.Page 47
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SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT 
by P.L. Caruthers-Montgoaery

RIVERCON XV was a fantastic convention! ft fine tiae 
was had by well over BOO folks. Matter of fact 60 much fun 
took place that I, for one, didn’t get around to reading the 
program book until after I got back hone.

Larry Montgomery (a participant in Southern Fandom for 
over 30 years and founder of the REBEL Award itself) spotted a 
relatively minor inaccuracy that might lead to drastic 
misunderstandings if allowed to stand as a fact.

Specifically: In the RIVERCON XV Program Book 
(copyright 1990 by the Louisville Science Fiction Assn., Inc.), 
edited by Bob Roehm, page 24 ends the bio of Toastmaster George 
Alec Effinger as written by Guy H. Lillian III. Before 
proceeding to Efflngerjs Bibliography, the author is the bio is 
appropriately acknowledged as follows:

"Guy H. Lillian is a long-time New Orleans fan. He was 
director of publications of the 19BB New Orleans worldcon and 
is a past winner of the Southern Fandom Confederation’s Rebel 
Award.’ (underlining ours>

The REBEL award is presented at DeepSouthCon (DSC), the 
South’s annual regional convention, to that person who has 
contributed most to Southern fandom as a whole. The 
corresponding professional award for service to Southern fandom 
is the PHOENIX.

Each award is presented to that person (or rarely: 
persons) whom the committee for that particular DSC deems 
deserving. Traditionally, before each year's DSC the reigning 
concom polls previous winners of both the REBEL and the PHOENIX 
awards for their opinions on who might be most deserving. BUT, 
the DSC concom itself makes the final decision on who gets each 
award.

Although the Southern Fandom Confederation (SFC) 
traditionally holds its Annual Business Meeting during DSC, the 
two groups are siblings at best, in that both entities can 
trace their lineage back to the Southern FAndom Press Alliance 
(SFPA). SFPft, in turn, owes ITS very existence to the Southern 
Fandom Group (SFG), formed in the summer of 1960.

The Southern Fandom Group’s father was one L.D. 
Broyles, a Texan. Its midwives (?!) —also numbered among its 

first members— included: Alabamians Al Andrews, Dick Ambrose, 
Billy Joe Plott, and later Dave Hulan; Atlanta residents Jerry 
Page and Jerry Burge; and Nashville, Tennessee’s Bob Jennings 
and Ken Gentry.

The SFG existed from July, 1960 until early January, 
1963. At one time there were over 50 members... an incredible 
number of fans for that time. Unfortunately, all the SFG 
accomplished was publication of its club magazine, an 
erratically published, mimeographed zine called "The Southern 
Fan". The SFG’s sole lasting contribution to Southern Fandom 
as it exists today was to put those early scattered and 
isolated fans in touch with one another —AND on September 
15th, 1961, it founded the Southern Fandom Press Alliance.

Without going into great detail, suffice to say that 
the SFPA gave birth to the DSC, by the actions of then-SFPA 
members Dave Hulan and Larry Montgomery. Dave Hulan put on the 
1st DeepSouthCon, in Huntsville, Alabama. Larry Montgomery 
hosted the 2nd DSC, in Anniston, Alabama, and thus a tradition 
began. (Larry Montgomery also created the REBEL award, first 
presented to the terminally-ill Al Andrews.)

After DeepSouthCon began to exist as a separate entity 
from its instigator, the Southern Fandom Press Alliance, it 
became traditional that DSC be the annual gathering point for 
the Members of SFPA. And to this very day, SFPA members, Wait- 
listers, and former BFPftns make it a point to attend DSC —even 
if they can’t get to any other convention during the year.

Circa 1970, the Southern Fandom Confederation grew more 
or less full-blown from the mind (and seemingly bottomless 
pockets) of one Meade Frierson III, a SFPA member living in 
Birmingham, Alabama (—with some prompting along the way from 
the likes of Irvin Koch, to name but one accomplice).

Meade established the tradition of holding the SFC’s 
annual business meeting at the site of the DeepSouthCon. The 
SFC’s meeting used to occur BEFORE Meade turned over the actual 
site-selection voting for the next year’s DSC to the current 
year’s concom. Meade’s reasoning seemed to be that a 
sufficient number of people would get out of bed at 10 a.m. on 
Sunday morning —after a hard night of smoffing & partying— to 
a) reelect Meade and SFC Prez (or at least that’s what kept 
happening), and b) to make the site-selection voting itself as 
fair as possible by having the largest number of convention 
members present to vote.

As the SFC’s 4th successive president and in light of 
the myriad changes in the essence of Southern fandom during the 
past 20 years, PLCM arbitrarily reversed the order of voting at 
DSC. Now, the business of site-selection for DSC two years 
ahead is first, followed by the SFC’s Annual Business Meeting.

Therefore, the information about Guy Lillian III 
(presumably written by the editor of the RIVERCON XV program 
book, Bob Roehm) is correct if made to read:

"....and is a past winner of Southern fandom’s Rebel 
Award."

Thank you for allowing us to clear up this minor yet 
significant error.

in in hi
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this address. (When in doubt, send it here!)

SEND MONEY TO: J.R. Madden, P.O. Dox 1B610A, LSU, Baton 
Rouge LA 70B93. hi (Send CONVENTION FLYERS 6 indorsation to 
J.R., for inclusion in our listings.)

Send Club Inforaation & Updates TO: 6.P. Molloy, P0 Box 
9135, Huntsville AL 35812-0135

PLEASE include a SASE with all correspondence !

All rights revert to individual writers & artists upon 
publication. Uncredited writing is probably by the Editor 
(soaetiaes by the assistant editor). Opinions expressed herein 
are those of the individuals I do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the SFC.

Southern Fandoa Confederation’s Fanzine Control *: 72-1101067

Data-Entry Assistant for this issue: G. Patrick Molloy

Copyright 1991 by P.L. Caruthers-Montgomery, 
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Questions always welcome. 
(Answers sometimes available!) 

1- (205) 236-7918 
Please phone after NOON 

and before MIDNIGHT Central Time.
( Ask for P.L }

If you get The Machine, please leave 
at least a brief message, even if you 
don't want your phone call returned !

9 4 9 4 9 ♦ 9 4 9 4 V ♦ 9 4 9 4 9 4 9 4

THANKS TO OUR BENEFACTORS!

Ken Moore for his continuing eoral support. (The 
eoney’s nice, too, Khen.) m Allyson M.N. Dyar (now a 
resident of Iceland) for her aany tru-fan and true-friend 
kindnesses over the years, m Extreme gratitude is due Teddy 
Harvia, nice guy, artist, bon vivant, and all ’round aan-about- 
town.

WorldCon Atlanta, Inc. for paying the printing I bulk- 
sailing costs of 8FCB 11, the printing costs of 8FCB >2, and 
for providing this PC IT-done It Star printer for exclusive BFC 
use so long as we continue to fulfill our purpose.

The North Alabaaa Science Fiction Association, Inc. 
(sponsor of Constellation) for paying the printing It bulk-nail 
costs for 8FCB 13, and for continued use of their bulk-nail 
pernit. m VeePee 6.P. for paying the bulksail costs of 
BULLETINS 15 & *6. (And, no --he is NOT ’buying’ his Vice 
Presidency.)

Also to; Piers Anthony, Halt Baric (PATRON), Sheryl 
Birkhead, Gregory Bridges, Ned Brooks (PATRON), William Francis 
(PATRON), Penny Frierson, Joe It Patti Green (PATRON), Lee 
Hoffnan, Irvin Koch (RUBBLE-awardee, but still One of Us), 
Larry Montgoaery, Andrew J. Offutt, Gary Robe, Rickey Sheppard, 
Janes Tate, Scott Throne (Castle Perilous), T.K.F. Neisskopf, 
all the concoas who were kind enough to coap a nenbership for 
the SFC’s Prez, Gary & Corlis for offering hospitality at 
several cons to a non-paying (albeit unobtrusive) "rooaie",....

And to all the other helpful individuals throughout 
fandoa (their naae is Legion), for continuing valuable 
assistance and support --both moral k aonetary— along the way.

9491919*9*9491919*94
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